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SUMMARY

The main aim of the thesis is to develop and apply

statistical and computational techniques for the system identification 

of the complex interactions that occur between the components of 

neuronal networks within the central nervous system. An analysis of 

these interactions will provide a basis for understading the

operations that the central nervous system uses to carry out

particular tasks.

In order to work effectively, it is necessary for a

statistician to become familiar with the background for understanding

the physiological problems. In Chapter 1, a brief description of the 

neuromuscular control system followed by a more detailed discussion of 

the muscle spindle, a particular component of the neuromuscular

control system we are interested in, is given. The next section

describes the problems we will be studying in this thesis. The final 

part of this chapter presents the basic data sets mainly obtained on 

the muscle spindle under different experimental conditions, and which 

will form the experimental material for our studies.

Chapter 2 presents a review of the general theory of

point processes. A formal definition of point process is given. Some 

standard assumptions, e.g., stationarity, orderliness, and strong 

mixing, are described on the basis of which the theory is developed, 

and finally certain point process parameters in both time and 

frequency domains are defined.

In Chapter 3 we introduce a univariate point process. 

Certain parameters are defined in both the time and frequency domain. 

The estimates and their asymptotic properties are discussed.
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Construction of asymptotic confidence intervals for certain parameters 

in both time and frequency domains is carried out and illustrated by 

using the data sets described in Chapter 1. The main object of this

chapter is, firstly, to emphasize the importance of the estimation of

the power spectrum as it is a fundamental parameter in multivariate 

point process analysis, and secondly, to compare the methods available 

in both domains. A variety of procedures for estimating the power 

spectrum are discussed. In a comparison of the methods in both 

domains, it is shown by a number of illustrations that the frequency 

domain procedures are more informative and effective than the time 

domain ones.

In Chapter 4, introducing a bivariate stationary point 

process, we define certain parameters useful for measuring the 

association and timing relation between two processes in both 

domains. The main aim of this chapter is again to compare the

procedures in both domains. Estimation of these parameters is 

discussed by extending the procedures given in Chapter 3. Examining 

the asymptotic properties of the estimates, approximate asymptotic 

confidence intervals for certain parameters are constructed and 

illustrated by using simulated data followed by the spindle data. The 

problem of identification of a point process system is introduced and, 

considering each input to and output from the spindle as realisations 

of a bivariate point process, a linear model relating the output to 

the input is developed. This model is a special case of the Volterra 

expansion for point processes introduced by Brillinger. Parameters 

related to this model e.g., coherence and phase provide a powerful 

tool for measuring the strength of association and timing relation

between two processes. A comparison of these parameters with the 

corresponding time domain parameters e.g. the cross-intensity 

function, again shows that the frequency domain methods reveal some



extra features of the processes. The results obtained in both domains 

suggest that the output discharges from the spindle are independent in 

the absence of any input. The activation of any of the static gamma 

inputs is seen to impose a coupling between the two discharges over 

roughly the same range of frequencies. The effect of each input, 

however, is seen to differ in that each input imposes a different time 

delay between the output discharges. The phase parameter provides 

useful information for such a comparison.

The usefulness of the frequency domain procedures is 

further extended to the situation when the system is assumed to 

receive many inputs and give rise to sevaral outputs. Chapter 5 mainly 

deals with such situations. This chapter presents an extensive 

development of the wide range of applicability of a Fourier-based 

approach to measures of association and related problems. In order to 

answer the question if the association between two processes is 

because of a direct connection or if it is a consequence of a common 

input, and the extended question how the association and timing 

relation between a pair of outputs is altered by the presence of a 

number of inputs, the idea of partial parameters is introduced. 

Certain partial parameters in the frequency domain are defined and 

derived, and their estimation is considered. A point process linear 

model relating a single output to two inputs is developed, and the 

identification of the muscle spindle (assumed to be acted upon by two 

static gamma inputs) is carried out. The model suggests that the two 

inputs jointly increase the linear predictability of the sensory 

discharges from the same muscle spindle. The model is further extended 

to a more general one in order to include a number of inputs. This may 

be an ideal model in the identification of the muscle spindle in a 

more realistic situation when it is acted upon by several inputs. 

Parameters related to this model are defined, their estimation



procedures are discussed. Certain tests of significance are also 

developed and demonstrated by using the spindle data.

The final part of this chapter considers a further

complicated situation when the system receives a multiple-input and 

gives rise to a multiple-output. The idea is to study the picture of 

the spindle under normal and real conditions. For this purpose, a

linear regression-type multivariate point process model is introduced 

and developed. Various measures of inter-relationships between the 

inputs and the outputs are defined. The partial parameters of higher 

order are also discussed. The estimates and their asymptotic 

properties are examined, and finally these procedures are demonstrated 

by a large number of examples using simulated as well as real data on 

the spindle. The model, in our case, seems to work effectively. Some 

examples, however, give a possible indication of non-linear structure 

present in the processes.

In Chapter 6 we extend the linear point process system

identification techniques to the systems which are assumed to be

non-linear. The simplest non-linear case is quadratic. Certain third 

order (quadratic) time domain parameters, e.g., the third order 

product density, conditional density, and cumulant density, are 

defined and their estimates are considered. It is shown by a simulated 

study that all the three parameters give different informations about 

the non-linearities. The application of these parameters is 

demonstrated by using the real data on muscle spindle. The third order 

parameters are further extended to order-4. The aim is to have more 

insight into the processes under investigation. Estimates of the 

fourth order product density are considered. Asymptotic confidence 

intervals are constructed and illustrated. In the frequency domain, 

the third order spectrum is defined and illustrated. A quadratic model 

relating a single output to a single input is introduced and developed



which leads to the quadratic coherence, a measure of quadratic effects 

that the input has on the output. The estimation and application of 

the quadratic coherence is demonstrated. The final section of this 

chapter extends the quadratic model in order to include a second 

input. The model is solved under the assumption that the inputs are 

two independent Poisson processes, and which leads to a simple 

solution for the identification of a non-linear system with two inputs 

(independent Poisson processes). The results obtained in both domains 

reveal significant non-linear features of the muscle spindle.

Chapter 7, considering the situations and problems for 

future work, gives a list of possible ways in which the work of this 

thesis may be extended.



CHAPTER 1

NEUROPHYSI0LQ6Y : A BRIEF DESCRIPTION
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1.1 INTRODUCTION

Many biological systems have the important feature that 

under normal conditions they are acted upon by several inputs 

simultaneously, and in response may give rise to several outputs. 

This feature of biological systems plays a crucial role in its 

function. The muscle spindle, for example, is one particularly 

important component of the neuromuscular control system which is 

thought to provide information to the other parts of the nervous 

system that is important in the control of movement and maintenance 

of posture. The spindle, under normal conditions, is acted upon by a 

continuous change in the length of the muscle which occurs as a 

consequence of movement. In addition to the length change, the output 

activity from the spindle is further modified by several other input 

processes which are initiated from within the central nervous system.

The pattern of the activity of the components of the 

central nervous system reveals a certain degree of randomness 

associated with the signals transmitted by these components. In fact, 

it has been recognised by many statisticians that the field of 

neurophysiology provides a rich source of problems and data relating 

to stochastic processes (Brillinger, 1975c; Brillinger et al, 1976;

Feinberg, 1974; Sampath and Srinivasan, 1977).

To give the necessary background for an understanding of 

the physiological problems, we first present a brief description of 

the neuromuscular control system followed by a more detailed 

discussion of one of its components, the muscle spindle, which is the 

one we are mainly interested in, and is also the source of data for 

our studies.

The final part of this Chapter provides a brief summary 

of the basic data sets which will be used as experimental material 

for the analysis in the subsequent Chapters.



1.2 NEUROMUSCULAR CONTROL SYSTEM

The neuromuscular control system may be considered as 

all those parts of the nervous and muscular systems which initiate and 

control movements and maintain posture. Anatomically and functionally 

this system has further been divided into two parts,

a. Central nervous system

b. Peripheral nervous system. 

a - CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM (BRAIN)

The central nervous system consists of the brain and the 

spinal cord. The human brain contains a complicated network of perhaps 

ten billion highly specialised cells called neurones or nerve cells. 

Like other cells, the neurone is bounded by a thin membrane and has a 

cell body called a soma. A number of extensions of the cell, projected 

from the soma, are called the dendrites and the axon. Normally, a cell 

gives rise to a single axon but this axon may give off side branches 

and characteristically divides up into a number of smaller branches 

just before terminating. A cell body is about 30 micra across and the 

dendrites perhaps 200 to 300 urn long. The length of axon from One 

nerve cell to the next varies from 50 urn to several meters long. The 

nerve cells are not isolated but rather interconnected in a very 

characteristic way. The points of connections, called synapses, are of 

particular importance, for it is at this point where the information 

flows from one cell to another. So the neurones form neuronal 

networks, and it is the characteristics of these networks that 

determine the behaviour of the nervous system. Fig.1.2.1 illustrates a 

schematic diagram of a small network of three neurones.

Cell bodies are clustered in certain areas in the brain 

while other regions consist of axons running from one group of 

neurones to another. In these regions large numbers of closely packed 

axons run parallel to form structures called fibre tracks. Similar



Fig.1.2.1

Schematic diagram showing a small network of three neurones.



tracks run outside of brain to muscles where they are referred to as 

nerves.

The neurone is the basic unit of the animal involved in 

the transmission of information. One way the information is tranmitted 

through the dendrites and axon is via changes in electrical activity. 

An abrupt pulse-like change in the membrane potential is usually 

called a nerve impulse or action potential. This can be elicited in 

the nerve fibre by almost any factor that suddenly increases the 

permeability to certain ions, for example, electrical stimulation, 

mechanical compression, application of chemicals to the membrane, etc. 

The nerve impulse is approximately 100 mv in amplitude and 1 msec in 

duration. Because of this relatively short duration impulses are often 

referred to as spikes. Spikes are propagated along the axon with a 

velocity which depends in part on the diameter of the axon. A neurone 

cell can generate propagated impulses repetitively to produce a train 

of spikes with mean frequency which may vary from pulse every few 

seconds to several hundred pulses per second. When a pulse reaches- the 

synapse it provokes the release of a transmitter substance which 

alters the permeability of the dendrites of the next cell' to certain 

ions. The resulting flow of ions generates a small electric current 

which moves down the dendrites to the soma. If the synapse is 

excitatory the spike activity of the second cell is increased, if 

inhibitory it is decreased,

b. PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM

The peripheral nervous system, at the level of spinal 

cord, has a sequence of organisationally identical repeating units 

called "segmental levels" of the spinal cord. Fig.1.2.2 illustrates 

the components of the peripheral neuromuscular system at one segmental 

level. A large number of classes of nerve cells lie within the spinal 

cord in groups or nuclei, which may have as many as 2000 cells. One of
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Diagram of some of the path-ways connecting a muscle spindle 
to the spinal cord. Some of the interactions between, and distribution 
of, the neuronal circuits within the spinal cord are also illustrated.
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these groups is known as "a-motoneurone" . Diameters of the 

cell-bodies and the axons of these neurones range from 25 to 100 nm 

and from 8 to 20 urn, respectively. The axons of these neurones leave 

the spinal cord to innervate the load-bearing or "extrafusal" muscle 

fibres forming the main mass of the muscles responsible for generating 

forces or changes of length. These axons normally conduct impulses 

from their cell-bodies to the extrafusal muscle fibres at a velocity 

ranging from 50 to 120 m/sec. Once the axon of an <x-motoneurone 

reaches a muscle, it divides into a number of fine branches. These 

terminal branches end on specialised areas of the extrafusal fibres 

called the "motor endplate". When an impulse reaches the junction 

between the axon and the muscle fibre, a sequence of electro-chemical 

events occurs which leads to the contraction of the muscle fibres. 

Each terminal branch of the cc-motoneurone innervates a single 

extrafusal fibre of one muscle. All of the extrafusal fibres that are 

innervated by one a-motoneurone lie within the same muscle. The 

oc-motoneurone and all the extrafusal fibres that it innervates are 

jointly called a "motor unit", the size of which and the number of 

motor units within a muscle vary from muscle to muscle depending on 

the function of that muscle.

Lying in parallel with the extrafusal fibres and the 

tendons, are a number of physiological transducers, also called 

"muscle receptors", which are very sensitive to imposed length changes 

or forces acting on the muscle. The nerves attached to these 

receptors, called "sensory nerves", normally transmit pulse-coded 

information in the form of spike trains to the groups of nerve cells 

lying within the spinal cord. After entering the spinal cord each 

sensory axon divides up into a number of branches which make 

synaptic-contact with a large number of cells over several segmental 

levels of the spinal cord. Each cell within the spinal cord receives
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input information from a large number of sensory axons coming from 

different receptors in the same muscle as well as from the receptors 

attached to different muscles. The electro-chemical events, which 

occur at the synapses as a consequence of all incoming spike trains 

from the receptors, then modify the on-going activity of these 

inter-related cells,

A further detail of the organisation of the spinal cord may be found 

in Shepherd (1974). 

i -3 THE MUSCLE SPINDLE

One particularly important class of muscle receptors is

known as the "muscle spindle". The muscle spindle is believed to have

a critical role in the initiation of movement and the maintenance of 

posture. Most skeletal muscles, which are concerned with posture or 

movements, contain a number of muscle spindles lying parallel with the 

extrafusal fibres. They are composed of a number of highly specialised 

muscle fibres, called "intrafusal fibres", which lie parallel to each 

other and are contained partially within a fluid-filled capsule of 

connective tissue (Boyd,1962), These intrafusal fibres are much 

shorter than the extrafusal muscle fibres. They have been divided into 

three different categories,

1. The Dynamic Nuclear-Bag Fibres (Db^),

2. The Static Nuclear-Bag Fibres (Sb2),

3. The Nuclear-Chain Fibres (C),

The mechanical properties of these intrafusal fibres 

differ, and hence respond distinctly to length changes imposed on the 

parent muscle (Bessou and Pages, 1975, Boyd, 1980).

The information regarding the imposed length changes on 

the intrafusal fibres from the spindle to the spinal cord is 

transmitted by the two types of the sensory axons closely attached 

with the muscle spindle. These are the primary or group la , and the
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secondary or the group II sensory axons. The organisation of both

sensory axons within the muscle spindle differs in that the terminal 

branches of the la sensory axon form spirals around the central region 

of each of the three types, Dbj, Ds2 , and C whereas the the terminal 

branches of the II sensory axons, lying to either side of the la

ending, are associated with the nuclear-chain fibre (C), some of

them, however, may lie on the static-bag fibre. Both the la and II 

sensory axons conduct impulses at a different conduction velocity. In 

the case of the la sensory axon, it ranges from 72 to 120 m/sec,

whereas in the II sensory axons it is in the range 24-72 m/sec. When a 

muscle is held at a fixed length, the sensory axons from the muscle

spindle generate impulses at a constant rate depending on the length

at which the muscle is held (Matthews, and Stein, 1969). The rate, 

however, is increased with an increase in the muscle length.

Each muscle spindle is innervated by a single la sensory axon, but 

may have several II axons. The changes in activity in the la sensory 

axon in part reflect the responses to imposed length changes in all 

the three types of intrafusal fibres, whereas the activity in the II 

sensory axons reflect, mainly, changes in the nuclear-chain fibres. 

Both the sensory axons are found to project largely to different

groups of cells within the spinal cord (Johansson,1981),

In addition, the intrafusal fibres are activated by 

another group of axons, called "gamma motoneurones" or "fusimotor 

axons" , which lie within the spinal cord in the neighbourhood of the 

a-motoneurones. The cell-bodies of these neurones are considerably 

smaller than those of the cc-motoneurones. These motoneurones generate 

impulses at a velocity ranging from 10 to 50 m/sec, and innervate

only the intrafusal fibres. Each gamma-motoneurone may innervate 

intrafusal fibres lying in different muscle spindles within the same 

muscle. These motoneurones have been divided into two types, the
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gamma-dynamic and gamma-static axons (Matthews, 1962, Emonet-Denand et 

al, 1977). The gamma-dynamic axons innervate the dynamic nuclear-bag 

fibres, whereas the gamma-static axons innervate either the 

nuclear-chain fibres or the static nuclear-bag fibres, or both (Boyd, 

1980). A single muscle spindle may be innervated by as many as six 

gamma-motoneurones. Fig.1.3.1 summarises the main features of the 

muscle spindle. Fig.1.3.la is a schematic diagram of the sensory and 

motor innervation of the muscle spindle. The spirals of the primary 

sensory ending are clearly seen wrapped round all the intrafusal 

fibres, whereas the terminals of the secondary sensory ending are 

largely restricted to the chain fibres. Fig.1.3.lb is a simplified 

diagram of the normal innervation of the muscle spindle. The la and II 

sensory axons and a single gamma-motoneurone of a muscle spindle is 

illustrated in Fig.1.2.2.
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1.4 THE PROBLEMS

The study of the behaviour of the small networks of 

neurones frequently requires the determination of the measure of 

strength of association between component neurones, an assessment of 

the timing relation between them, and the identification of which of 

the neurones may interact directly or, are influenced by the common 

inputs.

Most of the identification techniques which have been 

recently applied to the muscle spindle data are based on the models 

involving length input, $, and primary sensory neurone responses (e.g, 

Maclain et al, 1977; Rigas,1983) or involving fusimotor activity and 

primary sensory axons (Rigas,1983). Although the inherently 

multi-variable nature of the spindle is of considerable importance in 

terms of the role that it plays within the neuromuscular control 

system, only a few of the published studies have attempted to 

consider more than one input process (e.g., Matthews, 1981).

In order to answer to a wide range of questions relating 

to the identification of the muscle spindle in its more real 

situation, i.e., with multiple-input and multiple-output, one needs a 

framework of mathematical, statistical, and computational procedures 

related to multivariate analysis.

The object of this section of the Chapter is to outline 

the problems and questions to be answered in a further study of the 

neuromuscular control system.

The short duration with almost the same amplitude of the 

action potentials or spikes, compared with the intervals (random) 

between the times of occurance of these spikes and the variety of the 

observable patterns, provides the basis for considering a spike train 

as a realization of a stochastic point process along a line. Such a 

process is described fully by an ordered sequence of the realised
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times

■ • * -£ r_2 ^ r_1 ^ t 0  ^  ^  t 2  C * ■ •

of occurance of the spikes (Cox and Lewis, 1966). Therefore the muscle

spindle may be considered as a hybrid stochastic system involving 

continuous time series (random changes in the length of the muscle) 

and point processes (fusimotor inputs to and sensory outputs from the 

spindle). The problems we will consider include

A. Quantify the behaviour of the spindle by studying the la and

II sensory responses from the same muscle spindle when it is

assumed to be acted upon by different combinations of the 

fusimotor inputs and the length change.

B. Extend the linear point process model with single-input and 

single-output to the case when the spindle is assumed to receive 

two point process inputs. The aim is to study the characteristics 

of the sensory responses to the simultaneous activation of two 

fusimotor inputs, and to investigate the input-output relations.

C. Extend the linear model to a general one for the case when 

the muscle spindle is assumed to be acted upon by several, "r", 

point process inputs.

D. Develop a general multivariate regression-type point process 

linear model and measure the association and timing relation 

between any two of the sensory outputs, the la and the II's 

discharges, from the same spindle in the presence of 'r' 

fusimotor inputs in order to answer the question whether the
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association between these outputs is because of a direct 

connection between them or if it is a consequence of common inputs, 

and how the timing relation between these outputs are influenced by 

the presence of a number of inputs.

E. Extend the linear model to a non-linear (quadratic) one in order 

to include the non-linearities that have an important influence on 

the behaviour of the muscle spindles within the neuromuscular 

control system.

1.5 TYPICAL DATA SETS OBTAINED FROM MAMMALIAN MUSCLE SPINDLE

The data sets in this study were mainly obtained from a 

muscle spindle lying within the tenuissimus muscle in the hindlimb of 

deeply anaesthetized cats.-This was done by isolating a muscle spindle 

within the parent muscle and dissecting the selected nerves, the 

fusimotor axons from the spinal cord and the primary and sensory 

nerves to the spinal cord. The parent muscle was clamped in a muscle 

puller to allow muscle length to be experimentally controlled. Fine 

silver wire electrodes insulated except for the tip were attached to 

the dissected nerve endings. The fusimotor axons were stimulated with 

voltage pulses, and the resulting primary and secondary responses in 

the form of sequences of pulses from the spindle were recorded. During 

the whole experiment the spindle and its blood supply were kept 

intact.

Under different experimental conditions the following 

data sets were obtained to form the experimental material for our 

studies. Some of the basic statistical characteristics of these data 

are also presented.
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1. The la and II spontaneous discharges recorded from the sane nuscle 
spindle

In the absence of the fusimotor activity and the length 

change the la and II sensory axons generate nerve impulses at 

relatively constant rates (Matthews and Stein, 1969) depending on 

the length at which the parent muscle is held. The discharge 

from the sensory axons under these conditions is referred to as 

the spontaneous discharge of the spindle.

Fig.1.5.la represents some simple graphical measures 

corresponding to the la spontaneous discharge. Fig.1.5.la is the 

interval histogram (h=2msec) between the spikes shown in 

Fig.1.5.1c. Some of the basic statistics of the la discharge are 

also indicated in the figure. Fig.1.5.1b represents the scatter 

diagram of the adjacent intervals between the spikes, and reveals 

a small dispersion confirming the regularity of the la spontaneous 

discharge.

2. The la and the II discharges when a length change 1 is inposed on 
the parent nuscle.

Fig.1.5.2 gives some basic statistical characteristics 

of the la discharge when the length of the parent muscle is varied 

(illustrated in Fig.l.5.2e) through a servo-controlled muscle 

puller. Figs. 1.5.(ta,b are the inter-spike-interval histogram and 

scatter plot of the la discharge, respectively, whereas Fig.l.5.<£c 

is the log^o of the empirical survivor function (Cox and Lewis, 

1968), and is given by

logjQ RN(x)=logi0<Proportion the spike-intervals longer than x)

and gives evidence of a non-Poisson behaviour of the la
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Pig.1.5.1 Basic statistics of the spontaneous Ia discharge
a) Histogram of the inter-spike intervals of the Spontaneous Ia 

discharge computed with h=2 msec.
b) Scatter plot of the adjacent inter-spike intervals of the Ia 

discharge
c) A realised sequence of spikes of the spontaneous Ia 

discharge.
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Fig.1.5.2 Basic statistics of the Ia discharge in the presence of a 
length change

a) Histogram (h=2msec) of the inter-spike intervals of the 
Ia discharge in the presence of a length change

b) Scatter plot of the adjacent inter-spike intervals of the Ia 
discharge

c) Logjo of the empirical survivor function
d) A realised sequence of spikes of the Ia discharge in the 

presence of a length change
e) A section of the continuous random length change with time 

imposed on the parent muscle
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discharge. A comparison between Fig.1.5.1c and Fig.1.5.2d also 

suggests a loss of regularity in the Ia discharge.

3. The Ia and II discharges recorded from the same muscle spindle in 

the presence of a static gamma input, jrs , alone

This data set consists of the la and II responses when 

one of the static fusimotor axons (i7s) to the same muscle spindle 

is stimulated from the output of a Geiger counter placed close 

to a radioactive source. Fig.1.5.3c is the interval histogram 

of the static gamma input, and suggests an exponential 

distribution (i.e., a Poisson process). The insert in this 

figure gives a sequence of the spikes of the gamma input.

Fig.1.5.3a is the histogram of the inter-spike intervals of 

the Ia discharge in the presence of j7s , and clearly reveals 

that the fusimotor activity completely destroys the regularity 

of the Ia discharge as compared with Fig.1.5.1.

4. The Ia and II discharges from the same muscle spindle when it is 

activated by a second static gamma, 27sr inPut*

5. The Ia and II discharges from the same muscle spindle in the 

presence of a concurrent and independent random stimulation of 

both static gamma inputs, and 27s*

6. The Ia and II discharges from the same muscle spindle when both

the static gamma inputs, j/g and are applied concurrently and 

independently in the presence of a length change !.

Fig.1.5.3b gives the interval histogram of the Ia 

discharge (the insert gives a sequence of the Ia spikes) in the

presence of a random length change and a static gamma input,
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Histogram (h=2msec) of the inter-spike intervals of 
(a) Ia discharge in the presence of a static gamma input, jrs
b) Ia discharge in the presence of jys when a length 

change (a section of which is shown in Fig.d) is also 
imposed on the parent muscle.

c) Static gamma input, i?s .
The insert in each figure gives a sequence of the spikes 
of the corresponding discharge.
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This figure, as compared with Fig.1,5.3.a, suggests that the 

mechanism of the spindie responds differently to the fusimotor 

axon applied alone and along with a length input.

7. Single unit EMG recorded from the soleus muscle, an extension

of the ankle, in the presence of a random stimulation of synergist 

medial gastronemius nerve at group I threshold.

In addition to the above data, a number of simulated 

studies will also be carried out which form the basis for 

understanding and interpreting the results obtained from the real 

data.



CHAPTER 2

STOCHASTIC POINT PROCESSES
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2.1 INTRODUCTION

The analysis of the data and the related problems

described in Chapter 1 require a formal framework of mathemetical,

statistical and computational procedures involving both the time 

series and point processes. These subjects are a particular case of 

what is known as stochastic processes, and have been discussed by 

Doob(1953), Bartlett(1966), and Cramer and Leadbetter(1967).

The literatures concerning these two subjects are large 

and rapidly growing, and have developed comparatively independently

of each other with the exception of Bartlett(1966) and 

Brillinger(1972). The main theory and applications in the case of time 

series are given in Jenkins and Watts(1968), Box and Jenkins(1970), 

Koopmans(1974), Bloomfield(1976), and Brillinger(1981) whereas, that 

in the case of point processes can be found in Cox and Lewis(1966), 

Lewis(1972), Brillinger(1975a), Cox and Isham(1980), Daley and 

Vere-Jones(1988).

Although there are many similarities between the two 

subjects, and in certain cases the parameters of one subject have 

direct analogues in the study of the other, there are situations when 

unique methods are only applicable to one but not to the other. An 

extensive discussion and a vast comparison of both the time series 

and point processes can be seen in Brillinger(1978).

In this chapter we present the general theory of point

processes in order to form the basis for the statistical analysis of

the data described in chapter 1.

We start with a brief description of the history of the 

point processes.
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2.2 HISTORICAL NOTES ON POINT PROCESSES

A stochatic point process may be defined as a random, 

non-negative integer-valued measure, and often refers to isolated 

events occurring in time or space. Subject areas leading to the 

collection of point process data include queues, neuronal electrical 

activity, heartbeats, radioactivity, accident or failure processes, 

seismology and many others. A wide variety of examples are given in 

Lewis(1972).

The early history (1620-1742) of the study of point 

processes is known to begin with construction of life tables in the 

analysis of populations. Such a table corresponds to the superposition 

of many independent point processes, each with a single point at the 

time of death of an individual. This early history is discussed in 

more detail in Westgaard(1968).

The next era of point processes is related to the most 

important processes known as Poisson processes, and starts with the 

discovery of the Poisson distributuion credited to de Moivre • and 

Poisson around 18th century. The poisson process was introduced over a 

long period. In 1868 Boltzman introduced the expression exp{-^h} for a 

probability of no events in an interval of duration h, and in 1910 

Bateman determined the counting distributions by solving a set of 

differential equations (Height,1967). In 1909 Erlang applied the 

theory of Point processes to traffic problems, and then to 

communication problems to build better telephone systems by 

determining the optimal number of circuits. He is also known to have 

initiated the study of queuing systems involving input and output 

point processes which correspond to times of arrival and departure of 

customers. The queueing theory was further developed by Khinchine, 

Palm and many others (ref: Bhat, 1969).

Another class of point processes with a long history of
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study is known as Renewal processes in which the successive intervals 

between the events are independent and non-negative variables. The 

credit for the first serious investigation of these processes has been 

given to Herbelot (e.g., Lotka, 1957).

The late 1930's saw the beginning of substantial 

developments in the modelling of point processes by physicists to 

study radioactive decay and particle bombardment experiments.

A class of point correlation functions was introduced by 

Yvon in 1935 to study the dependency properties of certain point 

processes. Later, Ramakrishnan(1950) introduced multidimensional 

product densities to study the higher order dependencies of point 

processes.

Another form of point processes called the branching 

processes is described in Kendall(1975). Recent developments of point 

processes with applications to physiological and seismology problems 

may be found in Brillinger(1975b, 1986, 1988).

2.3 DEFINITION OF POINT PROCESS

Let N(t)={N1(t), **•,} teR, be an r-vector random

variable.

We say that N(t) is an r-vector valued stochastic point 

process if the individual components, N^t), N2(t), *•*, Nr (t) are

random non-negative integer-valued measures (Brillinger, 1975b).

More generally, suppose that N(I,s)f IeBR , seS, where BR 

is tho o-algebra of Borel sets of the real line and (S,Bs ,P) is the 

basic probability space, and let Na (a=l,2,...r) be the ath component 

of N, then Na (I,s) gives the number of events of the process Na that 

fall in the interval I for the realisation s. Since we refer to one 

realisation s, we suppress the dependence of Na on s.

It is convenient for the development of the theory of
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point processes if we consider the following differential notation 

dN(t)=tt{N event in (t, t+dt]} -wzt^oo

where #(•) denotes the number of events of process N in a small

interval of length dt.

2.4 ASSUMPTIONS

In the development of the theory of point processes we 

further set down some assumptions as follows

2.4.1 STATIQNARITY

A point process is assumed to be stationary if its

probabilistic structure does not change with time.

We say that the point process Na (a=l,2,...fr) is 

"simple stationary" if the probability distribution of the number of 

events N(t, t+h] is the same as that of the number of events

N(t+h, t+h+r] V t,T,hM).

We say that the point process Na is " second-order

stationary" (weakly stationary), if the joint probability 

distribution of the number of events N(t, t+hj] and N(t+h2 , is

the same as that of the number of events N(t+T, t+hj+r] and

N(t+h2+T, t+h3+r].

We say that the point process Na is "completely

stationary" (strong stationary) if the joint probability distribution 

of the number of events in any arbitrary number of intervals is 

invariant under translation. The verification of complete stationarity 

is quite impracticable, expect for small number of intervals.

The above definition can easily be extended to the case

of an r-vector valued point process for which it is required that the

joint probability distribution of the variate {Naidj), Naj(Ij)}

is invariant under translation, for , ■ • • , ajj=l, • • ■ ,r ; 4=1,2,
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2.4.2 ORDERLINESS

A point process Na is said to be orderly if

Pr{N(t, t+h]xl) = o(h)

i.e., the probability of two or more events occurring in the interval 

(t, t+h] tends to zero as h^O. This condition, in practice , prevents 

the occurrence of multiple events in small intervals.

Extending the definition of the orderliness, an r 

vector-valued point process N(t) is said to be orderly if the 

superposition of the component (marginal) point processes results in 

an orderly process. The process N(t) is called marginally orderly if 

the marginal processes are orderly. Thus orderliness implies 

marginally orderly; however a marginally orderly process need not be 

orderly (Cox and Lewis, 1972, Srinivasan, 1974).

2.4.3 STRONG MIXING

We also assume that the process Na is strong mixing with 

(e.g., Brillinger, 1975b)

g(u) = sup{ |Pr{AB)-Pr{A}Pr{B) | : A€BN (_OT t-j  ̂ BeBN (t+u>c0)}

tending to zero as u->».

This condition can also be applied to the r 

vector-valued case by which the events of one component process, Na , 

well-separated in time from the the events of the other component, N^, 

of the process N are independent, for a,b=l,-**,r.
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2.5 POINT PROCESS PARAMETERS

In this section we define certain parameters related to 

an r vector-valued stationary point process which provide useful tools 

in the analysis of a multivariate point process.

2.5.1 THE PRODUCT DENSITY FUNCTION OF ORDER-4

Let N(t)={N1(t), Nr(t)> be an r vector-valued

stationary point process satisfying the conditions of orderliness and 

(strong) mixing. The product density of order-4 may be defined as

Paj. . .a*(ul’ ‘ “  .u*_i)=Lim hl hjf̂ 0 Pr{Naievent in (t+ulf t+uj+h-t],

N^event in (t+u2 , t+u2+h2 J, •*• » and

Naj?event in (t, t+hj}])/hjh2 • • • h* (2.5.1)

for uj, Ujj„1# 0 distinct ; alf •••, a^ = 1, ,r ; 4 = 1,2,-**

Under the condition of orderliness, expression (2.5.1) may be written

as

pa!. . .a*(ul- ' * ' * u4-l) *  • dUj^dt

= E<dNai(t+U!) * ■-dNa^^tt+Ui-iidNa^ft)} (2.5.2)

where dNa (t) is defined in Section 2.3.

Particular cases of above definition are

Padt = E{dNa(t)>

Pab(u)dudt = E{dNa (t+u)dNb (t)}
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Pabc(u,v)dudvdt = E{dNa (t+u)dNb (t+v)dNc(t)} 

for u,v,0 distinct; a,b,c=l,2, *■•,r.

The product density of order-1, Pa , is called the mean intensity of 

the process a.

The above definition may be extended to include a number 

of singularities which occur within a process if the restriction on 

uj, * * • »Ujj-i,0 of being distinct is not imposed. It follows from the 

general definition 1.3 of Appendix I, for example, that

E{dNa (t+u)dNa (t)> = <Paa(u)+6(u)Pa}dudt

E{dNa (t+u)dNa (t+v)dNa (t)> = {Paaa(u,v)+6(u-v)Paa(v)+6(u)Paa(v)

+6(v )Paa(u-v)+6(u)6(v)Pa)dudvdt

where 6(*) denotes the Dirac delta function.

2.5.2 THE CUMULANT DENSITY FUNCTION OF ORDER-1

In addition to the product densities of order 4, we 

define the cumulant density function of order-4 of the stationary 

point process N as

Sai...a*(ul-■* * >u4-l)dUl'•-dup-idt

= Cum{dNai(t+u1) , • • • (dNajf_1(t+uit_1) ,dNajJ(t)) (2.5.3)

for all uj, • • • ,Ujf_i,0 distinct; a^ , • ■ ■ ,aj>=l, • • * ,r; 4=1,2,1*- 

The singularities in the cumulants which occur within a process may 

also be accounted for in the same manner as that in the case of 

product densities (see definition 1.3 of Appendix I).

1
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The cumulant densities are connected directly with the 

product densities through the relations such as

3a = pa 

3ab(u ) = pab(u)-papb

3abc^u,v  ̂ = pabc(u ’v )~pab(u_ v )pc"pac (u ) pb~pbc (v )pa+2papbp c

for a,b,c=l,21•■•,r; u,v,0 distinct.

The cumulant density functions provide useful measures 

of joint statistical dependences, and together with the product 

density functions are discussed in Ramakrishnan(1950). The cumulants 

and their properties in the case of ordinary random variables are 

presented in Definition I.2 of Appendix I.

2.5.3 THE SPECTRUM OB8 ORDER-1

Let N (t ) be an r vector-valued stationary point process 

satisfying the conditions of orderliness and (strong) mixing. Further, 

suppose that the £th order cumulant function given by expression 

(2.5.3) exists and satisfies the assumption 1.2 of Appendix I. We 

define the spectrum of order & as

al .Xi--l>

P P • 6-1
= (2v)-i+l exp -i) XjUj

. , . j=l
3ai. . .a*(ul>' ' ' -u£-l)dul* * *dui-l

for -w^XjZoo , j = l , • ■ • , 4-1; a^ , • ■ ■ , a$=l, • * • , r ; V aj distinct; £=2,3, 

where i denotes [-13^ .



CHAPTER 3

UNIVARIATE POINT PROCESSES
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3.1 INTRODUCTION

Univariate point processes have been diccussed by many 

authors, see, for example, Cox and Lewis(1966), Brillinger(1975a),

The field of neurophysiology provides a rich source of data which can 

be analysed within the framework of point process theory. The theory 

provides two parallel approaches to work with, i.e., the time domain 

approach and the frequency domain approach. Both domains, though 

mathematically equivalent, have certain advantages as well as 

disadvantages over each other. Methods in both domains taken together, 

however, provide a powerful collection of analysis techniques.

In this chapter certain parameters of a univariate point 

process in both domains are defined. Their estimation procedures and 

the properties of these estimates are discussed. Asymptotic confidence 

intervals of the parameters of interest are constructed, and finally, 

applications of these procedures to the data sets obtained on the 

muscle spindle are demonstrated.

The main aim of this chapter is to compare • the 

procedures available in the both domains as well as, by the 

application of these procedures, to investigate the characteristics of 

the outputs from the muscle spindle, the Ia and the II discharges, 

when it is acted upon by various stimuli.

3.2 ANALYSIS IN THE TIME DOMAIN

This section deals with the definition, estimation, and 

application of certain parameters of a univariate point process in the 

time domain.

As defined in Chapter 2, a stochastic point process is a 

random, non-negative integer-valued measure With realisation as a 

sequence of events occuring in time or space. Let {N(t)> be a 

univariate point process defined in time. A convenient way to develop 

the theory is to consider the differential process (dN(t)> defined as
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dN(t) = #{events in (t,t+dt]>

where #{A) denotes the number of events in set A. With this 

differential notation, certain parameters useful in analysing 

univariate point processes in the time domain are defined in the 

following section.

3.2.1 TIME DOMAIN PARAMETERS

Time domain point process parameters directly analogous 

to the product moment functions of ordinary time series are 

provided by the product densities. In this section the product

densities up to order-2 and some important functions derived from them

which are useful in analysing a point process are discussed.

THE MEAN INTENSITY

A principal descriptor of a point process provided by

its mean rate is called the product density of order-1 or the mean

intensity. This parameter provides a measure of the intensity .with 

which events occur. In general, it is a function of time but if the 

process is stationary it is a constant quantity and is defined as

Pft = Lim Prob{ Event of process N in (t,t+h]}/h (3.2.1)

Further, if the process is orderly (Khintchine, 1960), we have

PN = E{dN(t)}/dt (3.2.2)

THE SECOND ORDER PRODUCT DENSITY FUNCTION

The product density of order-2 of a stationary point 

process provides a measure of the intensity with which events 

separated by 'u' time units occur, and is given by
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PNN(u ) = Lim hi,h2-»0 Prob{N event in (t^t+hj] and

N event in (t+u, t+u+t^] }/hih2 (3.2.3)

Under the condition of orderliness,

Pn n (u) = E{dN(t+u)dN(t))/dudt u#0 (3.2.4)

Clearly, Pn n (u ) is an even function of u.

Under the (strong) mixing condition i.e increments of 

the processes well separated in time are independent, it follows that

Lim p n n (u ) = Ppj2 (3.2.5)

THE AUTO-INTENSITY FUNCTION (AIF)

Another important function which describes the second 

order properties of a stationary point process is the autointepsity 

function, and is defined as

mNN(u ) = ^im h-»0 Prob{N event in (t+u,t+u+h]|N event at t)/h

(3.2,6)

mNN(u) = E{dN(t+u)|dN(t)=l}/du u*0 (3.2.7)

This function gives the measure of intensity with which 

the events occur at time u given that there is an event at the origin. 

From the definition of conditional probability, it follows that 

expression (3.2.6) can be written as

mNN^u ) = pNN(u )/pN (3.2.8)
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and under the (strong) mixing condition, it reduces to

Lim u-»oo mNN (u ) = pN (3.2.9)

Expression (3.2.9) suggests that the function m ^ ( u )

contains information about the mean intensity of the process. In 

practice m^(u) should fluctuate around the mean rate of the process 

for large values of u.

THE AUTO-COVARIANCE FUNCTION (ACF)

The autocovariance function at lag u which describes the 

covariance structure between the increments separated by 'u' time 

units is defined as

cov{dN(t+u),dN(t )} = E{dN(t+u)dN(t)}-E{dN(t+u)}E{dN(t)}

Where 6(.) is the Dirac delta function being added in order to take 

into account of the singularity at u=0 because of the fact that 

Var[dN(t)]=PNdt (Lewis, 1970). The function Qn n (u )=PNN(U )_PN2 is 

second order cumulant function and is assumed to be continuous at u=0, 

Further, under the (strong) mixing condition,

3.2.2 ESTIMATION OF THE PARAMETERS

We now turn to the problem of estimating the parameters 

described in the previous section. Under the condition of 

stationarity, the product density and the cumulant density functions 

depend on one less parameter than in the general case. This reduction

= CpN5 (u)+qNN(u);idudt w2u2°° (3.2.10)

(3.2.11)
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has the important implication that plausible estimates of the

parameters can be based on a single realization of the process.

Suppose that the process N is observed throughout the

time (0,T]. Let Ti > T2 - ̂ 3 * ■ ■ • • TN(T) observed times

of the total number of N(T) events which occurred in (0,T]. Consider 

the interval (0,T] divided into T/h intervals of length h. The number 

of times the event

” Point of process N in a small interval of length h" 

occurred is N(T) . A natural estimate of the mean intensity Pjj is

PN = N(T)/T (3.2.12)

The value of this estimate is the reciprocal of the obvious estimate 

of the mean interval between events of the process.

The obvious estimates of the product density and

autointensity functions are given by

PNN(U ) = J N N ^ ( u )/hT (3.2.13)

™NN(u ) = (u)/hN(T) (3.2.14)

[Brillinger(1976a)3

where

(U )=*K (k, j ) such that u-(h/2)2rj<:-TjZu+(h/2) ) (3.2.15)

for j,k=l,2,3, . .., where h is a binwidth parameter, to be taken as

small. The symbol #{A) denotes the number of counts in set A.

The variate JpjN^(u ) counts the number of the events 

which fall in a bin of width h and midpoint u (Cox & Lewis,1966).

This variate may also be explained by considering the record length T
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divided into small intervals [(2h£-h)/2, (2h£+h)/23 £=1,2,... ,L

where L is the integral part of (2T-h)/2h and then computing the 

number of differences which fall in each of these intervals.

Now as

we need only the computation of (3.2.15) for kxj.

Finally, an estimate of q^N^11) can simply be obtained by 

inserting the respective estimates in expression (3.2.11) i.e

cENN(u ) = Pn N^u “̂PN2 (3.2.16)

In the next section we discuss the asymptotic properties 

of these estimates.

3.2.3 PROPERTIES OF THE ESTIMATES

Suppose that the process N is given for 0 £ t ^ T. Then 

as T-»®, the variates dNN^)(ujj) ;uj?=h£, £=1,2,..., are asymptotically 

independent Poisson random variables with mean hTPfjN (u$) 

(Brillinger,1976a,b). which implies that

PNN(U) ~ ( h T r ip o C h T P i^ fu n  

where Po[<x] denotes a Poisson random variable with mean a.

Similarly,

mNN(u) - (hTPfj)'*1Po[hTPNN(u) 3-

Furthermore, if h-»0 but hT-»® as T-»®,



Jn n <T)(u ) - N[hTPNN(u) , hTPNN(u)3 (3.2.17)

where N[a,3] denotes a normal random variable with mean a and variance 

3, Since under the above conditions a Poisson distribution may be well 

approximated by a normal distribution. It follows from (3.2.17) that 

as h-»0 , hT-»<», approximately

^NN(u  ̂ ~ N[Pjjn(u ) , PNN(u)/hT] (3.2.18)

With similar arguments it can be shown that

* N [ m ^ ( u ) » («)/hTPpq] (3.2.19)

3.2.4 CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR THE AUTO-INTENSITY FUNCTION

The parameter m^(u) may be used to assess the 

correlation structure between the increments of the process N. .The 

limiting distribution of mNN(u) [expression 3.2.9] suggests that a 

confidence interval for m ^ ( u ) , under the null hypothesis that the 

increments are independent (Poisson process), can easily be 

constructed which may provide a useful tool for such an assessment.

A variety of procedures for the construction of an 

approximate 95% confidence interval for m^(u), under the null 

hypothesis of independent increments, are considered as follows 

Method 1

Under the (strong) mixing condition,

Lim U^OT mN^(u) = P^

suggests that if the increments of the process are independent( the
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asymptotic distribution of mtjN(u ) becomes

mNN(u) - N[Pn , 1/hT] (3.2.20)

and which implies that an approximate 95% confidence interval under 

the hypothesis of independence, can simply be set up as

PN ± 1.96 [1/hT]* (3.2.21)

Method 2

Applying a variance stablizing transformation for a 

Poisson variate, i.e., if X is a Poisson variate with mean « then

(X)^ - NC(«)^ * 1/4] (Kendall & Stuart,1966)

implies that the variate [ % jj(u )]^ will approximately be normal with 

mean [m^(u)]^ and variance l/4hTP^ Hence an approximate 95%

confidence interval for [m^(u)]^, under the hypothesis of

independent increments of the process, becomes

(PN )* ± 1.96[(4hTPN )“1]^

or for convenience, simply

(PN )* ± [hN(T)]-K (3.2.22)

Then we obtain a confidence interval for m^(u) by squaring the end 

points of the confidence interval for [mNN(u)]^-
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Method 3

A third method of constructing the confidence interval 

may be achieved by using a modified estimate of mĵ fj(u) which is based 

on a smoothed version of Jn n ^ ( u ). Following Cox(1965) and 

Brillinger(1976a), the modified estimate of (u ) is given by

mNN(u) = l/hN(T)[Ew;[JNN('r) (u-ih) ] (3.2.23)

where w-̂  are the smoothing weights which satisfy the condition Ewj_=l. 

The distribution of this new estimate can be seen as asymptotically 

normal with mean mpjN(u ) ant* variance (hTP^)-1m^(u)Ew^2 . Hence 

applying again a square root transformation, we can construct an 

improved asymptotic 95% confidence interval for O ^ ^ u )  31/2 under the 

hypothesis of independence as

(PN )# ± {ChNtDriEWi2}^ (3.2.24)

For example, with a "Hanning window" (Tukey, 1977) as a smoothing 

scheme, the estimate (3.2.23) is seen to have the form

mNN(u) = l/hN(T)[0.25JNN(T )(u-h) + 0.5JNN(T )(u) + 0 .25JNN<T )(u+h)3

(3.2.25)

whereas the confidence interval (3.2.24) becomes as

(PN )^ ± < 0.375[hN(T)T 1 (3.2.26)
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3.2.5 APPLICATIONS

We now apply the above-mentioned procedures for 

estimating the autointensity function (AIF) and the asymptotic 

confidence interval for it to our spindle data sets in order to 

investigate the characteristics of the sensory axons when the muscle 

spindle is acted upon by various inputs.

Fig.3.2.1 and Fig.3.2.2 are the various estimates of the 

AIF of the la and II spontaneous discharges whereas Fig.3.2.3 and 

Fig.3.2.4 allow a comparison of AIF's of the la and II discharges when 

different stimuli are applied to the spindle. The record duration of 

each sample is T=60,000 msec. The lag value 'u' in each figure ranges 

from 0 to 512 msec.

Fig.3.2.la and Fig.3.2.2a give the estimate J^jq^T }(u) 

of the la and II discharge respectively, computed with a binwidth 

h=l msec. This histogram-like estimate, usually called the 

autocorrelation histogram (ACH), is commonly used by 

neurophysiologists (Bryant et al,1973). Both figures (Fig.3.2.la ■ and 

Fig.3.2.2a) suggest a periodic behaviour of the discharge of la and II 

sensory axons when no input stimulus is applied to the spindle. The 

periodicity of the II discharge, however, is seen to be more 

pronounced than that of the la. The endings for this typical data 

recorded with the muscle at a fixed length are firing pulses at the 

rate of about 10.5 and 26.3 pulses per second, respectively.

Fig.3.2.2b and Fig.3.2.3b are estimates of the AIF of 

the la & II spontaneous discharges which are calculated by using 

expression (3.2.14). The dotted line in each figure corresponds to the 

mean rate of the la and the II discharges while the horizontal solid 

lines below and above this line are approximate 95% asymptotic 

confidence intervals based on expression (3.2.21) of Method 1. Again, 

a periodicity in both discharges is clear. In the case of la discharge
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Fig-3.2.1 Illustration of the AIF of the la spontaneous discharge

a) Estimate Jjjn T̂ )(u ) with a binwidth h=l msec.
b) Estimate of based on Jjjjj^)(u) illustrated in (a).
c) Square root of the estimate of mjjjj(u) illustrated in (b).
d) Square root of the smoothed estimate of mjqjj(u) with a

"Hanning window" as a smoothing scheme.

The dotted line in (b) corresponds to the mean rate P«̂  
whereas that in (c) and (d) corresponds to the square root of P»j of 
the la spontaneous discharge. The horizontal lines below and above 
the dotted line are the approximate 95% confidence limits for the AIF 
under the hypothesis that the impulses of the la discharge are 
independent.
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Fig.3.2.2 Illustration of the AIF of the II spontaneous discharge

a) Estimate of J n n ^ ( u ) with a binwidth h=l msec.
b) Estimate of *^^(u) based on illustrated in (a).
c) Square root of the estimate of m^(u) illustrated in (b).
d) Square root of the smoothed estimte of with a

"Hanning window" as a smoothing scheme.

The dotted line in (b) corresponds to the mean rate PN 
whereas that in (c) and (d) corresponds to the square root of of 
the II spontaneous discharge. The horizontal lines below and above 
the dotted line are the approximate 95% confidence limits for the 
AIF under the hypothesis that the impulses of the II discharge are 
independent.
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(Fig.3,2.lb), however, there appears to be a greater variability in 

the estimate than in the case of the II discharge (Fig.3.2.2b). The 

values outside the confidence interval give evidence of significant 

autocorrelation between the increments of the process.

Figs3.2.1c and Fig.3.2.2c give the square root of the 

estimates of the AIF of both discharges (estimated by Method 2). 

Clearly this transformation improves the properties of the estimate as 

well as the symmetry of the function. The confidence intervals, 

constructed by using expression (3.2.22), again reveal the same 

autocorrelation structure between the increments of the process.

Finally, following Method 3, the improved and better 

estimates of the AIF of la & II spontaneous discharges are presented 

in Fig.3.2.Id and Fig.3.2.2d. These figures are the square roots of 

the estimates given in expression (3.2.25) with a "Hanning window" as 

a smoothing scheme, and reveal the same features as before.

Figs.3.2.3a-f give a comparison of the AIF’s of the la 

discharge when the muscle spindle is acted upon by various prescribed 

stimuli. Fig.3.2.3a is the square root of the smoothed AIF of the la 

spontaneous discharge which reveals a periodicity with a period of 

about 90 msec. Fig.3.2.3b-d correspond to the la response to a single 

input length change 'Jf1, a random fusimotor input ' iys ' and a second 

fusimotor input '27s ' respectively, whereas Fig.3.2.3e is the AIF of 

the la discharge in the presence of both fusimotor inputs 1 jys' and 

12>rs' which are applied simultaneously but independently. Figure 

3.2.3f is the AIF of the la discharge when all the three inputs are 

being applied concurrently and independently.

One striking feature of the Figs.3.2.3b-f is the loss of 

periodicity and an increase in the mean rate of the la discharge. 

Further, the la pulses occurring more than about 50 msec apart now 

become independent of each other i.e. the process then behaves as a
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Fig.3.2.3 Square root of the smoothed estimtes of the AIF of
a) la spontaneous discharge
b) la discharge in the presence of a length change 'I'
c) la discharge in the presence of a static gamma input 'i7s '
d) la discharge in the presence of a 2nd static gamma input '2^s'
e) la discharge in the presence of both ' j7s' and ' 27s'
f) la discharge in the presence of '1' , 'i7s ' • an(* '2ys' •

The dotted line in each figure represents the square 
root of the mean rate of the corresponding discharge whereas the 
solid lines below and above this dotted line are the 95% approximate 
confidence limits for the respective AIF under the hypothesis of 
independence. The smoothing of the estimates is done by a "Hanning 
window".
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Poisson process. Fig.3.2.3e clearly reveals a combined effect of both 

fusimotor Inputs. Similarly Fig.3.2.3f can also be seen as a weighted 

combination of the three inputs but we can also see a possible 

periodicity with a higher rate and which we expect to see more clearly 

in the frequency domain.

The effect of these stimuli on the discharge of the 

secondary sensory axon, II, is presented in Figs.3.2.4a-f which give 

the square roots of the smoothed estimates of the AIF's of the II 

discharge in the presence of the same input stimuli as discussed for 

the la discharge.

Figs.3.2.4a-c give clear evidence of a strong periodic 

behaviour of the II discharge revealing that the presence of the 

length change or 1j7s 1, alone does not affect this periodicity.

Figs.3.2.4(d~e) give the square root of the smoothed 

estimates of the AIF's of the II response to the second static gamma, 

27St alone, and to both static gammas activated concurrently and 

independently, respectively. Again a periodicity in the II discharge 

is clear. However, the pulses occuring about 250 msec apart seem to 

become independent, and after that the process starts behaving like a 

Poisson process with the same mean rate of II discharge. Thus 2ys 

alone or in the presence of the other gamma stimulus affects the 

regularity of the II sensory response by shortening the span of the 

dependence between the pulses.

Fig.3.2.4f corresponds to the square root of the 

estimate of the smoothed AIF of the II discharge when the spindle is 

acted upon by all the three stimuli, an imposed length change a

static gamma «i7s ' anc* a second static gamma 1 1 , applied 

concurrently and independently. The figure describes how the presence 

of these inputs alters the II response. The regularity of the response 

has disappeared and the rate of the discharge has been increased. A
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Fig.3.2.4 Square root of the smoothed estimates of the AIF of

a) II spontaneous discharge
b) II discharge in the presence
c) II discharge in the presence
d) II discharge in the presence
e) II discharge in the presence
f) II discharge in the presence

of a length change 'f' 
of a static gamma input 'i^g' 
of a 2nd static gamma input '2*s' 
of both 'i^s' an<* 12^s' 
of 'I'. '1ys ' , and '2rs '

The dotted line in each figure represents the square 
root of the mean rate of the corresponding II discharge whereas the 
solid lines below and above this dotted line are the 95* approximate 
confidence limits for the respective AIF under the hypothesis of 
independence. The smoothing of the estimates is done by a "Hanning 
window".
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peak at about u=20 msec suggests an excitation and after that at about 

u=38 msec, a possible inhibition after which the estimate simply 

behaves as the mean intensity of a Poisson process.

Finally, from the above, we may conclude that in the 

absence of any stimulus the discharges of the both la and II sensory 

axons are periodic at a rate which depends on the length of the parent 

muscle at which it is held. The presence of any one of the input 

stimuli destroys the periodicity of the la discharge, whereas the 

periodicity of the II discharge is not affected at all. Further, a 

combination of the imposed lenth change ' i 1 and both static gamma 

stimuli alters the II response and produces a higher discharge rate.
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3 .3 ANALYSIS IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN
In the theory of stationary time series, parallel with 

the time domain analysis, it is valuable to consider frequency domain 

analysis. Methods available in the frequency domain can easily be 

extended to the stationary point process case. Many of these methods 

are seen to be a direct analogue of time series.

It is sometimes assumed that time and frequency domain 

methods give equivalent representations of a data set, because they 

are mathematically equivalent and contain the same information about 

the process, and consequently it is sufficient to use only one of 

these representations (Tukey,1978 ; Koopmans,1983). But because of the 

finite amount of data mathematical equivalence does not imply 

equivalent representation (Tukey,1978). The need for both methods,

however, depends on the complexity of the system under investigation.

We emphasize the frequency domain analysis not only

because these methods often reveal more features about the process and 

give better understanding to physiologists but also because we find 

them to be more sensitive.

3.3.1 FREQUENCY DOMAIN PARAMETERS

The fundamental parameter of a stationary point process 

is the power spectrum (PS) which, by the analogy with time series, is 

defined as the Fourier transform of the autocovariance function. A 

detailed discussion on the Fourier transform and its properties can

be found in Brigham(1974) or Bracewell(1986).

Suppose N(t) is a stationary point process satisfying

the conditions of orderliness and mixing. Let Ppg and q^(u) be the 

mean rate and the cumulant function of N. Further, Un n (u ) satifies the 

following condition

+ 00
|qNN(u)|du L « (3.3.1)
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Then the power spectrum of the point process N is defined as 

(e.g. Bartlett, 1963 ; Brillinger and Tukey, 1984),

= (2 tr)-1 exp(-iXu)cov{dN(t+u),dN(t)>]/dt (3.3.2)

-1 exp(-iXu)qiqN(u)du -®<!:X̂ °° (3.3.3)

The parameter X is the frequency in radians. The power spectrum is 

proportional to the variance of the component of frequency x of the 

process N, and may be interpreted as reflecting the power in each 

frequency component of the process (Brillinger et al, 1976).

One important manner in which the power spectrum of a 

point process satisfying condition (3.3.1) differs from that of an 

ordinary time series follows from the Riemann-Lebesque Lemma 

(Katznelson,1968 ; Papoulis,1962) i.e

Lim f ^ f M  - Pfl/27r * 0

This constant value corresponds to the power spectrum of the Poisson 

process since in the case of the Poisson process

qnn(u} ~ 0

However, the power spectrum is similar to that of an ordinary time 

series in that it is a symmetric and non-negative function of X.

The inverse relation to the definition (3.3.3) may be

provided by

exp( + iXu)[fNN(x) - PN/2ir]dX (3.3.4)
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3.3.2 ESTIMATION OF THE POWER SPECTRUM

By the analogy with stationary time series, the estimate

of the power spectrum may be based on any of the methods described by,

for example, Tukey(1959), Parzen(1961), Bloomfield(1976), 

Brillinger(1981) and Priestley(1987) in the case of time series and 

Bartlett(1963), Cox and Lewis(1966), Brillinger(1975a) and

Rigas(1983) in the case of point processes.

Following the ’direct’ method (Brillinger, 1975a; and

Rigas, 1983), the periodogram-based estimate of the power spectrum of 

a point process may be obtained in two alternative ways.

(a) An estimate based on the periodogram of the entire 

record length.

(b) An estimate based on the periodograms of disjoint 

sections of the record length.

3.3.3 THE PERIODOGRAM OF A POINT PROCESS

Suppose that the process N is observed in (0,T] with t -j_ 

T2, » TN(T) the observed times of occurrence, then by analogy with

time series, the periodogram of the point process N is defined by 

Bartlett(1963) and Brillinger and Tukey(1984) as

In n ^^(^) = (2irT) | djj ) {X) | ̂  -oô x̂ oo (3.3.5)

where dj^T )(x) is the finite Fourier-Stieltjes transform of the 

counting process N(t) and is given by

fT
dN (T )(\) = exp(-iXt)dN(t) (3.3.6)

oJ

The spectral representation may be used to relate the 

point process to the associated time series (Brillinger, 1975a ;

Rigas, 1983), and which implies that the spectrum of the series
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X(t) = {N(t+h)-N(t)}/h

is closely related to the spectrum of the point process N when h=l and 

This suggests that (3.3.6) can be approximated by

T - l
dN (T )(x) = ) exp(-iXt)(N(t+1)-N(t)} (3.3.7)

t=0

The difference (N(t+1)-N(t)} takes on values 0 when no events have 

occurred and the value 1 when there is an event in (t,t+l]. Hence, in 

practice, considering the point process a 0-1 time series, sampled at 

equally spaced intervals of one unit of time, the expression (3.3.7) 

becomes

N(T)
dfl(T )(X) = ^ exp(-iXTj) (3.3.8)

j=l

The power spectrum may now, alternatively, be defined as

= ^t x->oo (2ttT)“  ̂ ave. |djq(T) (X) | 2 x*0

Brillinger and Tukey(1984)

where "ave." denotes the average value.

3.3.4 PERIODOGRAM AS AN ESTIMATE OF THE SPECTRUM

The periodogram given by

iNN(T)(>') = (2WT)-1 |dN <T > (X) |2

has the same symmetry and non-negativity as the power spectrum of a 

point process given by (3.3.3). Further,for the variate djj(T )(X), X 

of the form 2tts/T, s an integer, and for O^X^Xg^. . .̂ Xj^, the variates
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dN ^ ( xl)' dN^T ^(x2)< * dN ^ ( xk) are asymptotically independent

and distributed as

dN <T )(x) - Nc[0 , 27rTfNN(X)] Brillinger(1975a, 1983)

where Nc[a,g] denotes a complex normal random variable with mean <x 

and variance p , which suggests that the periodogram, InN^T ^ x)* an 

obvious estimate of the power spectrum.

3.3.5 PROPERTIES OF THE PERIODOGRAM

Let N(t) be a stationary point process defined on (0,T]. 

Suppose the second order cumulant exists and satisfies the following 

condition,

jqNN(u) |du 4 t»

Then we have,

2ttTJ
sin(X-<x)T/2

(X-a)/2
fjjN(o:)d<x + 2trT

sinXT/2'
X/2 (3.3.9)

(ii) cov{INN(T )(x),INN(T)(Ai)> =
L _ T ( x + n ) / 2  J

■sin(x-n)T/2'l
. T(X-u)/2 j  ] f NN2 ( x )

+ 0(T-1) X*u (3.3.10)

(iii) var{INN(T )(X)} = fNN2 (x) + 0(T 1 ) (3.3.11)

Proof:- The proof is given in Theorem 1.2 and 1.3 of Appendix I.
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Now,for x*0, the final term in (3.3.9) is small and we 

see that E[INN T̂ ^(X)] is a weighted average of fflN^ with weights 

concentrated in the neighbourhood of X.

Further, the function

1
2ttT

*sin(X-<x)T/2' 
(X-oc) /2

in expression (3.3.9) becomes a delta function as T->« (Populis,1962) 

which implies that

Lim T^m E{Inn(t )} = fflN^M (3,3.12)

i.e., the periodogram, In n T̂ ^ x J» an asymptotically unbiased

estimate of the spectrum.

Under the condition of the above theorem and .with 

X=27rr/T, m =2tts/T for r,s integers such that r, s, r+s s 0 (mod T) , we 

have (Rigas, 1983),

cov(INN(T )(X),INN(T )(a)> = 0 (T-1)

(3.3.13)

var{INN(T )(X)} = fNN2tx) + 0(T_1)

This suggests that the periodogram is not a consistent estimate of the 

spectrum in that no matter how large the record length,T, is taken, 

the variance of this estimate tends to remain at a constant level 

fNN2(x)* From expression (3.3.13), it is also clear that adjacent 

periodogram ordinates are uncorrelated for large value of T. Finally, 

the variates l N N ^ ( xj)> Xj=2irj/T , j=l,2,... are seen to be
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asymptotically independent fNN(xj)x22/2 random variables from the fact 

that dnj{T )(Xj)f xj=27rj/T, j=l,2, . . . are asymptotically independent 

normal variates.

The above result leads to the consideration of the 

construction of a consistent estimate of the spectrum of a stationary 

point process by smoothing the periodogram.

3.3.6 CONSISTENT ESTIMATES OF THE SPECTRUM

In this section we consider a variety of methods for a 

consistent estimate of the power spectrum of a stationary point 

process.

Method 1 Smoothed periodogram : a consistent estimate of the spectrtm

From the previous section we have that (2m+l) adjacent 

ordinates of the periodogram INN T̂ )(X+2irj/T), j=0,±1,± 2,...,±m are

approximately independent fNN(X)x22/2 variates, which suggests an 

estimate of the power spectrum having the following form

+m
fNN(T)(x) = j wjINN^T)[x+ - ^ 1  x*°

j =-m L J

(3.3.14)

where Wj, j=0,±l,±2,...,±m are the weights which satisfy the following 

condition

Ewj = 1 for j = -m, i.., +m

and where m/T-»0 as T-»«

It can easily be shown that this estimate is

asymptotically unbiased with variance
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var{fNN(T )(X)> = fNN2 (x)/ wj2 + OCT-1) X*0
j=-m

(3.3.15)

□  1“i _m
wj  f NN2 ( x ) /  w i 2 + ° ( T _1 

j“1 J J=1
) X=0

=1 "

and the covariance structure given by

cov<fNN T̂ )(X),fNN(T )(u)} = 0(T-1) (Rigas,1983)

Therefore, for X*0 and T large the variance of the 

estimate (3.3.14) is seen to be proportional to Ewj2 . Now Ewj2 can be 

minimised subject to the constraint EWj=l with the choice of

wj = l/(2m+l)

i.e., a choice of equal weights leading to an estimate of the 

following form

i +m .
fN N <T )(X) = 2m+1 In n (T)(x +_£L) x*0

j = - m

(3,3.15)

1 vm
= — — 5  i NN^T  ̂ (27t j / T )  X=0

j = l

having variance

var<fNN(T )(X)> = fNN2 (x)/(2m+l) + 0(T_1) X*0

(3.3.16)

- fNN2(X)/*« + 0(T X=0
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and

cov{fNNT (\),fNN(T)(n)> = °(T_1)

The asymptotic distribution of f N N ^ ^ x) clearly a 

weighted combination of independent Chi-Squared variates. In practice, 

this may be approximated by a multiple 9x2v of a Chi-Squared 

distribution (Box,1954) whose mean and degrees of freedom are 

determined by equating first and second order moments, i.e.,

mean = o , v - Imj = 1 9=1/v

Variance = e2 .2v = Ewj2 = l/(2m+l), hence v=2(2m+l) 

Therefore £n n ^ ( x) *s seen b® distributed approximately as,

fNN^T ^ x) ~ x^2(2m+l)/ 2(2m+i)

The estimate (3.3.15) is a simple average of the 

periodogram ordinates in the neighbourhood of x. The bias of this 

estimate is generally greater than that of IfjN^(x) which may 

increase as m gets larger. However, the variance of this estimate is 

l/(2m+l) times that of the unsmoothed periodogram, so a compromise 

value of m will have to be found in order to get an acceptable level 

of stability with minimum bias (e.g. Brillinger, 1981).
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METHOD 2

Following the definition of the power spectrum of a 

stationary point process (expression 3.3.3), an estimate of the 

spectrum may be given by

for uj = bj ; j = 0, ±1, ±2...... The parameter b is a binwidth. The

function k'p(u)=k(b-j-u) is called a convergence factor, taper or data 

window which improves the convergence properties of the Fourier 

transform (Harris,1978 ; Brillinger,1981). The function k(u) is

assumed to be even, of bounded variation, which vanishes for |u|xl and 

takes value 1 at u=0 (Parzen, 1957). The scale parameter b-j> is called 

the bandwidth of the estimate and is assumed to tend to 0 as T-»<» in 

such a way that bTT-*<» (Brillinger, 1981).

is assumed to be real valued, even, of bounded variation satisfying 

the following conditions

fNN^T^ x) = ---  + k*r(u)5NN(u)exp(-iMi)du (3.3.17)

+ b^ kT (uj)qNN(Uj)exp(-iXuj) 

Further, the Fourier transform of k(u) given by

K(oc) = (2 rr) 1 k(u)exp(-i«u)du

K (a )da = 1 and |K{oc) (dec L »

The expression (3.3.17) may be written as (Parzen,1957)
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fNN  ̂x> = —  + 
-T

„T
k(b-pu)qNrj(u)exp(-iXu)du

or in terms of spectral estimates,

= KCbx-  ̂(X-cc) HI nn (̂ ) (cc)doc (3.3.18)

S 5 K [bT~1(K“ ^ ) ] iNN{T)( ^ )
s

We now discuss the properties of the proposed estimate. 

PROPERTIES OF fNN T̂ )(X)

From Theorem 1.4 of Appendix I, it follows that

i) Lim E{ffĵ jtT ) (X) ) = ffjN^^)

ii) Lim T^w bxT cov{fNN<T )(X),fNN(T )(a)}

= 27rf6{ X-n)+6{X+ju) ]f ( X) K^(«)d<x

where

6 {x )= l  if XsO (mod 2n) and is zero otherwise

and

iii) Lim T^w bTT var<fNN(T)(X)} = 2tr fNN2(x)|K2(«)da (3.3.19)

This implies that f N N ^ ( x) *s an asymptotically 

unbiased estimate of Fn n (X) as well as is a consistent one since 

var [fftN^ (x) as bxT->oo. Further, it follows that f NN ̂T ̂ (X ) and 

fjjN^(/-0 f°r x,n,\±M*0 are asymptotically independent normal 

variates.
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METHOD 3 A consistent estimate of the PS based on disjoint segments

A further way of obtaining a consistent estimate of the

power spectrum of a point process is obtained by splitting up the

whole record length, T, into disjoint sections and averaging the

spectral estimates over these sections (Brillinger and Tukey, 1984).

One computational advantage of this procedure is that it 

does not require large storage space for large data sets particularly 

when analysing multivariate point process data. We, in practice, also 

found this method fastest. Emphasizing these advantages, we base our 

multivariate point process analysis on this procedure.

Suppose that N(t) is observed on (0,T] and the entire 

record is divided into L disjoint sections each of which has duration 

of length R so that T=LR.

We define the periodogram of the jth section at

frequency X by

= (2irR)-1 |dN (R )(\,j)|2 (3 .3 .194)

where

(j+l)R
dN(R)(xJ) = 5  exp(-iXt) [N(t+1)-N(t )J ; j=0,1, . . . , L-l

t=jR

An estimate 0f the power spectrum may be

obtained by simply averaging these periodograms over L sections, i.e.,

L-l
fN N (LR)(X) = -jL J Inn(R)(x »J) (3.3.20)

j=0

The asymptotic 1st and 2nd order properties of the 

estimate fNN^LR^(x) are examined as follows,
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PROPERTIES OF fflN*LR)(x)

Let N(t) be a stationary bivariate point process defined 

on (0,T]. Suppose that the 2nd order cumulant function q^tu) exists 

and satisfies the condition

|u| tQn n (u ) idu ^ 00

then

i) T*»» E(fNN^LR^(x) ) = x*0

ii) Lt T^ro var{fNN(LR) (X)} = (L)_1fNN2(X) X*0 (3.3.21)

Proof:-

The proof follows from the previous result that the 

periodogram ordinates are asymptotically independent variates 

distributed with variance fflN2(X) {Expressions (3.3.11) and (3.3.13)) 

and the fact that L-*», L/T^O as T-»».

It also follows that fNN^LR^(xl)> ••• * fNN^LR^(xJ) are

asymptotically normal variates.

The smoothness of the estimate may further be improved 

by applying a "Hanning window" of the form

?NN(LR)<xk) “ 0-25fNN(LR)(Xk_1)+0.5fNN(LR)(Xk )+0.25fNN(LR)(Xk+1)

This estimate can easily be seen to be asymptotically unbiased and 

normally distributed with variance

var{fNN<LR)(X)> = O . S V S a r i f N ^ X )
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A comparison of expression (3.3.16), (3.3.19) and

(3.3,21) shows that the limiting distribution of f N N ^ ( x) given by 

Method 2 is consistent with that of Method 1 and 3 for large m and L, 

if we make the identification (Brillinger, 1981)

1 2Tr f O 1(2m+l) 1 = ---- K2(oc)dcc = (L)-1 (3.3.22)bfT J

We, so far, have proposed a variety of procedures for 

the estimation of the PS of a stationary point process. All are based 

on the periodogram of the point process and give an estimate which is 

asymtotically unbiased as well as consistent. A direct use of the 

expression (3.3.17) has the disadvantage that it may give negative 

value of the estimate even if K(oc)=sO (Brillinger, 1975a).

In the next section we consider the problem of 

constructing confidence intervals for fm n (x)•
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3.3.7 CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR THE SPECTRUM

The power spectrum (PS) of a point process provides a 

useful tool in the frequency domain to detect any periodicities 

present in the process as well as to assess the correlation structure 

between the increments of the process. An asymptotic confidence 

interval (marginal) for f^N^M at a given frequency X plays an

important role for such an assessment. In this section we discuss a

variety of ways of constructing asymptotic confidence intervals. These 

intervals are to be interpreted at each frequency i.e., in the sense 

of marginal inference rather than a simultaneous one.

From the previous section, we find that each procedure

for the estimation of the spectrum of a point process gives an

estimate whose limiting distribution approaches a normal distribution, 

e.g, fflN^tX) given by Method 2 is such that,

-I K2(<x)da]

Now applying the result of Rao(1984,P/385) for variance stabilizing 

transformations, we find that

loge^ N N (T)(x )3 * N[logefNN(\) , 27r(bTT)_1 K2 (cc)d«]

Therefore, an approximate 953s confidence interval for logeCffjfj(X) ] at 

a given frequency X can easily be constructed as

loge£fNN(T ) (X)] ± 1.96[2ir(bTT)-1 K2 (a)dcc]

Under the hypothesis that the process is Poisson with the same mean 

rate, this interval becomes
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loge (PN/2v) * 1.96[27r(bTT)~1jK2(<x)doc] V (3.3.23)

With large degrees of freedom, the confidence interval for method 1 is 

seen to be

loge (Pn/2*t) ± 1.96C2m+l]"1/2 (3.3.24)

and for method 3,

logg(Pjj/2tt) ± 1.96CLr1/2 (3.3.25)

We now turn to the applications of the methods

demonstrated above to the same data sets obtained on the muscle 

spindle.

3.3.8 APPLICATIONS

Fig. 3.3.1a illustrates the periodogram of the II 

spontaneous discharge. This estimate is based on expression (3.8.1).

The evaluation of expression (3.8.3) is carried out by using the fast

Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm (Gentleman and Sande, 1966) at 

discrete frequencies of the form \n=2trn/T radians/msec or lOOOn/T Hz. 

with n=0,l,2,..,,(T-l)/2 and T=215 msec.

From the Nyquist criterion (Nyquist, 1928), a sampling

interval of 1 msec gives the Nyquist frequency of 500 Hz. This also 

ensures that in our case there is no problem of aliasing over the 

range of frequencies of interest. Aliasing is a kind of phenomenon by 

which all the "power" at frequencies higher than the Nyquist frequency 

is superimposed on the section of the spectral density function lying
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between zero and the Nyquist frequency (Blackman and Tukey, 1959; 

Ramirez, 1974).

The figure (Fig.3.3.la) has been plotted at frequencies 

from 0 to 200 Hz. The first peak which is very sharp and fairly large 

in magnitude occurs, as expected from the time domain analysis, at a 

frequency of about 26.25 Hz., which suggests a strong periodic 

component at that frequency. Other relatively smaller peaks occur at 

the frequencies which are multiples of the fundamental frequency.

Further, a lack of smoothness and erratic behaviour of the estimate at 

larger frequencies can also be seen which is an obvious consequence of 

the asymptotic properties of the periodogram ordinates.

Fig. 3.3.1b represents the logarithm to base e of the 

estimate of the spectrum of the II discharge and is obtained by 

smoothing the periodogram illustrated in fig. 3.3.1a with m=31 i.e., 

using expression (3.3.15) of method 1. The dotted line corresponds to 

loge of the estimated asymptotic value of the spectrum i.e., the

spectrum of a Poisson process with the same mean rate. The solid

lines are an approximate 95^ confidence interval for the asymptotic 

value of the estimate, and are obtained by using expression (3.3.24). 

Again the sharp peaks give the evidence of the presence of a strong 

periodic component in the process at frequency of 26.25 Hz. These

peaks seem to die off near the frequncy 200 Hz. and after this 

frequency the estimate starts staying within the confidence interval 

revealing the behaviour of a poisson process with the same mean rate.

Figures 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 illustrate the application of 

Method 3 and correspond to the log to the base e of the estimated auto 

spectra of the la and II discharges under different conditions of the 

input stimuli. The dotted lines are loge (Pfj/2Tr) where PN is the 

estimate of the mean intensity. The solid lines correspond to 

approximate 95& confidence intervals under the hypothesis of being a
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Fig.3.3.1 Illustration of the periodogram and the auto-spectrum

a) Periodogram of the II spontaneous discharge, and is based on 
the entire record length T=215 msec.

b) Log to the base e of the estimated auto-spectrum of the II 
spontaneous discharge. The estimate of the spectrum is based 
on the periodogram illustrated in (a).

The dotted line in (b) corresponds to loge(Pjj/2ir), and 
the solid lines below and above this line represent an approximate 
95* confidence interval for the spectrum at a given frequency under 
the hypothesis of Poisson process.

1 __________________
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Poisson process and are based on expression (3.3.25)

Applying this Method, the whole record of length T=6G000 

msec is divided into L=58 disjoint sections each with length of R=1024 

msec. The periodogram ordinates at frequencies of the form X^=2irk/R , 

k=l,2,,.. for each section are obtained by using expression (3.3.19A) 

and then are averaged over these sections to get an estimate of the 

auto spectrum ffjN^x) at frequency 2wk/R radians/msec or lOOOk/R Hertz.

Each set of plots in both figures 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 gives 

a comparison between the estimates of the autospectra of the la and II 

discharges, respectively when the spindle is acted upon by different 

stimuli. It can be seen how the discharge of both sensory axons is 

influenced by an activation of these stimuli.

Fig. 3.3.2a corresponds to the estimate of 

loge[fiaja (x)] when no input is present. A depression at low 

frequencies can clearly be seen which lasts until a significant peak 

at frequency 10 Hz occurs suggesting a possible periodic component at 

that frequency, and after this frequency the process seems to behave 

like a Poisson process with the same mean rate. Figs. 3.3.2b-d 

correspond to the estimate of loge[fjaja(X)] when a single input 1 A ' 

(length change), l?s, and 2ys ls applied to the spindle, respectively. 

A common feature of these figures is the loss of any periodicity and 

an increase in the mean rate of the la discharge. However, a 

comparison between these figures also reveals how each input alone 

affects the la discharge in a different way over a different range of 

frequencies e.g the effect of 2?s (fig- 3.3.2d) is seen to be at low 

frequencies in the range 0-10 Hz. whereas the effect of length change 

'4' (fig. 3.3.2b) is in the range 10-55 Hz. In contrast, the effect of 

l7s (fig. 3.3.2c) is different from that of 'A' and 2^s- The estimate 

in this figure behaves like a Poisson process at almost all 

frequencies except at a very few at the beginning suggesting that the
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Fig.3.3.2 Log to the base e of the estimated auto-spectrum of

a) la spontaneous discharge
b) la discharge in the presence of a length change, i
c) la discharge in the presence of a static gamma input, j7s
d) la discharge in the presence of a 2nd static gamma input, 2rs
e) la discharge in the presence of both ^ys and 2>s
f) la discharge in the presence of 1, irs , and 2rs

The estimates are based on the periodograms of disjoint 
segments (L=58, R=1024msec). The dotted line in each figure gives 
loge (PN/2") where is the mean rate of the corresponding la
discharge. The horizontal solid lines represent an approximate 95% 
confidence interval for the spectrum at a given frequency under the 
hypothesis of Poisson process.
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activation of alone not only destroys the regularity of the la

discharge but also breaks down the dependence between the pulses of 

the discharge. These additional features about the la discharge which 

were not reflected in the time domain analysis (Fig.3.2.3) demonstrate 

the effectiveness and usefulness of the frequency domain analysis. 

Fig. 3.3.2e, which gives the estimate logefiaia T̂ ^(M when both static 

gamma inputs are activated concurrently and independently, can be seen 

as a weighted combination of Figs. 3.3.2c and 3.3.2d revealing the 

joint effect of both gamma static motoneurons. Finally, Fig.3.3.2f 

which is the estimate of loge[fIaja (x)] when all the inputs i.e., ' i', 

s and 2ys are aPPliec* to the spindle has quite different features in 

it. A combined effect of all these inputs can clearly be seen at low 

frequencies in the range of 0-30 Hz, The effect of the length change, 

is, however, seen to be stronger at frequencies 40-50 Hz. resulting in 

a periodicity at about 50 Hz., and which, is consistent with the 

corresponding time domain figure3.2.3f.

Figure 3.3.3 gives a similar comparison between the 

estimated spectra of the II discharge under the same input conditions. 

Based on procedure 3, these figures have been plotted over the same 

range of frequencies with the same periodogram length of the segments 

as in Fig. 3.3.2.

Fig. 3.3.3a is the estimate of loge[fjj, n  (X) ] in the 

absense of any input, which reveals exactly the same features as the 

Fig. 3.3.1b based on procedure 1. However, a slight difference between 

these two estimates is an obvious consequence of a different approach 

and can be attributed to the fact that they are based on different 

periodogram lengths and smoothing schemes. A extensive discussion on 

this point can be seen in Rigas(1983, Chapter 3), 

Priestley(1987,chap.6) discusses a variety of window functions in the 

context of continuous time series.
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Fig.3.3.3 Log to the base e of the estimated spectrum of

a) II spontaneous discharge
b) II discharge in the presence of a length change, 1
c) II discharge in the presence of a static gamma input,
d) II discharge in the presence of a 2nd static gamma input, 2rs
e) II discharge in the presence of both ^ g  and 2rs
f) II discharge in the presence of i, s , and 2rs

The estimates are based on the periodograms of disjoint 
segments (L=58, R=1024msec). The dotted line in each figure gives
loge (Pfl/2ir) where Pjj is the mean rate of the corresponding II 
discharge. The horizontal solid lines represent an approximate 95% 
confidence interval for the spectrum at a given frequency under the 
hypothesis of Poisson process.
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Comparing Fig. 3.3.3a with the other figures b-f we see 

that the regularity of the II discharge is not affected by the 

presence of any of the inputs. A slight change in the mean rate, 

however, suggests a possible excitatory or inhibitory effect due to 

the inputs being applied.

From the above analysis, we may conclude that the 

presence of any of the gamma static motoneurons destroys the 

regularity of the la discharge but the presence of the length change 

alongwith these motoneurons helps in maintaining this regularity by 

increasing the rate of the discharge.The regularity of the II 

spontaneous discharge, however, remains unaffected by the presence of 

these inputs. We also see that both estimation procedures are 

consistent with each other and reveal not only the same features but 

some more in the frequency domain than that obtained in time domain 

analysis.
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3.4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter a univariate stationary point process 

was introduced. Certain parameters were defined in both the time and 

frequency domains. A variety of procedures for estimating these 

parameters was discussed. Large sample properties of these estimates 

were examined, and asymptotic confidence intervals for certain 

parameters of interest were constructed. The applications of these 

procedures were demonstrated by applying them to the muscle spindle 

data described in Chapter 1.

A close comparison of these procedures and their 

applications in both domains emphasized the use of the frequency 

domain methods, since they were found to reveal more about the process 

under investigation. However, the time domain methods together with 

the frequency domain ones proved quite helpful in promoting a better 

understanding, and drawing conclusions about the characteristics of 

the underlying process.

We summarise the important features of the procedures of 

both domains we discussed in this chapter.

1. The auto intensity-function (AIF) may be considered as a useful 

time domain measure of the inter-relationships between the 

events of a univariate point process.

Method 3 for constructing asymptotic confidence intervals 

for this parameter improves the large sample properties 

as well as the symmetry of the estimate.

2. The power spectrum of a point process reveals useful 

information about the frequency content of the process.

The asymptotic confidence intervals for the spectrum provide 

a useful tool in detecting the periodicities as well as any 

Poisson behaviour of the process.
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3. An estimate of the spectrum may be based on a variety of

procedures. Based on method 3, an estimate may be obtained by 

averaging the periodogram ordinates over a number of disjoint 

segments of the whole record. One may also use overlapping 

segments in the case of a short amount of data to form a 

(shingled) estimate (Brillinger, 1974a, 1983). A discussion 

and application of this modification in the case of ordinary 

time series may be found in Welch(1972).

One of the main advantages of method 3 is that it 

requires less storage space, a computationally desirable 

property, as well as this, it is also found to be faster than 

the other mentioned methods. However, there is a difficulty 

that it does not give an estimate at X=0 (Brillinger, 1981).

Emphasizing method 3, we estimated the spectrum, mainly, 

based on the disjoint sections in order to form a basis for the 

multivariate point process analysis (Chapters 4, 5, and 6).



CHAPTER 4

BIVARIATE POINT PROCESSES
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4.1 INTRODUCTION

The procedures discussed in the previous Chapter for 

analysing a univariate stationary point process in both time and

frequency domains may be extended to the bivariate case. Comparative 

studies of both domains again emphasize the usefulness of the 

frequency domain methods.

In this Chapter certain parameters of a bivariate 

stationary point process in both domains are defined. Estimates of 

these parameters are considered and their large sample properties are 

examined. Asymptotic confidence intervals for certain parameters are 

constructed and illustrated. Certain tests of significance useful for 

investigating interesting features of the processes are developed and 

applied to the data sets.

The main aim of this Chapter is again to compare the 

methods of both domains as well as to apply them to the data sets in 

order to have more insight into the processes under investigation.

The muscle spindle receives a number of point 

process-like inputs and gives rise to at least two other point 

process-like outputs, the la and II discharges. It becomes desirable 

to consider it as a point process system and identify the properties 

of this system.

The second part of this Chapter considers the problems 

of identification of a linear time-invariant point process system. A 

single-input single-output linear model is introduced and developed. 

The objective of this model is to identify the system (muscle spindle) 

by relating the outputs, the la and II discharges, to each of the 

input point processes, and measuring the relationship between the 

input and output.

We start with the analysis in the time domain and 

discuss certain parameters of a bivariate stationary point process.
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4*2 PARAMETERS IN THE TIME DOMAIN

Let N(t)={Nj(t), N2(t)} be a real-valued stationary

bivariate point process defined on the real line with differential 

increment at t given by {dN^t), dN2(t)> = {N-^t, t+dt], N2 (t,t+dt]}. 

Further suppose that N (t ) satisfies the assumptions of orderliness and 

(strong) mixing.

We define the following parameters which are useful for 

analysing a bivariate point process in the time domain,

THE SECOND ORDER CROSS-PRODUCT DENSITY

The second order cross-product density of a stationary 

bivariate point process provides a measure of the intensity with which 

the events of the processes Nj and N2 separated by 'u' time units 

occur simultaneously, and is defined as

P2l(u)=Lim hi,h2-»0 P^(N1 event in (t.t+hj] and

N2 event in (t+u,t+u+h2]}/hjh2 (4.2.1)

Since the process is orderly, the expression (4.2.1) may be written as 

(Khintchine,1960),

?21(u ) = E[dN2(t+u)dNj(t)j/dudt

It is also clear from (4.2.1) that

P2i(u) = P12(-u) (4.2.2)

i.e. the cross-product density function is not an even function. 

Further, under the (strong) mixing condition, it follows from (4.2.1) 

that
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Limû w P2l(u) = P2̂ 1 (4,2.3)

where Pj and P2 are the mean intensities of the processes and N2 

respectively.

THE SECOND ORDER CROSS-INTENSITY FUNCTION (CIF)

A related useful function called the cross intensity 

function provides a measure of the intensity with which an event of 

process N2 occurs at time t+u given that there is an Nj event at time 

t and is defined by

m21(u) = Lim pr{N2 event in (t+u, t+u+h3| Nj event at t}/h

It follows from expression (4.2.2) that m2i(u) is not an even 

function. Under a (strong) mixing condition, it also follows that,

which implies that the function m2j(u), in practice, should fluctuate 

closely around the mean intensity P2 for large u.

CROSS-COVARIANCE FUNCTION (CCF)

Another useful function which measures the covariance 

structure between the increments of the two processes separated by 'u1 

time units is called the cross covariance function and is defined as

= E{dN2(t+u)jdN1(t)=l)/du

= ?2l(u)/Pi (using stationarity)

Lim m21(u) « P2 (4.2.4)

Cov{dN2 (t+u), dN-^ft)} = cum{dN2(t+u) ,dN^(t) >
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Cov{dN2 (t+u) , dNi (t) ) = E{[dN2(t+u)-P2du][;dN1(t)-P1dt]>

= CP2i(u)-P2pl3dudt (4.2.5)

The function q2j(u)=P2i(u)-P2Pj is called the second-order cumulant 

function and under a (strong) mixing condition it tends to 0 as u-*».

4.2.1 ESTIMATION OF THE PARAMETERS

We now turn to the problem of estimating the parameters

defined above.

Let N(t)={N1(t), N2(t)} be a stationary bivariate point 

process satisfying (strong) mixing and orderliness conditions. 

Further, let N(t) be observed on the interval (0,T] with rj [j = 

1,2,...,Nj(T)3 and s^ Ck=l,2,...,N2 (T)] the observed times of the 

events of the processes and N2 respectively, where Nj^(T) [k=l,2] 

is the number of events of process occurring in (0,T].

The parameters P2l(u) an£i m21(u ) raay be estimated 

(Brillinger, 1976a,b) by

P2l(u)=J2i^T ^(u)/hT (4.2.6)

m a ^ u J ^ i C D t u J / h N ^ T )  (4.2.7)

where

J2 1 ^ ( u ) = #^(sk,rj)! such that u-(h/2)zs^-rj^u+(h/2) > (4.2.8)

where h is a binwidth. The symbol #{A} denotes the number of events in 

set A.

The variate Jgi ^ t u ) ,  like (u ) in the case of a

univariate point process defined in chapter 3, is a histogram-type
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estimate and counts the number of differences (s^-rj) which fall in a 

bin of width h centred on u.

Finally, the cumulant function q2i(u) can simply be 

estimated by substituting the respective estimates in the expression 

(4.2.5) i.e.,

Q2l(u) = P2l(u)-p2pl

In the next section we discuss the properties of the

estimates described above.

4.2.2 PROPERTIES OF THE ESTIMATES

Let N(t)={Nj(t), N2 (t)} 0^t2T be a stationary, orderly

bivariate point process satisfying a strong mixing condition. Then the 

variates J2i^^(uj), Uj=hj ; j=l,2,..,, given by expression (4.2.8)

are asymptotically independent Poisson with mean (hT)P2i(Uj),

j=l,2 ,..., as T-»® (Brillinger, 1976a). This implies that for large T

P21(u) - (hT)"1 PoC(hT)P21(u)3 (4.2.9)

and

m21(u) - (hTPj)"1 Po[(hT)P21(u)] (4.2.10)

where Po[a] denotes a Poisson random variable with mean «.

Further, if h-»0, T-»® in such a way that hT-»®, then the estimates

given in (4.2.9) and (4.2.10) will be approximately normal

(Brillinger, 1976a), i.e.,

P21(u) - N[P21(u), P21(u)/hT] (4.2.11)
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m2i(u) - N[m21(u), m21(u)/hTPil (4.2.12)

The variance of m2j(u) may be stabilised by applying a square root 

transformation (Kendall & Stuart, 1966), i.e., under the same limiting 

conditions the distribution of the transformed variate tm2i(u)]^/2 is 

seen to be as

[m2l ( u n 1/2 - N{ Cm2j (u) , [^TPj]"1) (4.2.13)

4.2.3 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE CROSS-INTENSITY

As the auto-intensity function (AIF) proves a useful 

tool in assessing the auto-covariance structure between the increments 

of a univariate point process, similarly the cross-intensity function 

(CIF) may be used as a measure of the association between two point 

processes. Approximate confidence intervals for the cross-intensity 

function at a given lag value under the hypothesis that the processes 

are independent can easily be constructed. The limiting form of m2j(u) 

given in expression (4.2.4) suggests that in the case that the 

increment of Nj is independent of the increment of the N2 process, u 

time units apart, the CIF, m2j(u), will be

m21(u)=p2

We may examine this hypothesis by constructing an approximate 95% 

confidence interval for the asymptotic value of Cm2j(u)]^ based on 

expression (4.2.13) of the form,

[P2]1/2 ± 1.96[4hTP1r 1/2

or for convenience,
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CP231/2 * [hN1(T)3-1/2 (4.2.14)

Values of the estimate Cn\2i(u)]1/̂ 2 lying outside the confidence 

interval at a given lag u may suggest a departure from the hypothesis 

that the increments of the process Nj are independent of that of the 

process Ng at that lag. The CIF may also be used to assess the timing 

relations between the processes as well as the nature of the 

association i.e., whether the effects of one process on the other are 

excitatory or inhibitory.

4.2.4 APPLICATIONS

Before applying the above methods to our real data 

sets, we start with a simulation study. We generate bivariate point 

process data set with excitatory effects (see chapter 1) and a known 

time delay between them using the following scheme.

Let If and «2 be three independent Poisson processes

with r* [1=1,2.... Nj(T)3, sj C j—1,2  Nel(T)3 and. tk

[k=l ,2 , . . . ,Ne2(T) ] the times of the events of the processes I,e^ and 

e2 respectively. We construct two more processes Nj & Ng by 

superposing the above processes in the following manner

Na(t) = I+ei

N2 (t) = xd+e2

where ' + ' sign denotes a superposition (Cox & Lewis, 1972) and I4* 

represents the process I delayed by 'd' units of time.

Generating and N2 as above with d=10 msec, we estimate the CIF of 

the two processes. Figure (4.2.1b) demonstrates the application of the 

cross-intensity function of this data set, the estimate of which is 

based on expression (4.2.7).
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In our example the variate j(T )2i(u) is calculated with 

a binwidth of h=l msec. The computation of this variate is carried out 

by applying a new algorithm (Halliday, 1986) which is faster than the 

previous algorithms given in Brillinger(1976b) and Rigas(1983). This 

algorithm takes the advantage of the fact that the times of the 

events are always stored in ascending order, and the range of the lag 

values of interest is usually very short as compared with the record 

length. A direct cross-comparison between the events of the two 

processes, therefore, does not require any pooling of the processes, 

and so un-necessary comparisons within the processes are avoided. It 

is described in Section II.1 of Appendix II.

Figure 4.2.1a corresponds to the square root of the 

cross-intensity function (GIF) of the two independent Poisson 

processes ej and €2 - The dotted line represents the estimate ]1/2 

while the solid horizontal lines are approximate 95% confidence limits 

at a given lag u, and are based on the expression (4.2.14) under the 

hypothesis of the two processes being independent. The independence 

hypothesis is strongly supported. It is clearly seen how these 

confidence limits help in assessing the hypothesis of no association 

between the two processes.

Fig. 4.2.1b is the square root of mgifu), the CIF of the 

computer simulated point process data Nj & N2 . It clearly demonstrates 

the application and interpretation of the CIF. As expected, a large, 

sharp, and well-defined peak occurs at u=10 msec suggesting a strong 

association between the processes at this lag with an event having, 

on the average, an excitatory effect on the N2 event occuring about 10 

msec later.

Figure 4.2.1c represents the square root of the 

estimated CIF of real physiological data where the process N2 

corresponds to a single unit EMG (discharge) recorded from the soleus
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Fig.4.2.1 Square root of the estimated cross-intensity function of

a) two independent Poisson processes
b) computer simulated data dominated by a pure delay
c) real data corresponding to a single unit EMG (N2) when a

random stimulation (Nj) of Medial Gastronemius nerve is
applied at group I threshold

The dotted line in each figure represents the square 
root of the corresponding mean rate P2. The horizontal solid lines 
below and above this line give an approximate 95% confidence interval 
for [m21 (u) under the hypothesis of Nj and N2 being independent.
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muscle during a random stimulation (process Nj) of the Medial 

Gastrocnemius nerve at group I threshold (see chapter 1). The figure 

clearly reveals similar features to those seen in the simulated data, 

except for a dip at the origin which shows an inhibitory effect of

on N2 i.e there is no N2 spike occurring immediately after an Nj

spike. The large and well defined peak at u=7 msec suggests that the 

random stimulation excites the group I fibres after about 7 msec. This 

delay is consistent with the known conduction velocities of both 

discharges.

Application of the CIF also provides useful information 

in assessing changes in the relationship between two processes brought 

about by the presence of the other processes. Figures 4.2.2a-b are 

examples of the CIF between a static fusimotor ' i7s ' and a la ending 

(Fig. 4.2.2a) and a II ending (Fig. 4.2.2b) from the same spindle. 

Fig. (4.2.2a) reveals a strong association between jrs and the la over 

the range of lags 12-24 msec with an average delay of 14-16 sec, 

whereas Fig(4.2.2b) suggests a possible significant, though not .very

strong, association between j7s and the II ending. The ill-defined

peak in the estimate about lag 20-30 msec, however, does not allow one

to estimate accurately the time delay between j^s an(* ^ e  II

discharge. A comparison between both figures (4.2.2a) and (4.2.2b) 

also suggests that the association between the and the la is

stronger than that between the and the II ending.

Figures 4.2.2c-d demonstrate how these CIF's are

altered in the presence of other processes. For example, when a second 

fusimotor input, 12ys '* activated, the span of the association

between and the la is seen to have been reduced from 12-24 msec to

10-16 msec (Fig. 4.2.2c) with a shorter delay of about 12-14 msec

between the two processes. On the other hand the presence of the 2^3

does not seem to alter the coupling between and the II discharge
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The dotted line in each figure represents the square 
root of the mean rate of the corresponding output discharge whereas 
the solid horizontal lines give an approximate 95% confidence interval 
for Cm2j(u)]^ under the hypothesis of N} and N2 being independent.
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(Fig.4.2.2d), though there is a slight increase in the rate of the II 

discharge. Futher, a comparison of Figs. (4.2.2c) and (4.2.2d) reveals 

that the strength of coupling between ]7S and the la discharge remains 

greater than that between and the II discharge.

In addition, during the presence of a length change, 

'A', (Figs. 4.2.2e-f), the 'i7s ' activity is seen to become completely 

uncoupled from the la ending (Fig. 4.2.2e), although the rate of the 

la discharge is more than doubled. The coupling between jyg and the II 

ending is little changed (Fig. 4.2.2f).

This example suggests that within the same muscle 

spindle the la sensory axon becomes uncoupled from 'i7s ' by the 

presence of a dynamic length change and responds to a combination 

of the an<* > whereas the II ending is largely unaffected by

the activation of and remains coupled to the fusimotor input ^ys .

The interpretation of the above results is consistent

with the known differences in the behaviour of the la and II sensory 

endings of the muscle spindle examined separately in response to 

dynamically imposed length changes (e.g Matthews, 1981), with the

additional information that the II ending, in the presence of the

length change still responds primarily to the fusimotor inputs.

Finally, we apply the CIF to the la and II sensory 

discharges from the same muscle spindle, in order to see any 

significant effects that the input stimuli may have on the coupling 

between these discharges. Figure 4.2.3 illustrates how the coupling 

between the output processes, the la and II, is affected by the

presence of various input conditions imposed on the spindle. 

Fig. 4.2.3a clearly suggests that in the absence of any input, the two 

outputs, are independent of each other. The presence of a dynamic 

length change 'Jf' imposed on the spindle, induces a dependence between 

the la and II discharges (Fig. 4.2.3b), in which the la discharge
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discharge becomes coupled with the II discharge in a periodic way. 

This suggests a possible periodic response of the II ending associated 

with the la ending. The effects of the fusimotor inputs (Fig. 

4.2.3c-e) on the association between the la and II endings are not 

revealed clearly, although a small tendency for the la & II to become 

coupled can possibly be seen at low lags. The final figure (4.2.3f) 

which corresponds to the estimate D n n , ia (u) I1/2 in the presence of 

all the three inputs reveals the same features as the Fig. (4.2.3b) 

except that there is an increase in the mean rate of the II discharge.

Therefore, we turn to the frequency domain analysis in 

order to develop certain parameters which may provide additional 

useful information regarding any distinguishable effects of these 

inputs on the relationship between the outputs.
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4.3 PARAMETERS IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN

Let N(t)~{N1(t) ,N2(t)) be a stationary bivariate point 

process defined on the real line which satisfies the conditions of 

mixing and orderliness. Let Pj and P2 be the mean intensities of the 

component processes Nj and N2 , respectively. Further, suppose that the 

cross-cumulant function q2i(u) as defined in section 4.2 exists and 

satisfies the condition,

f+a>
|q2i(u)|duz»

— CO

The cross spectrum of the bivariate process N(t) is 

defined as the Fourier transform of the cross cumulant function, i.e.

J + 40exp(-iXu)q2i(u)du -wzx^oa (4.3.1)
— OO

This parameter is proportional to the covariance of the 

component of frequency X of the process with the corresponding 

component of the process N2 . Since the cumulants measure the 

statistical dependence between the processes, the cross spectrum 

f2j(X) may be interpreted as measuring the association of the 

processes Nj and N2 at frequency X (Brillinger et al 1976), i.e.,

f2i(M=0 indicates no linear relationship at frequency X.

The inverse relation of expression (4.3.1) is given by

Q 2l ( u )  =

+ CO
exp(+ixu)f21(X)dX

The cross spectrum, in general, is a complex-valued 

function, and may be written in the form
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f2i(x) - £Re f21(x)^ +i [Im f2l(M3

where Re f2i (M anc* Im ^2l(x) are the real and imaginary parts of 

f2l(X). Since N(t) is real-valued, so is q2i(u). Further, as 

q2i(u )=Qi2 —̂u ) * the cross spectrum f21(X) has the property

^2l(x) ~ t2i(- )̂ = ^12(X) “ 2^~^)

where for example fj2^x) *s the complex conjugate of fi2^x^‘

It follows from the the Riemann-Lebesque Lemma 

(Katznelson,1968; Papoulis,1962) that

Lim X->» f21 = 0

For further details, see for example, Cox & Lewis (1966) 

and Brillinger (1975a). Brillinger (1975c) and Brillinger et al (1976) 

also discuss point process parameters with applications to 

neurophysiological data.

In the next section we discuss the estimation procedures 

for the cross spectrum defined above.

4.3.1 ESTIMATION OF THE CROSS SPECTRUM

The procedures dicussed in chapter 3 for the estimation 

of the auto-spectrum of a univariate point.process may be extended to 

the case of a bivariate point process.

Following procedure 3 of Section 3.3.6, an estimate of 

the cross spectrum may be based on the cross-periodograms of disjoint 

sections of the entire record length.

4.3.2 THE CROSS—PERIODOGRAM OF A BIVARIATE POINT PROCESS

Let N(t)={Ni(t),N2(t)} be a stationary bivariate and 

orderly point process satisfying a (strong) mixing condition. Suppose
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it is observed on the interval {0,T]. Futher, let the events of the 

component processes and N2 have occurred at times rj ;

j=l,2,3,...,Nj(T) and s^ ; k=l,2,...,N2(T), respectively. The

cross-periodogram is defined as

I2i (T) (X) = (1/2ttT)Cd2 <t ) (X)dx (X)] -oozxzco

where d-j^T^x) and d2 ^^(X) are the finite Fourier-Stieltjes 

transforms of the processes Nj and N2 .respectively, and are given by

fT Njd)
di^T ^(X) = exp(-iXr)dNj(r) = ̂  exp(-iXrj) (4.3.2)

0J j=l

T N2(T)
d2 (T )(x) = exp(-iXs)dN2(s) s ̂  exp(-ixsjc) (4.3.3)

°J k^l

and di^T )(x) denotes the complex conjugate of di^)(x).

The cross-periodogram I2i^T ^(>-) is a complex function 

with the property

I2l(T)(X) = I21 (-x) = ll2̂ T^"x)

From Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 of Appendix I, it follows that 

the cross-periodogram is an asymptotically unbiased estimate of the 

cross spectrum f2i(X). Under the conditions of the Theorems 1.2 and 

1.3, it, further, follows that

var[i21<T)(x)] = faatxKijtxj+ocr1)
and

Cov[I21tT )(X),I21(T)(M )] = otT"1) X * ±n
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which suggests that the periodogram ordinates at distinct frequencies 

are asymptotically independent. Further, the variance of l2i ^ ( X )  

remains at a constant level for all values of T as T->», which implies 

that the cross-periodogram is not a consistent estimate of the cross 

spectrum. Hence, smoothing procedures are required in order to improve 

the properties of this estimate.

4.3.3 A CONSISTENT ESTIMATE OF THE CROSS-SPECTRUM

Based on the cross-periodograms of disjoint segments, a

consistent estimate of the cross-spectrum may be obtained as follows

Suppose that the bivariate point process N(t) is 

observed on (0,T]. Let the record length, T, be split into L disjoint

sections each with duration R such that T=LR. We set,

and define the cross-periodogram of the jth section at frequency X by

An estimate of the cross spectrum f21 (x) may now 

obtained by averaging the periodograms over L sections at frequency X

f(j+l)R
dk(R )(x,j) = exp(-iXt)dNk (t) 

jR

(j+l)R
) exp(-iXt)£Nk (t+l)-Nk (t)] 

t=jR
k=l, 2 
j=0,l,...,L-1

(4.3.4)

i.e.,

L-l
f21<T)<X) = (l/L) J I21(R)(^J) 

j=0
X*0 (4.3.5)
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4,3.4 PROPERTIES OF THE ESTIMATE OF THE CROSS SPECTRUM

Let N(t)={Nj[(t)F N2(t)} be a bivariate stationary point 

process which satisfies the conditions of mixing and orderliness. 

Suppose the second order cross-cumulant function q21(u) exists and 

satisfies the condition

I u 1 |q21{u)|du*»

Let the estimate of the cross-spectrum f2j(x) be given by expression

(4.3.5), then

Lim E[f21(T )(x)]=f21(x) and

Lim Cov{f2j (x),f21(^)(^)}=[6{x-u}f22(x)fjj(x)

+6{X+u}f2^(X)f2j(-X)]/L

where 6{X}=1 if X=0, and 0 otherwise. Further,

Proof:-

setting

The proof follows from Theorem 1.4 of Appendix I and

(L)-1 _
2tt

bTT„
K2 (<x)dcc

Under the limiting condition that as T-»°°, L-»«, but 

(L/T)-»0, the estimate f2i^T ^(x) is normal with variance given in 

expression (4.3.6). An appropriate choice of L can reduce the
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variability of the estimate f2i ^ ( M  to an acceptable level of bias 

in the estimate.

As described at the beginning of this section, the 

cross-spectrum f2i(x) may Interpreted as reflecting the covariance 

between the harmonics at frequency X of two processes. One

disadvantage of the use of covariance as a measure of association is 

that it is not bounded, which means that although f22(x)=0 indicates 

the absence of a linear relationship at frequency X, there are no 

values indicating a perfect relationship.

Given the limitations of the covariance based measure of 

association, in many situations, one turns to a regression type of 

analysis, which in the frequency domain leads naturally to measures of 

association based on the Fourier transforms of the processes 

(Brillinger,1986). One frequency domain measure of association,

analogous to correlation-squared and called coherence, provides a 

normalized measure of the strength of association between two

processes.

4.4 COHERENCE: A FREQUENCY-DOMAIN MEASURE OF ASSOCIATION

The coherence, lR2i(Ml^» between processes N^ and N2 at 

frequency X may be defined as the limiting correlation-squared between 

the Fourier-Stieltjes transforms d^(T i(X) and d2 T̂ )(x) as given in 

expressions (4.3.2) and (4.3.3), i.e.,

Coherence = !*̂ 21 (X) |2 = Lim t-><» IcorrCdjjC1') (X) ,dj (x) ] |2 

where "corr" denotes complex correlation. By definition,

Ir 21<k) I2 = Lim T-*>
Cov[d2<T >(x),d1(T )(x )]

{VarCd2(T )(x)]Var[d1(T )(x)])»
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Now as

CovCd2 ^T )(x),di(T )(x)] = cum[d2 T̂ ) ( x ) , d j ( x ) ]

= ECd2(T )(xjdjCD (X)3-ECd2<T)(X)3ECd1<T)(X)□

J
exp{-iX(s-r)>q2i(s-r)drds

Setting s-r=u and v=r, we obtain

J
(T-|u|)exp(-i\u)q2i(u)du

-T'

-r
(T— 1 u | )exp(-iXu) I |exp(iau)f21(ot)d« du

■J [ (T-u)exp(-i(x-«)u}du+
0"

(T+u)exp{-i (X-<x)u}du f21(a) d<x

[2/(X-oc)2][l-cos(X-cc)T]f21(«)do:

psin(X-oc)T/2 i2
f21(oc)da .

(X-a)/2

With similar arguments, it can be shown that

Var[dk (T)(X)] =
r sin(X-cc)T/2 -1

(X-cc)/2
fkk(a )d<x J k=l, 2
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The function

2sin(\-<x)T/2 ]

2ttT L (X-cc)/2 J

tends to a delta fuction as T-*«> (Papoulis, 1962), which implies that

spectrum which provides an absolute measure of association on a s.cale 

from 0 to 1 . The value |R2i ( x ) | 2=0 indicates that the processes are 

independent whereas the value 1 signifies a perfect linear 

association. The coherence gives the range of frequencies over which 

the processes are associated.

4.4.1 ESTIMATION OF THE COHERENCE

An estimate of the coherence may be obtained simply by 

inserting the respective estimates in expression (4,4.1), i.e.,

( 4 . 4 . 1 )

It can easily be shown that

0-1R21 Î -1

Hence the coherence is essentially a normalised cross

tR21(T)(x)I2 =
|f21(T>(X)|2

X*0 ( 4 . 4 . 2 )
fl l ^  (x)f2 2 ^
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4.4.2 PROPERTIES OF THE ESTIMATE OF THE COHERENCE

The estimate of coherence, |R2 1 (X)|2 » may be

interpreted as the point process analogue of the sample multiple 

correlation coefficient (i.e., a squared correlation coefficient in 

the case of simple linear regression theory). It possesses the same

properties as the ordinary sample multiple correlation coefficient 

(Brillinger,1981), and these are discussed in Chapter 5.

4.4.3 A TEST FOR ZERO COHERENCE

Although |R2i(x) I2 lies between 0 and 1, with 0 

occurring in the case of independence, the estimate |R2^(T )(x)|2 for 

processes that are independent will have value greater than 0. To 

account for this sampling variability we may set up the following test 

to assess the hypothesis of independence at a given frequency X.

From expression (5.5.15) of Chapter 5, it follows that 

under the hypothesis |R2^(X)|2=0, the estimate of coherence given by 

expression (4.4.2) is distributed as a Beta random variable with 

parameters 1 and L-l. In order to obtain a 100« per cent point, for

lR2 1 ^ ( xH 2 at frequency X, it follows from the expression (5.5V17)

that

z = l-(l-oc)l/L-l (4.4.3)

is such that, under the hypothesis |R2i ( M | 2=0,

Pr[|R21(T)(x)|2 z z 3 = «

i.e., we reject the hypothesis at frequency X if |R21(T )(X)|2 x z.
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4.4.4 ASYMPTOTIC CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE COHERENCE

In order to assess the possible closeness of an

estimate to a parameter, it is desirable to provide a confidence

interval for the parameter based on the estimate. Asymptotic

distributions of the estimates may be used in this connection.

Theorem 5.5.1 implies that iR2l ^ ( x)l2 *s an

asymptotically unbiased estimate of the coherence, which is

asymptotically normal with variance given by

Lim Var[|R21(T)(X)|23 = (2/L)|R21(X)|2 Cl-|R21(x)i2]2 (4.4.4)

An estimate of the variance of |r 2i ^ ( x )I2 at

frequency X may be obtained by substituting the estimate |R2i^T ^(X)|2

in expression (4.4.4). Hence an approximate 959s confidence interval

for |R2i (X)|2 at frequency X may be constructed as

lR2l*T *(x >I2 * 1-96
lR 21(T)<x )I2C1-|r 21 (T)( M I 2 ]2]*

---------  (4.4.5)
L/8

An alternative way of constructing an approximate 

confidence interval for the coherence at frequency X may be obtained 

by considering a variance stabilizing transformation. Experience with 

variance stabilizing transformations (e.g, Kendall and Stuart, 1966) 

suggests that it is often possible to choose a transformation so that 

the transformed variate is more nearly normal than the untransformed 

one. A Hyperbolic Tangent transformation

tanh 1 |R2 i ^  (M I

can be seen to improve the normality of the estimate with a stabilized
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variance (Brillinger, 1981) given by

Lim t -̂oo Var[tanh 1 1 ̂ 21  ̂ x) I 3 = 1/2L x#o (4.4.6)

Hence an approximate 95% confidence interval for tanh 1 |R2i(^)l at 

frequency x may be given by

tanh~1 iR21(T )(X)j ± 1.96[2L]“^ X#0 (4.4.7)

and with a back transformation, the corresponding 95% confidence 

interval for Î 21 (.x) 12 becomes

exp[c(X)-k]-l]
— I * |R2i(x)I2 i.exp[c(X)-k]-

exp[c(X)+k]-l
exp[c(x)+k]+l.

(4.4.8)

where

c(x) = In
■ 1+ | R 2 1 ^  (x) i

- 1-|R2i <t >(X)|
\ #o

and

k = z.n/jTT

Similar results in the case of ordinary time series can found in 

Brillinger(1981), Bloomfield(1976) and Jenkins and Watts(1968).

4.4.5 A TEST FOR EQUALITY OF TWO COHERENCES

Some times it is desired to test whether two independent 

bivariate point processes have the same correlation structure, i.e., 

whether the coherences of both bivariate processes are equal at all 

frequencies. A statistical test for such a hypothesis may be set up 

based either on the transformed variate tanh-! |R2i ^ ( M I  or tbe 

untransformed one. i.e., a test of the null hypothesis
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is equivalent to the test that

tanh-1|Rab(x)|=tanh-1|Rcd(X)|.

Now as

tanh-1|Rab T̂ ^(x )I ~ Nftanh-1|Rab(X)I, 1/2L3

and

tanh-1|Rcd<T )(X)| - NCtanh“1 |Rcd(X)|, 1/2L3

therefore, under the null hypothesis,

tanh-1|Rab(X)[-tanh-1|Rcd(X)| ~ N[0, 1/L]

There is no covariance term since the estimates of both coherences are 

from independent experiments (i.e., independent bivariate point 

processes). The case with a significant covariance structure will be 

discussed in chapter 5.

We reject the hypothesis of equal coherences at frequency X if

tanh-1|Rab<T )(X)|-tanh-1|Rcd<T >(X)| a 1.96CL]-^
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4.5 IDENTIFICATION OF A POINT PROCESS SYSTEM
A point process system may be considered as a 

collection of (1) a space of input step functions Nj(t), (2) a space 

of output step functions N2(t), and (3) an operator 's' which carries 

input functions over into output functions. A point process system is 

called time-invariant if the bivariate process N( t)={Nx(t), N2 (t)> is 

stationary for stationary N^(t). A system is said to be stochastic if 

it incorporates random features, A system is said to have a refractory 

period if there exists a time interval immediately following an output 

event, during which time there can be no further output, for example, 

refractoriness in neuronal discharges is similar to dead times in a 

Geiger counter.

By the identification of a point process system, we 

mean the determination of the characteristics of the system, i.e, the 

operator, from the information available in the realizations of the 

input and output processes. For a stochastic system a complete 

identification is not possible, and the best we can hope for is to 

determine the average properties of the quantities or parameters that 

characterize the system '5'.

4-5.1 SINGLE— INPUT SINGLE-OUTPUT POINT PROCESS LINEAR MODEL

The muscle spindle may be thought of as a point process 

system which is assumed to receive inputs in the form of point 

processes and gives rise to at least two point process outputs, the la 

and II discharges. We begin with a single input - single output point 

process description

Nx(t). muscle
spindle -N2 (t)
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and develop a simple linear point process model to represent the 

following key characteristic of the system

(^(t) = Lim pr{N2 event in (t, t+h3|N1)/h

= E<dN2(t)|N1>/dt (4.5.1)

Suppose that in the absence of any input, Nxt.JsO, and that v1 (t) 

exists and is equal to a constant

ni(t) = «0 (4.5.2)

The system here is seen to emit events at rate <xq

Next, if the input corresponds to a single event at time u, the 

expression (4.5.2) may be altered to

^l(t) = oc0+oc1 (t~u) (4.5.3)

where ct^(t-u) represents the effect on the output process of a single

event at time u,

Similarly, if a number of input events occurred at times Uj,u2 ,... ,

the expression (4.5.3) becomes

Mi (t ) = <x0 + oc^t-u^ + a1 (t-U2 ) + ...

i.e., ^l(t) = «0+ aj(t-u)dNj(u)

E<dN2(t)|N1) = <x0+ ccj (t-uJdN^ (u) dt (4.5.4)
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The model (4.5.4) may be seen as a point process analogue of the 

linear time invariant systems considered for ordinary time series. By 

analogy with the terminology of the cross spectral analysis of 

ordinary time series, ^(u) is called the average impulse response 

function (Brillinger, 1974b) and its Fourier transform given by

A(x) = exp(-ixu)a1(u)du

is called the transfer function of the point process system.

4.5.2 SOLUTION OF THE MODEL

The solution to the model (4.5.4) for ocq and a1(.), in 

the least square sense, may be obtained by minimizing the mean squared 

error (M.S.E) given by

dN2(t)-[«o+ oĉ  (t-u)dNi (u)]dt|

or as follows;

Taking the expected value of equation (4.5.4) with 

respect to Nj, we have

-  [ o c 0+ J <E{ ECdN2 (t)jN13 } = «0+ cc-^t-ujEtdN^u) ] dt

i.e. , oci (u)du

which implies that

«0 ~ p2"~pl «i(u)du (4.5.5)
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where Pj and P2 are the mean intensities of the input and ouput 

processes, respectively.

Similarly, multiplying equation (4.5.4) by dNjft-u) and 

taking the expected value with respect to we obtain

E<dN2 (t) jNjJdNjU-u) a0E{dN1(t-u))+ ocj (t-v)E{dN1(v)dN1 (t-u) > dt

P21(u)= pi«o+ «l(t-v) P11 (V'-t+u)+Pi6(v-t + U) jdv

where 6(.) is the Dirac delta function. Substituting the value of <x0 

from (4.5.5) and simplifying, we obtain

q21(u) = oL1 (\i-v)q11{v)dv (4.5.6)

where q^i.) is the cumulant function of the input and q2j(.) is 

the cross cumulant function between output, N2 , and input, Nj. From 

expression (4.8.5), it follows that if the input is a Poisson process 

then the impulse response function becomes

«l(u) = q21(u)/P1

However, in general, the solution to the equation

(4.5,6) for ccjtu) requires some form of deconvolution, which may be 

avoided by taking the Fourier transform of (4.5.6), i.e.,

2 it J
iexp(-i\u)q21(u)du = ---

2tt J 2n Jexp(-ixu) ^̂ (u-vJqiitvJdv+Piaitu) du
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f21(x) = —l_[exp(-ixu) 
2 it J ocj (u-vXqjj (vJ+Pjfitv) }dv du

which gives after some manipulation^

f21(X)=A(X)f1:l(X) (4.5.7)

where fjj(X), ^21^) an^ A(X) are the auto-spectrum of , 

cross-spectrum between Nj and N2 and the transfer function of the 

system, respectively.

Expression (4.5.7) shows that A(X) may be identified by

A(x)=f21(x)/f11(X) fn (x)*0 (4.5.8)

The impulse response function, «i(u), may now be determined by the 

inverse Fourier transform of (4.5.8), i.e.,

0t1 (u) = exp(iXu)A(x)dx
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4.5.3 MEAN SQUARED ERROR OF THE MODEL

In order to obtain the mean squared error (MSE) of the 

linear point process model, expression (4.5.4) suggests that we define 

the following process

de(t)= dN2(t)- otn + (t-uJdNj(u) dt

where de(t) is an error process with stationary increments.

Clearly E[de(t)]=0.

The product density of de(.) at times t and t' is given

by

[Pee'(t-t' )+Pe6(t-t’ )]dtdt' *= E{de(t)de(t')>

= E dN2(t)- oc0+ (t-u)dNj(u) dt Ĵ dN2 (t' )-|<x0+|«1(t'-vidNjfv) Jdt

Substituting the value of ocq from expression (4.5.5) and simplifying, 

we obtain

Pe€(t-t1)+Pe6 (t-t»)=q22(t-t')+P26 (t-t1 ) - cc^t-uJqglU'-uJdu

«l(t'-v)q21(t-v)dv

^ ( t - u ^ ^ f - v ) q^l(u-v)+6(u-v) dudv
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Setting t-t'=w, we have

<Jee(w) = «1(w+v)q2i(v)dv- «1(v)q2i(w+v)dv

oejUJa^v) (w-u+vJ+PjOfw-u+v)jdudv (4.5.9)

Expression (4,5.9), by taking the Fourier transform, may be written in 

terms of frequency domain parameters as

W M  = f22<M “ A(X)f21(\) - A(X)f21(X) + A(X)A(X)fn (X) (4.5.10)

which gives after substituting A(X) from expression (4.5.8)

!f2l(Mi2
f22<x> “

f22<x '

f11(X)

1 - |R2i(x)i2 (4.5.11)

where fee(x) is the spectrum of the error process e(t), and is a 

non-negative function of X. Expression (4.5.11) suggests that the 

value of fee(.), based on the linear model, at frequency X depends on 

the coherence parameter in that fge(X) is zero if the coherence 

between the processes Nj and N2 is 1. This result gives another 

interpretation of the coherence as a measure of the degree of linear 

predictability of the process N2 by the process Nj

Related to the complex valued function A(X), the 

transfer function, are two additional parameters, the GAIN and the 

PHASE which give useful information about the relationship between the 

input and the output processes.
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4.5.4 THE GAIN AND THE PHASE

The gain G(X) at frequency X may be defined as the 

absolute value of the transfer function, i.e.,

G(X) = |A(x)|

f11(x)
<Re f21(x)}2 +{Ira f2i(X)>2 (4.S.12)

The gain function may also be used as a measure of association between 

the input and the output processes. A value of G(X)=0 indicates a lack 

of linear relationship.

The phase o21(x) is defined as the argument of the 

transfer function,i.e . ,

<*>21 (M = arg{A(X)> 

and since fjjtxj^O, the phase may also be written as 

<*>21 (X) = arg{f21(x)>

= tan-1
Im f21(x)l

Re f21 <x)-
(4.5.13)

The phase may be interpreted as representing the phase 

difference between the harmonics of the processes and N2 at

frequency X. Expression (4.5.13) suggests that the phase is an odd 

function of frequency, so 02j(X)=O at x=Q.
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4.5.5 ESTIMATION OF THE TRANSFER FUNCTION. GAIN. AND PHASE

Estimates of the transfer function, the gain and the 

phase may be obtained by inserting the respective estimates in 

expressions (4.5.8), (4.5.12) and (4,5.13), respectively, i.e.,

A (T )(X)=f21(T)(X)/fn (T)(x) X*0 (4.5.14)

G (T)(x)=|f21(T)(x)|/f11(T )(X) X*0 (4.5.15)

rim f2j (x)-i
<t>21*T  ̂(X)=tan_1   X*0 (4.5.16)

LRe f2j (X)J

4.5.6 ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF THE ESTIMATES

Let N(t)={N1(t),N2(t)) be a bivariate stationary point 

process defined on (0,T3. Suppose that the estimates A^T ^(X), G^^(X) 

and 02j^^(x) are given by expressions (4.5.14), (4.5.15) and

(4.5.16), and that fj-^Xj^O, then from Rigas(1983)

Lim T_>w E[A(T )(X)]=A(X) X*0

Lim E{ln G^T )(X)}=ln G(X) x*0

Lim î oo E{02^ ( x )  }=o2i(x) x*0

Lim Cov{A^T  ̂(X) ,A^T  ̂(a) }=0 X±p?tO ; 0zx,n2ir

Lim Cov{ln G^^(X),ln G^T^(n)}=0 X±fi*0 ; 0£\,n£ir

Lim -p->oa Cov{02i (X) , 021 ̂  (**) )=0 X±n?tO ; 04X,n27r (4.5.17)
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Lim Var-fA^) (X) }= f22(x)
Lf

1_ Ir 21(x)I2 X#0
U(X)

Lim t-»co Var{ln g (t )(\)}=-
2L Ir 21<x) -2 X*° (4.5.18)

I*im T->« Var{02l(T) (M  >=- 2L Ir 21(x) -2 _ ■ x*° (4.5.19)

The estimates a(t )(X), In G^T  ̂(x) and 021(T )(X) are 

asymptotically normal which follows from the fact that f2i ^ ( xi). 

f2i ( X 2 ),... are asymptotically complex normal (Brillinger, 1972; 

Rigas, 1983).

4.5.7 CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR THE PHASE AND THE GAIN

The asymptotic normality of the estimates of the phase 

and the logarithm of the gain allow one to construct approximate 

confidence intervals for the corresponding parameters. Hence, from, the 

above results, approximate 95% confidence intervals for 02^(X) and 

loge G(X) at frequency X can be obtained, respectively, by

021(T)(X) ± e(X) X*0 (4.5.20)

In  g ( T ) ( x) ± e(x) X*0 (4.5.21)

where

e(X) = 1.96
iR2i(T)< M r 2 -i i

2L

In the next section we discuss the usefulness of the 

phase parameter in some more detail since it provides information
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regarding the delays between two processes. This Information, 

particularly in a physiological context, has a significant importance 

because it helps in determining the pattern of communication between 

the nerve cells.

In practice, for point process systems dominated delays,

the sampled phase curve would fluctuate about a straight line passing

through the origin (x=0). The fluctuation becomes larger as the 

coherence gets smaller, and the behaviour of the phase as a function 

of frequency becomes more erratic.

4.6 PHASE; A FREQUENCY DOMAIN MEASURE OF TIMING RELATIONS

In the time domain analysis (section 4.5), the 

cross-intensity function (CIF) was seen to provide information about 

the timing relations between two processes. A parallel approach in the 

frequency domain for such information may be based on the phase 

parameter.

Suppose, for example, that [rj, s^l represent the event 

times for the bivariate process (N-^t), N2(t)>. If the process N2 is a

lagged version of the process with lag t , i.e.,

sk = rk *+ T k=l>2  Ni(T)

then following Brillinger and Tukey(1984), the cross spectrum, 

f2l(x), between the processes Nj and N2 is given by

f2l(x ) = Lim T-»« E[Zexp{-iX(rk+T))Eexp{iXrk}]

= exp{-i\T>f11(x)

which implies that

$21(x) = -tX (4.6.1)
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Expression (4.6.1) shows that in the case of a pure delay, the phase 

<t>2i(X) is a linear function of frequency X with (-t) being the slope 

of the line <t>2j (X)=-t \. If t =0 , the processes Nj and N2 would be 

synchronous, and one could expect the sample phase to be close to 

zero. Since the variance of the estimate of the phase at any frequency 

depends on the coherence at that frequency (expression 4.5.19), the 

phase will not be well-determined at any frequency X at which 

iR21 12-z, where z refers to expression (4.4.3).

4 6 1  ESTIMATION of the t i m e d e l a y

Expressions (4.5.17) and (4.5.19), and the asympototic 

normality of the sampled phase, <t>2l ^ ( M >  suggest that the delay 't ' 

between the processes Nj and N2 may be well estimated as the slope of 

the least squares line relating <t>2i ^ M M  to X, and passing through 

the origin. However, the dependence of the variance of 0 2 1 ^ ( x) on 

the coherence (expression 4.5.19) suggests that in the case of a 

non-constant coherence we need to fit a weighted least squares line 

(see Weisberg, 1985) over the range of frequencies [X^, Xn ] where, the

coherence is significantly different from zero, and xn is such that

|R2i<T)(x)|2 £ z for x x xn

A simple procedure to fit such a weighted least squares

line is described as follows:

Let <t>21̂ T ^ xj)=<i>j be the sampled phase evaluated at

discrete frequencies of the form Xj=2vj/R , j=l,2.... n where n

corresponds the frequency after which [R2i ^ ( M I 2 ^ z. In practice, 

as we will see (e.g. Fig.4.7.1c), some values of the coherence in the 

range Cx^, xn ] may occur to be non-significant. For large n, these few 

values may be either droped from the least sequares fit, or by using 

weighted least sequares, these may be given less importance (weight).
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In order to fit a weighted least squares line, we define a simple 

linear regression model (through the origin) of the form

= pxj + 6J

where 0 = - t . The expressions (4.5.17) and (4.5.19) lead to the validity 

of the standard assumptions

ej » N{0,Oj2} and cov{ej, s 0

where

oj2 = o2wj = Var{<s>21(T )(Xj)} = (1/2L){ |R21(Xj)| 2 -1}

The weighted least squares estimate of 0 is seen to be

EwJ * j xJ0 = ---------  (4.6.2)
£wjXj2

and an estimate of its variance as

o2
var(JB) =

where

o2 -
E Wj(Oj - 0 X j ) 2

n-1
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A plausible choice of wj may be given by (e.g., Weisberg,1985 Pp.85)

Wj - 1/Sj2

where

Sj2 = (l/2L)<|R21(T)(Xj) r 2 - 1>

4.6.2 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE TIME DELAY

Applying standard regression theory, a 95% confidence 

interval for t  may be set up as

-0 ± ^(n-l ;0.975)^v^r ^^  ̂  (4.6.3)

where t(n-l;0.975) denotes the upper 97.5% point of a t-distribution 

with n-1 degrees of freedom. For large n, t (•;•) in expression (4.6.3) 

may be approximated by a standard normal variate, which leads to

-0 ± 1 .96[var(0)3^ (4.6.4)

The above confidence intervals for r may also be used 

to test for synchrony. The confidence interval will support the 

hypothesis of synchrony if it contains the value zero.

4.7 APPLICATIONS

We now turn to the application of the frequency domain 

procedures discussed above (Sections 4.3-4.6) and apply them to the 

same data sets as we considered in the time domain analysis (Section 

4.2.4). The main aim of using the same data is to compare these 

methods and their effectiveness with those of the time domain. We also 

hope to get some more insight into the system (muscle spindle) under
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investigation.

Figs. 4.7.1a,b correspond to the estimates of the

coherence and the phase of the computer generated data with a known

time delay of 10 msec (see Section 4.2.4). Both estimates have been 

plotted against the frequencies of the form (lOOOj/R) Hz., with 

R=1024, j=l,2,..,, over the range (0, 100) Hz. The dotted line in the 

coherence plot at each frequency corresponds to the value of z (see 

Section 4.4.3) i.e., the 95% point of the null distribution under the 

hypothesis of the processes being independent at that frequency. It is 

clear from the Fig.4.7.la that, over the whole range of frequencies, 

both processes are coupled.

The plot of the estimate of the phase with the phase 

values restricted in some interval is called the constrained phase . 

The fundamental range of the phase is the interval [-*, ?r]

(Bloomfield, 1976; Brillinger, 1981). However, this range of 

restriction may be altered depending on the form of <l>2i(M hand.

For example, the estimate of phase considered in Fig.4.11.lb is

constrained to lie within the interval (-3v/2, ir/2) using the 

following expression

Let D2i^T Mx) = Im f2i ^ ( X ) / R e  f2i ^ ( M  X*Q, then

tan-1[D21(T )(X)3 

tan-1[D2i^T ^(X)]-w 

-ft/ 2 

+ 7t/2

arbitrary (0)

if Re f21<T >(X)M) 

if Re f2i^T )(X)ZO 

if Re f2l ^  (x)=0, Im f2i^T ^(X)zO 

if Re f2i<T )(X)=0, Im f2l(T)(x)M) 

if Re f21(T )(x)=0, Im f21(T )(x)=0

It is clear from the phase plot (Fig.4.7.lb) that the estimate of the 

phase can be approximated by a straight line passing through the
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ESTIMATED COHERENCE ESTIMATED PHASE
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Fig.4.7.1 Illustration of the coherence and phase

a) Estimates of the coherence and b) the phase of the computer 
simulated data dominated by a pure delay 

c) Estimates of the coherence and d) the phase of the real data 
corresponding to a single unit EMG (process N2 ), when a random 
stimulation (process ) of Medial Gastrocnemius is applied at 
group I threshold

The dotted line in the coherence plots represents the 
upper limit of the 95% confidence interval (marginal) for the 
coherence under the hypothesis that the two processes are independent. 
The slopes of the fitted least squares lines (dotted) on the phase 
curves correspond to the estimated time delays.
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origin over a range of frequencies at which the coherence is non-zero.

A fitted least squares line (dotted line in Fig.4.7.lb) based on the 

method described in Section 4 . 6 . 1  gives an estimate of the time delay 

t = 9 .9 msec with a 9 5 %  confidence interval of (9. 7 ,  1 0 . 1 )  msec, which 

is consistent with the corresponding time domain estimate using the 

cross-intensity function (Fig.4.2.lb).

Figs.4.7.lc,d corresponds to the estimates of coherence 

and phase of the real physiological data we analysed in the time 

domain (Section 4.2.4). The coherence plot (Fig,4.7.1c) reveals that 

the output process N2 is coupled with the input process over the 

entire range of frequencies, whereas the estimate of the phase 

(Fig.4.7. Id) shows that, over this range of frequencies, N2 is 

delayed, on the average, by an amount of 6.7 msec with a 95% 

confidence interval, for the delay, of (6.6, 6.8) msec.

Fig.4.7.2 demonstrates the application of coherence to 

the spindle data. The individual estimates of coherences 

(Figs4.7.2a-f) correspond to the cross-intensities shown- in 

Fig.4.2.3a-f. The coherence figures seem to reveal additional features 

by giving a range of frequencies over which the coupling between the 

two processes occurs. For example, comparing Fig.4.7.2b with 

Fig.4.7.2f, it is seen that the presence of the length change '5' 

imposes a coupling between the la and II discharges over a different 

range of frequencies from the one over which the la and II are coupled 

in the presence of the fusimotor activity, and which suggests that at 

fairly high frequencies the discharge from the two endings is 

controlled by the length change without regard to the presence of the 

fusimotor activity. This feature of the data was not reflected in the 

time domain figures (Fig.4.2.3b and Fig.4.2.3f). A comparison of 

Fig.4.7.2f with Figs.4.7.2c-e also reveals that the imposed length 

change 1 St' weakens the effects of the fusimotor axons on the coupling
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Fig.4.7.2 Estimate of coherence between 

a) la and II spontaneous discharges
b) la and II discharges in the presence of a length change 1
c) la/ and II discharges in the presence of a static gamma ^ys
d)
e)
f)

la and II discharges in the presence of a second gamma 2^s
la and II discharges in the presence of both and 2?s
la and II discharges in the presence of t, ±ys , and 2?s

The dotted line in each plot gives the upper limit of 
the 95* confidence interval (marginal) for the coherence under the 
hypothesis that the processes are independent.
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Fig.4.7.3 Test for the equality of two coherences

The curve shown in the plot corresponds to the difference of 
the inverse hyperbolic-tangent transform of the moduli of the two 
coherences illustrated in Figs.4.7.2b,f. The solid horizontal lines 
below and above the dotted line represent the critical values at 
approximately 5% level of significance for a two sided test of the 
hypothesis that the two moduli are equal at a given frequency X.
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between the la and II endings. This can also be seen more formally by 

applying the test for the equality of two coherences developed in 

section 4.4.5. Fig.4.7.3 represents the difference of the moduli of 

the two coherences illustrated in Figs.4.7.2b,f. The solid lines below 

and above the dotted line, against any frequency x, correspond to the 

critical values for the difference at approximately 5* level of 

significance under the hypothesis that the two moduli are equal at 

that frequency. A value lying outside these limits at any frequency 

indicates that the difference between the strength of association of 

the two processes may plausibly be significant at that frequency. It 

is clear from the figure that the activity of fusimotor axons reduces 

the strength of coupling, which was due to the presence of the length 

change alone (Fig.4.7.2b), over the range of frequencies 30-40 Hz. So 

the coupling between the la and II endings in the presence of all the 

three inputs, ' i ' , 'j^g' and ^ s ' *  (Fig.4.7.2f) may possibly be a

consequence of the combined effects of these inputs.

It is also of interest, in the light of recent work by 

Edgley and Jankowska(1987) to examine how the phase relation between 

the la and II endings in the presence of the fusimotor inputs is

altered by the changes in these inputs. Figs.4.7.4b,d,f give a 

comparison of the phases (restricted in the range *3} between the

la and II endings under different conditions of the fusimotor inputs. 

Figs.4.7.4a,c,e are the estimates of the corresponding coherences. The 

delay estimated from the phase between the la and II discharges, 

computed in the presence of ’i^g' (the slope of the dotted line in 

Fig.4.7.4b) is 2.3 ± 2.2 msec (a phase lead of the la over II) over

the range of frequencies where the coupling between the la and the II 

is non-zero (Fig.4.7.4a). This small difference in the phase between

the la and II responses at the level of input to the spinal cord,

where their activity was recorded, occurred in spite of a large
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Fig.4.7.4 Timing realtions between the la and II discharges

a) Estimates of the coherence and b) phase between the la and II
discharges in the presence of a static gamma input jrs

c) Estimates of the coherence and d) phase between the la and II
discharges in the presence of a second gamma input 2ys

e) Estimates of the coherence and f) phase between the la and II
discharges when both gamma inputs are present

The dotted line in the coherence plots gives the upper 
limit of the 95% confidence interval (marginal) for the coherence at a
given frequency under the hypothesis that the two discharges are
independent. The slope of the fitted least squares line (dotted) on
the phase curves, over the range of frequencies where the
corresponding coherence is significant, represents the estimated lead 
of the la over II discharge.
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difference in their respective conduction velocities. On the other 

hand the la lead in the presence of 'g^s' al°ne (Fig.4.7.4d) is seen 

to have been significantly increased over the range of frequencies 

where the la II coupling is significant (Fig.4.7.4c). The lead in this 

case happens to be 18.0 ± 3.9 msec which is substantially greater than 

one would expect on the basis of conduction velocity difference alone. 

The stimulation of both fusimotor axones, applied concurrently and 

independently, is seen to impose a phase lead (Fig.4.7.4f) of 7.3 ±

2.2 msec of the la over II.

Figs.4.7.5a-c illustrate the applications of the 

confidence intervals, respectively, for the coherence, phase and 

loge^SQin) between the la discharge and the fusimotor input 12ys '. The 

horizontal dotted line in the coherence plot (Fig.4.7.5a) at each 

frequency represents the upper limit of the 95% confidence interval 

under the hypothesis that the processes are independent at that 

frequency. The dotted curves below and above the estimate (solid 

curve) at a given frequency are the approximate 95% confidence limits 

for the coherence at that frequency, and are computed from expression 

(4.4.8). The dotted curves in the phase and gain plots are based on 

the expressions (4.5.20) and (4.5.21), respectively. The confidence 

limits in each of the plots are clearly seen to become wider as the 

coherence gets smaller indicating how the reliability of the estimate 

at any frequency depends on the coherence at that frequency.
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Fig.4.7.5 Illustration of the asymptotic confidence intervals

a) Estimated coherence (solid curve) between the la discharge and 
the 27s

b) Estimated phase (solid curve) between the la discharge and the 
2ys

c) Estimated loge gain (solid curve) between the la discharge and 
the 2^s

The dotted curves above and below the estimates in each 
figure represent approximate 95% confidence interval (marginal) for 
the respective parametes.
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4.8 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter we presented a bivariate stationary 

point process. Certain parameters useful for measuring the association 

and timing relations between the processes were defined in both time 

and frequency domains. Estimation procedures for these parameters were 

discussed, their asymptotic distributions were examined, and 

confidence intervals for certain parameters were constructed. Certain 

tests of significance in the assessment of association and timing 

relation between the processes were developed. The applications of

these procedures were demonstrated by a number of illustrations using

simulated data followed by the real data obtained on the muscle 

spindle.

We also considered the problem of identification of a

point process system and introduced a simple linear point process

model by relating single input to single output. Based on the mean 

squared error criterion, the model seemed fairly approperiate in the 

application to the spindle data.

The frequency domain methods again seemed to reveal some 

additional features about the processes which were not reflected by 

the time domain ones, and this confirms the usefullness of the 

frequency domin.

Following is a brief summary of the main features of the 

procedures and their applications we demonstrated in this chapter.

1. The cross-intensity function, a time domain parameter and a 

simple extension of the auto-intensity function, may be used 

as a time domain measure of association. But it has certain 

disadvantages, as discussed by Brillinger(1986), that it is 

the point process analogue of covariance, and consequently 

may be expected to have the same limitations i.e., first it
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is dimensional and secondly it is not bounded, which

means that one can not measure the extent to which the

processes are associated.

2. The coherence, a frequency domain measure of association,

possesses the desirable properties, i.e., it is bounded in

CO,11, the two extremes of the linear association. Further, as

a frequency domain measure, it provides a range of frequencies

over which the processes are associated.

3. The cross-intensity function may also be used as a measure of

the timing relation between two processes. A sharp peak in the

estimate of CIF indicates a possible time delay between the 

processes. But, as we have found in the examples, a 

well-defined peak may not appear in the estimate all the time. 

Further, as the estimate of the time delay is based on perhaps 

a single point (the peak point), one may easily lead to a less 

reliable estimate of the delay.

4. The phase, a frequency domain measure of the timing relation 

between two processes, provides with a better properties of 

the estimated delay. Further, based on the standard regression 

theory, the phase allows one to construct a confidence interval 

for the delay.

The above advantages of the frequency domain methods 

clearly suggest a further use of these methods and their extensions to 

analyse multivariate point processes, to be considered in Chapter 5.



CHAPTER 5

MULTIVARIATE POINT PROCESSES
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5.1 INTRODUCTION

The usefulness of the frequency domain methods, 

discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, leads to a further consideration of a 

wide range of questions relating to a more realistic situation when 

the system (the muscle spindle) involves multiple-input and 

multiple-output. Of particular is the question of whether the 

association between a pair of outputs is a consequence of a common 

input or of a direct connection, and the extended question of how the 

association and timing relation between a pair of outputs is 

influenced by the presence of a number of inputs.

The main aim of this Chapter is to provide a formal 

framework of techniques to find the answers to these questions.

Introducing the idea of partial parameters, we start 

with the definition and derivation of certain point process partial 

parameters in the frequency domain, and discuss their estimation 

procedures.

A point process linear model with two inputs and a 

single output is introduced and developed. The identification of the 

muscle spindle, when it is assumed to be acted upon by two point 

process inputs, and 2?s' *s carried out by using this model.

A further extension of this model to the more general case with "r" 

inputs is considered. Estimates of the parameters related to this 

general model, and the properties of these estimates are examined. 

Certain tests of significance are also set up and demonstrated by a 

number of illustrations.

In the final part of this Chapter, we consider a point 

process system with multiple-input and multiple-output and develop a 

general linear regression-type multivariate point process model. The 

idea is to identify the muscle spindle in more realistic situation 

under which it operates. Certain ordinary and partial parameters,



measuring the input-output relations, are defined. Estimates and their 

asymptotic properties are discussed. The appropriateness of this model 

will become apparent in the applications of these procedures to both 

simulated and real data.

5.2 THE PARTIAL CROSS-SPECTRUM

In dealing with relations between point processes it is 

often desirable to investigate whether the association between two 

processes, say, %(t) and (t ) is due to a direct connection between 

them or if it is a consequence of a third process N3 (t). The answer to 

this question leads to the introduction of the partial parameters. The 

frequency domain methods are easily extended to develop such 

parameters. One of these parameters is called the partial 

cross-spectrum which measures the association between the components 

of two processes, and N3 . at a given frequency after the influence 

of a third, N3 , has been removed.

In order to develop an explicit expression for the 

partial cross-spectrum we proceed as follows:

Consider a linear time invariant point process system 

with two inputs M^(t) and Mgtt) and a single output N{t). A graphical 

representation of this situation may be given as

Jenkins and Watts, 1968), the processes N and are first predicted 

from process M3 based on the linear models

Mi(t)
■N(t)

M2 (t)

By the analogy with ordinary time series (Tick, 1963;

E{dN(t)
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and

E{dM1(t)|M2> = {ocq' +

Now consider the following error processes with 

stationary increments

de ± (t) =dN (t) - ̂ «0+{<xNM2 ̂ '~u ̂ dM2 *u *]dt (5.2.1)

de2(t)=dM1(t)-^<x0 ,+|aMlM2(t-u)dM2(u)jdt (5.2.2)

Clearly E<de1(t)}=E{de2(t)}=0. Further, from Section 4.4.2 of Chapter 

4, it follows that

“0 “ PN “ PM2j“NM2 <u)du 

“O' = PM! - PM2JctM1H2(u )du

and

a NM2 (x) = exp(-i\u)<xm 2{u)d\i fNM2<X>

fM2M2 ^^
(5.2.3)

aMiM2(x) = exp(-i Xu)«M]M2(u )du
MiM2(X)

fM2M2^x)
(5.2.4)

The cross cumulant density function between the processes ej(') and 

e2 (-) at two time instants t and t' may be defined as the partial 

cross-cumulant density between N and after the linear time
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invariant effects of process Mg have been removed.

Denoted by q^Mj.Mg^t“’t')’ ** ^iven as

^NMj.Mgtt_t') = E{de1(t)de2(t')> - E{dej(t))E{de2(t ')> (5.2.5)

Substituting dea(t) and de2 (t') from expressions (5.2.1) and (5.2.2 

into (5.2.5), and after some algebraic manipulation, we obtain

% M i  .M2(t_t' ) = qNMit1"1 ') ~ «2(t '"v )<3NMg(t_v)dv

«!(t-v)qMlMg(t 1-v)dv

oc1(t-w)«2 (t,-v) ^MgMg( w -v )+Pm 26 (w ~ v ) dwdv

where 6(*) is the Dirac delta function. 

Setting t-t'=u, we obtain

^NMi.Mg^) = 3NMi(u) “ |0C2(w)<JNM2 û+w d̂w " ]“! qMiMg (u_w)dw

«1 (v ) «2 (w ) j^QMgMg (u+w-v) +Pm26 (u+w-v) j dwdv
The Fourier transform of the above expression leads to the 

corresponding frequency domain representation given by

” fNMj(x) ~ A2<x)fNM2 <x) “ A1<x)fM!M2 <

+ A1(X)A2 (X)fH2#j2(X) (5.8.6)



Substituting Ai(*) and A2(*) from expressions (5.2.3), (5.2.4) and

simplifying, we obtain

fNM2<x)fM2M!<x )
fNMi.MoW = fNMi(^) - ---=----- — ----  (5-2.7)

fM2M2(x>

which is the required partial cross-specrum between the processes N 

and having the linear effects of the process M2 been removed.

More generally for an r vector-valued stationary point 

process N(t)={N]_(t), ..., Nr(t)}, the partial cross spectrum of order

1 between processes Na and Nb after removing the linear effects of Nc 

is given by

fNaNc(x)fNcNb(x)
fNaNb .Nc(x ) = fNaNb (x) ~ ---------------- (5.2.8)

■NCNC(X>

for a,b,c= 1, 2, r ; c#a, c*b.

In the case a=b but a*c, the partial spectrum is called 

the auto-partial spectrum of order 1 of process Na after removing the 

linear effects of Nc .

The partial cross-spectrum of order 1, fNaNb .Nc(x)* ma^ 

be interpreted as measuring the association between two processes at 

frequency X after removing the influence of a third process. The value 

^NaNb .Nc(x^~° would suggest that there is no direct connection 

between processes Na and Nb . However, as the value of this parameter 

is not bounded above, enabling us to signify the strength of direct 

connection between the processes. This disadvantage leads to the 

necessity of providing a normalised measure of partial association. 

The partial coherence provides such a measure. We discuss this 

parameter in more detail in the next section.



5.3 COHERENCE: A FREQUENCY DOMAIN MEASURE OF PARTIAL ASSOCIATION
The partial coherence of order 1, i.e, between Na and Nb 

after removing the linear effects of process Nc may be defined as the 

limiting correlation-squared between the Fourier-Stieltjes transforms 

of processes Na and Nb after removing their best linear predictors 

based on process Nc (for a,b,c=l,2,. . . ,r ; c*a, c*b).

is observed in (0,T]. The Fourier-Stieltjes transform of the 

generalised expressions of (5.2.1) and (5.2.2) may be written as

For a,b,c = 1, 2, r ; c*a, c*b.

The partial coherence, |RNaNb .Nc(x)!2 » between Na and Nb with the 

linear effects of process Nc having been removed is defined, 

suppressing the dependence on X, as

Suppose that the r vector valued stationary process N(t)

dea T̂J(x) = dNa ^ ( x) “ ANa (x)dNc T̂ ^ x )

de t/ T ̂ (x ) “ dNt/T ^ X) “ ANt,(x)dNc T̂ ^ x )

l % aN b .Nc |2 = Lim T-*» corr d6 a (T) , de b (T )
2

Lim T^w corr dNa T̂ ^

where "corr” denotes complex correlation.
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Now as

C°v(dN <T> - dN (T) , d (T) - ^ N c  (T)|
I Wa fNcNc c b ^NCNC j

= CovfdN (T)fdNbfT ) - — —  Covjdfj (T ) Fdfj (T ) 1 
1 fNnN 1 Jcwc

fNa«c

fNcNc
Cov {dNc(T).dNb(T)J + fNa^  Cov(dNc(T),dNc(T)

NCNC

substituting the values of the individual covariances on the right 

hand side of the above expression derived in Section (4.4), and taking 

limit as and simplifying, we find

Lim t-»0 2rrT Cov dN
fNaNc . ......

a .-----  Nc ’ Nb(T)
fNcNc

dNc(T).dNb<T) - f5f- dc(T)]]
f w  AT ^ jfNcNc

= fNaNb -
fNaNc fNcNb 

fNcNc

fNaNb 'N,

Similarly for the variance

Var{dNa (T)- ^ ^ dNc(T)] = VarfdNa(T )| - J ! ^ C o v f d Na(T ) *dNc(T )] 
n cn c j n cn c j

fNaNc,

fN*Nawc
Cov|dNc(T),dNa(T )] + NaNC2Var{dNc (T)}

fNrNc11(c fNcNc2
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we find that

1 „ L  (T1 fNaNC , m l  „ fNaNC % %
Lim t~  § w varlda ■ dc I = '*«■«

= fNaNa .Nc

Therefore the partial coherence at frequency X is seen to be

„ lfNaNb .Nc(x>I2
lR N a N b . N c ( M | 2  “ f N a S a  K - i x ) r S b N b - , x , • I 5 - 3 - 1 '

Expression (5.3.1) shows that the partial coherence is essentially a 

normalised partial cross-spectrum, and satifies the property

0 4 lRNaNb .Nc(x)I2 * 1

Substituting the values of partial spectra in expression (5.3.1), we 

may write the partial coherence of order-1 in terms of zero-order 

partial coherencies (ordinary), suppressing the dependence of X, as

lRNaNb .Nc l2 =

fNaNb fNaNc fNcNb

CfNaNa fNbNb 3* CfNaNa fNcNc^  CfNcNc fNbNb^

|RNaNC|2] [ J "  lRNCNb|2]

lRNaNb - % aNc RNcNb l2 

[i-IRNgNcl2] [i-IRNt-Ni,!2]
(5.3.2)
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5.3.1 ESTIMATION OF THE PARTIAL COHERENCE

An estimate of the partial coherence of order 1 may be 

obtained by inserting estimates of the ordinary coherencies in 

expression (5.3.2) i.e.,

The properties of this estimate will be discussed in Section 5.6.5 in 

a more general case where the partial coherence of order-r i.e., the 

coherence between two point processes after removing the linear

effects of r other processes, is required in order to assess the

connectivity between these two processes in the presence of r other

processes. We now turn to the two-input single-output point process

system and develop a linear model relating the output to the inputs.

l RNaNb .Nc ( T ) <x ) I 2
lRNaNt/T)<x) “ RNaNc(T)(x)RNcNb*T)(x)i2

(5.3.3)
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5.4 TWO-INPUTS SINGLE-OUTPUT POINT PROCESS LINEAR MODEL
In this section we consider the situation where the

point process system receives two inputs and in response gives rise to 

a single output. The main purpose of studying this situation is to

investigate the characteristics of the muscle spindle when the

response of the sensory axones, la and II, is recorded in the presence 

of the two gamma fusimotor axons, 'i^s' an(* '2rs '• A graphical

representation of this situation is given at the start of Section 5, 

e.g.,

la
-------- N(t)

Mi(t)- I'S

2^8

MUSCLE

SPINDLE

5.4.1 THE MODEL

Extending the simple linear point process model 

discussed in Section (4.5.1) of Chapter 4, we now develop the 

following linear model relating N(t) to M^tt) and M2(t), and assuming 

that both M^(t) and M2(t) act on N(t) additively and independently,

E{dN(t) [Mj ,M2> = ĵ «o+|oci(t-u)dM1(u)+|oc2(t-u)dM2(u) dt, (5.4.1)

where the quantity E{dN(t)|Mj,M2> has the interpretation

Pr{N event in (t, t+dt]|the events in the and M2 processes)

The constant oc0 would represent the mean rate of N in the case M^ and 

M2 are inactive. The functions o^O) and «2(-) are impulse

response functions corresponding to the processes M^ and M2, 

respectively.
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5.4.2 SOLUTION OF THE MODEL

Equation (5.4.1) may be solved for ocq, ai(*) and «2(') 

using the same methods as used in the case of the simple linear point 

process model (Section 4.5.2), i.e.,

Take the expected value of (5.4.1) with respect to Mj 

and Mg and obtain

PN = «0 + Pj^jajUJdu + PM2 

which implies that

<x2 (u >du

C0 ~ PN “ pMi ot-L(u)du - PM, oc2 (u ) du (5.4.2)

Now multiplying (5.4.1) by dM^(t-u) and taking expected 

values with respect to the pair (Mlt M2), we obtain

pNMi(u ) = aOpMi + |«i(t-v) PMlMl(v-t+u)+PMl5(v-t+u)jdv

a2 (t-v)PM2Ml(v-t+u)dv

Substituting the value of <xq from expression (5.4.2) and simplifying

PNMjtu) = pNpMi“ pMi: «1(v)dv - Pm2pM! «g(v)dv

«1 (w) pMiMi(u"w )+pMi5 (u_w) dw + 0C2(w )pM2M1(u~w )dw



A further simplification of the above expression reduces to

qNMi<u) = +|«l(w)aM1M1(u“w)ciw +|«2(w)(3M2Mi(u_w)dw (5-4.3)

where q^M^t*) and qM2Mi(*) are cross-cumulant functions between 

processes N and Mlt and between M2 and .

Similarly multiplying (5.4.1) by dM2(t-u), taking expected values 

with respect to the pair (Mj, M2), and substituting the value of «q 

and simplifying, we obtain

9NM2 (u) = pM2k 2(u) +|«l(w)qMlM2(u-w)dw + oc2(w)qM2M2(u-w)dw (5.4.4)

From expressions (5.4.3) and (5.4.4), it follows that in the case the 

inputs Mi and M2 are independent Poisson processes, the impulse 

response functions «i(*) and «2 (-) may be identified as

al(u > = QNMituJ/PM!

«2(u ) = qNM2 <u )/pM2

The solution for aj (•) and a2(*), in general, requires some form of 

deconvolution, which can be avoided by taking the Fourier transform of 

(5.4.3) and (5.4,4) , i.e.,

i f
!7TJexpf-iXuJqjpj. (u)du = 2tt, exp(-ixu) «i(u)PMl+

«2 (w ) cIM2M1 (u"w ) dwj du
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and

If 1
— exp(-iXu)qNM2(u)du « —  
2irJ 2ir,

exp(-iXu) a2 (u ) pM2+J0C1 ('») <1M1M2 (u“w )dw

|'ot2 (w ) ̂ M2M2 (u-w )dw du

which implies that

and

r rpMi if i
= JexP(-iXv)ai(v)dv --- + —  exp{-iXw)qMlMl(w)dwj

jexp (- i Xv) a2 (v ) d v -jexp (- i Xw) qMgM;L (w ) dw

fNM2(x) “ exp(-iXv)cc1(v)dv|^— Jexp(--iXw)qMlM2(w)dw

or

f , rpM2 1
+ exp(-iXv)oc2 (v)dv --- + —  exp(-iXw)qM2M2(w)dw

J 2tr 2tTk

~ A1 ( x) + A2(x)fM2Mj(x) (5.4.5)

fNM2(x) “* A1(x)fMiM2(x  ̂ + A2(x)fM2M2(x) (5.4.6)

Solving (5.4.5) and (5.4.6) simultaneously for Ai(-) and A2(*), we 

obtain

a j (X) =  ̂NMj(x)̂  M2M2(x) “ NM2(x)^M2Mi(x) 
fM1Mi(x)fM2M2<x) " I^M2Mj(x)I^

(5.4.7)
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and

fNM2^X ^fMiMi(x) “ fNMi(x)fMiM2 x̂ ^A2 (X) - ------------------------------------  (5.4.8)
fM1M1(x)fM2M2(x) " lfM2Ml*X>l2

A further simplification of (5.4.7) and (5.4.8) leads to

Aj(X) =
fNM .M <x>

1 2

fM1M1.M2(x)
(5.4.9)

and

fNM2 .Mi(x)
A2 (X) = ------------  (5.4.10)

fM2M2 .M!(x)

Thus the transfer funtion A^f*) is seen to be ratio of the partial

cross-spectrum between processes N and to the partial auto-spectrum

of process allowing for the process M2 whereas A2 (*) is the ratio 

of the partial cross-spectrum between N and M2 to the partial

auto-spectrum of M2 allowing for the process Mj



5.4.3 MEAN SQUARED ERROR OF THE MODEL

The computation of the mean squared error of the model 

given in (5.4.1) may be carried out if we define the following error 

process with stationary increments

d e (t )  = dN(t) -  |ocq + Joc (̂ t-u)dM ^( u) + <x2 (t -u )dM2(u) Jdt

Clearly E{de(t)}=0. Now the cumulant density function of the process 

e(*) at two instants t and t' is given as

qee(t-t1)dtdt1 = E{ds(t)de(t')} - E{de(t )}E{de(t ') .

Substituting the values of de(t) and de(t') and simplifying, we get

qee(t-t') = PNN(t-t') + PN6(t-t') - <*0PN " jai(t'-v)PNMl(t-v)dv 

- j<*2(t '~v)pNM2(t“v)dv “ a0pN + “O2 + «OpMi|“l(t''"v)dv

+ «nPOHH2 oc2(t’~v)dv - «1(t-u)PNMl(t'-u)du

+ «0PM̂ cc^t-u jdu  + oc1(t-u)oc1(t'-V) PMlMl(u-v)+PMl6(u~v) dudv

JJ^l(t~u)«2 (t1_v)Pm1M2 (u-v)dudv - <x2(t-u)PNM2(t'-u)du

+ «0PM; oc2 (t-u)du + «2(t-u)«!(t1-v)Pm2M!(u~v)dudv

<x2( t “u )«2( t ' -v ) PM2M2 (u _v )+pm 26 (u_v) dudv



Substituting the value of «q from expression (5.4.2) and simplifying, 

we obtain

Qee(t-t1) = PNN(t-t') - PN2 +pN6(t-t>) - (t 1-v) pNMi(t_v)-PNPMjjdv

<x2 (t ’-v) j Pjjjjg (t-v) -pNpM2 dv - «l(t-u) pNMi(t'“u)-pNpMijdu

«2<t-u)[pNMl(t'-u)-PNPMl du

«2(t-u)«1(t'-v)PM2Ml(u-v)dudv - PM2PMl||oc2 (w)«1(t'-v)dwdv

«1(t-u)«2(t,-v)PMlM2(u-v)dudv - Pj^P^Jja^wJoextt-uJdwdu

a-^t-ujoc-jjt'-v) pMjMi(u-v)+pMi6 (u"v ) dudv

- PMj2 aj (w)oĉ  (t-u)dwdu

«2(t-u)«c2(t'-v) pm 2m 2 (u“v >+pm 16 (u -v ) dudv

PM22 <x2 (w) a2 (t-u) dwdu

Therefore

q€e (t-t' ) = qjsjpj (t-t' ) +P̂ j6 (t-t' )

a2(t'-v)q}qM2 (t-v)du - (t-ujq^j (t '-u)du
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“  J « 2 ( t - u ) q N M 2 ( t ' - u ) d u  +  | | < x 2 ^ w ) ° c l ( t ' ~ v ) (l M 2 M 1 ( t ~ w _ v ) d w d v

+  J | « 1 ( t - u ) « 2 ( w ) q M l M 2 ( U - t 1+ w ) d w d u

QM^Mj (u_t'+w)+PMl6(u-t'+w)

<iM2M2 <u"t'+w)+Pm 25 (u-t'+w)

d w d u

d w d u

Hence

Qee ' ) = ^ N N ^ - t ' )+Pjj6(t-t1 ) ~ al(w)HnMj( 1+w)dw

^ 2 ( w ) < J n m 2 ( t “ t ' + w ) d w  -  | o c 1( w ) q N M l ( t ' - t + w ) d w  

| < x 2 ( w ) q N M 2 ( t ' - t + w ) d w  +  ' + w ) d w d s

J j o c - t  ( s )  c c 2 ( w )  q MlM2 ( t - t ' + w - s )  d w d s

oc2 (s) oc2 (w ) (t-t1 +w-s) +PMl6 (t-t1 +w-s)

| «l(s)<X2(w)UM2M2(t-1t 1 4-W-S ) +Pm 25 (t ~ t ' +W-S )

d w d s

d w d s

Setting t-t'=u, w=v, and since q^jttuHq^-u) , we have

q e e ( u )  -  q N N ( u ) + ^ N 6 ( u ) « l ( v ) q N M l { u + v ) d v  -  | < x 2 ( v ) q N M 2 ( u + v ) d v
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- |«i(v)qMlN(u-v)dv - |«2(v)qM2N(u-v)dv

+ JJa2(s)al(v )qM2Mi(u+v-s)dvds + ||«i(s)a2(v)qMlMl(u+v-s)dvds 

+ [qM1M1(u+v_s)+pM15(u+v"s)jdvds

+ qM2M2 (u+v_s) +PM2®^u+v”s)Jdvds

The Fourier transform of the above expression leads to the 

corresponding frequency domain representation

fee(X) - fNN(X) - A^xjfjjj^fx) - A2(X)fNM2(X) - A1(X)fMlN(X)

A2 (^)fM2N ^ ^  + A2 (X) A j (X) f m 2M j (^) + A1 (X)A2 (x) fMiM2 (x)

+ Aj(X)Aj(X)fMlMl(X) + A2{X)A2 (X)fM2M2 (X)

Substituting the values of A-^-) and A2(-) from (5.4.7) and (5.4.8), 

and after some further algebraic manipulation, the above expression 

reduces to

f<se(x) = ~ Alfx)fMiN(x) ” A2(X)fM2N(X)

= fNNf(x ) 1 -
Al(x)fM1N^X) A2(X)fMgN(X)

NN*X) fNN<x)
(5.4.11)
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Expression (5.4.11) may also be written as

(5.4.12)

where

!rN.M!M2^x)1
Ai(x>fMlN(x) A2(X)fM N (X) 

^ =   + ------------
fNN<x) fNN<x)

(5.4.13)

Substituting the values of Aj(*) and A2(*) from (5.4.7) 

and (5.4.8) and suppressing the dependence on X, expression (5.4.13) 

becomes

fM j N N M 1fM2M2_fNM2fM2Ml 
Irn .m 1m 2 I = ----1-----

fNN LfMiMifM2M2“ lfM1M2

fM2N

fNN

fNMjI2fM2M2_fNM2fM2M1fM1N-fNM1fM1M2fM2N+ IfNM2 I2fMiMi 

fNN^MiMifM2M2“ I fMlM2 1 2

lRNM2 I2_r NM2rM2M1rMiN"rNM1rM1M2rM2N+ lRNM2

1- !rM!M2

IRNMi I + IrNM2~rNM1rM1M2 I IrNMj I IRMjM2 I 
1_IrMiM2 !2

(5.4.14)

From expression (5.3.2), this implies that
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tRNM2"RNM1RM1M2l2 = lRNM2.M!l2 C1-IÎ NMi123 [1"IrMiM2!2} •

Substituting this value in (5.4.14) and simplifying, we get

Irn.M}M2!2 = Irnmii2 + Irnm2.m1I2 { 1 “ r̂n m i12 J (5.4.15)

The quantity Ir n .M]M2(x )12 *s called the multiple coherence at 

frequency X between the output point process N and the input point 

processes and M2 This parameter may be seen as a direct analogue

of the multiple correlation coefficient-squared for the ordinary

multiple regression model (see for example Draper and Smith, 1981).

Expression (5.4.1&) shows that the minimum of the mean 

squared error of the linear model (5.4.1) depends on the multiple

coherence I%.M iM2 x̂ M 2 in that the error spectrum fee(X) would be 

zero if the multiple coherence is 1. Further, from expression

(5.4.12), 0^f66(x)^fNN(x), then 0^|RN MlMa(x)|2^l, giving an 

interpretation of 1r n .MiM2 (XM 2 as a measure of the adequacy of the 

model (5.4.1) in terms of linear predictability of the point process N 

from the point processes and M2 .

Related to the complex quantities A^(X) and A2(X) we

further define two additional real-valued partial parameters called 

the ’partial gain' and the 'partial phase', which provide useful

information about the relationship between output and each input after

the allowance for the other input has been made.
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5.4.4 THE PARTIAL GAIN AND THE PARTIAL PHASE OF ORDER 1

The partial gains GNMl iM2< X) and ,Ml(x) at

frequency X may be defined as the absolute values of A-jJx) and A2 (X), 

respectively, i.e.,

lfNMj.M2 (x)I
g N M i . M 2 ^x ) = IA 1 (x )I = --------------------  ( 5 . 4 . 1 6 )

fMiMi.M2(x)

lfNM2.Mitx)IgNM2.M!(x) = |A2(X)| = -----1--------  (5.4.17)
fM2M2.Mj(x)

A value, for example, gNMj .M2 ^x  ̂ = 0 indicates no

direct connection between the processes N and , and all the

association between them is possibly due to the fact that both are

associated with the process M2 .

The partial phases <!>n m 1 .M2<x) and ♦n m 2 .M1<x) at

frequency X may be defined as the arguments of Aj(\) and A2(X),

respectively, i.e.,

*NMi .M2 (x ) = arg{A1(X)> = arg{fNMl,m 2( M > (5.4.18)

<i>NM2 .M1(x) = arg{A2(X)} = arg<fNM2 ,Ml(X)> (5.4.19)

The partial phase, for example, <J>NMi.M2(x) measures the 

phase shift (at frequency X) between processes N and after allowing 

for phase shifts in each of these processes induced by their common 

association with process M2 . This parameter may also be used to assess 

the timing relations between two processes after the linear effects of 

the third process have been removed.



5.4.5 ESTIMATION OF THE MULTIPLE COHERENCE

An estimate of Ir n .MiM2(x )I2 at frequency x may be 

obtained by substituting estimates of the partial coherences at that 

frequency in expression (5.4.15), i.e.,

Ir n .MiM2 <tj I2H r n m i ^  (M  I2+Ir n m 2 .m 1(t} (x) 12[1_ Ir n m i t̂ ^ x) I2] x*°

(5.4.20)

where the estimation of the basic spectra needed in order to estimate 

the above coherences is based on disjoint segments of the whole record 

length (see Chapter 3).

5.4.6 PROPERTIES OF THE ESTIMATE OF THE MULTIPLE COHERENCE

The density function of the estimate of the multiple 

coherence in a general case of r vector-valued process as an input to 

a linear time-invariant point process system with a single ouput 

process is given in Section 5.5.4, which implies that in the case 

t rN . M^M2 < x> 12=0 r the estimate I R n . m ^  ̂T *(x)l2 has a Beta 

distribution with parameters 2, and L-2, where L is the number of 

disjoint segments into which the entire record length is split.

In order to test the hypothesis !r n .MiM2 x̂ H 2=0 a-t 

frequency X, it follows from the general result given in Section

5.5.5 that under this hypothesis

L-2 T IrN.M!M2 (TJ(x )I2 1
 -------------   - R{4, 2 (L-2) >
L l- Rm '(x) ^ -

where F{n i n 2 } denotes the F-distribution with m  and n* degrees of 

ffeedom. Which suggests that the hypothesis of zero multiple coherence
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at frequency X should be rejected at 100(l-<x)% level if

2Ca
|Rn -M1«2(T)(X)I2 * L + 2(Cg - 1) <S-4 '21)

where Ca is the upper lOOoc percent point of an F-distribution with 4 

and 2(L-2) degrees of freedom.

In the next section we apply the above procedures to our 

spindle data sets i.e., the la and II response to both gamma static 

inputs, in order to see how these inputs, collectively, contribute to 

predicting each of the outputs, (the la and II discharges) and to see 

how the activation of a dynamic length change affects this 

predictability.



5.4.7 APPLICATIONS OF THE MULTIPLE COHERENCE

Since both stimuli, and jjXg.O’&s tb the spindle

concurrently and independently, expression (5.4.15) for the multiple 

coherence between each of the outputs, the la >and II discharges, and 

both and ' 2xs' is seen to reduce to

, ,lP « lRNM2<x)l2 “ IRNMi(x )i2 IrNM2(x) 12
lRN.MiM2(x >12 = Ir NMj <x)I + ----

C l -  1rnmi^x )\ 3

1•e •< Ir N.MiM2(x)I2 = i rNMi (x)!2 + Ir NM2 (x)i2 • (5.4.22)

Therefore the estimate of 1r n .MiM2(XH 2 may be obtained by inserting 

the corresponding estimates of ordinary coherences in (5.4.22).

Fig.5.4.1 and Fig.5.4.2 illustrate the application of

multiple coherence. Figs.5.4.la,c are the estimates of ordinary 

coherences between the la discharge and the 'i7s ', and between the la 

discharge and the ' 27s ', respectively when no length change is imposed 

on the spindle. Figs.5.4.lb,d correspond to the same estimates between 

the same processes but when a length change is also applied to the 

parent muscle containing the spindle. Figs.5.4.1e,f are the estimates 

of multiple coherence between the la and both static gamma axons with 

(Fig5.4.1f) and without (Fig5.4,le) the length change activity. The 

horizontal dotted lines in these estimates are based on expression

(5.4.21) and give the upper limit of an approximate 95% confidence

interval for the multiple coherence at a given frequency X under the

hypothesis of and M2 being jointly independent of N.

A comparison of Fig5.4.1e (multiple coherence) with 

Figs.5.4.la,c (ordinary coherences) reveals that in the absence of the 

length change both inputs, jointly, increase the linear predictability
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Fig.5.4.1 Illustration of the multiple coherence

a,b) Estimated coherences between the la discharge and j7s in the
absence (a) and presence (b) of a length change 1

c,d) Estimated coherences between the la discharge and 2?s *n the
absence (c) and presence (d) of 1

e,f) Estimated multiple coherences of the la discharge with the 
j7s and 2?s *n the absence (e) and presence (f) of i

The horizontal dotted line in each figure represents the upper 
limit of the 95% confidence interval (marginal) for the respective 
estimate of the coherences under the hypothesis of zero coherence.



of the la discharge. The presence of the length change, hewever is 

seen to reduce this predictability (Fig.5.4.1) over almost the whole 

range of frequencies. The length change is also seen to impose virtual 

independence between the la discharge and each static gamma axon 

(Fig.5.4.lb,d).

Fig 5.4.2 gives the corresponding estimates and 

comparisons as Fig.5.4.1 but in this case the output from the spindle 

is the II discharge, A comparison of each estimate in Figs.5.4.2a,c, 

respectively, with the corresponding estimate in Fig.5.4.lb,d suggests 

that the length signal does not affect the coupling between the II 

discharge and each of the static gamma axons. The multiple coherence 

between the II discharge and both gammas with (Fig.5.4.2f) and without 

(Fig.5.4.2e) the activation of the length change reveal that the 

linear predictability of the II discharge from both gammas is 

increased in both cases only at low frequencies (as compared with 

Fig.5.4.2b,d and with Figs.5.4.2a,c, respectively). It is interesting 

to note that the presence of the length change enhances the coupling 

between the static gamma axon and the spindle II discharge.
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Fig.5.4.2 Illustration of the Multiple coherence
a,b) Estimated coherences between the II discharge and in the 

absence (a) and presence (b) of a length change 1 
c,d) Estimated coherences between the II discharge and 2^s *he 

absence (c) and presence (d) of I 
e,f) Estimated multiple coherences of the II discharge with the 

jys and 2^3 in the absence (e) and presence (f) of 1

The horizontal dotted line in each figure represents the upper 
limit of the 95\ confidence (marginal) interval for the respective 
estimate of the coherences under the hypothesis of zero coherence.
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5.5 MULTIPLE-INPUT SINGLE-OUTPUT POINT PROCESS SYSTEMS

The linear point process model with two inputs and a 

single output, discussed in Section (5.4), may be extended to a 

general linear model in order to include a number of point process 

inputs which are applied to the system simultaneously. The object 

in developing this model in our case is to study the characteristics 

of the muscle spindle in a more realistic situation when it is acted 

upon by a number of fusimotor axons, and also to see how these inputs 

are useful in predicting separately each of the outputs, the la and II 

discharges, from the same spindle.

Let M(t)={M}(t), Mg(t), ..., Mr (t)} be a stationary r 

vector-valued point process being applied to the system, and N(t) be 

the output point process from the system. A simple graphical 

representation of this situation may be given as

M^t)
M2(t)
M3 (t)

POINT PROCESS

N(t)

SYSTEM
Mr* (t)

5.5.1 GENERAL LINEAR POINT PROCESS MODEL

Assuming no interactions occur between the components of 

the input process M(t), then the extension of the model (4.8.3) leads 

to a general linear model, relating N(t) to the M(t), of the form

E{dN(t)jM) = |«o+ «i(t-u)dMi(u)+ a2 (t~u)dM2(u)+■..+ <xr (t-u)dMr(u)jdt

(5.5.1)
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The quantity E{dN(t)|M> may be interpreted as

Pr{ N event in (t, t+dtljMj, M2 , .... Mr >

The constant ocq represents the mean rate of N(t) in the case that M(t) 

is inactive. The function «j(*) j=l,2,.,.,r is the impulse response 

function corresponding to the jth component of M(t).

Before we proceed on to the solution of above model

(5.5.1) we set down some matrix notation 

IN THE TIME DOMAIN

* pMi’ ’ «i(' ) ■ pMiN<')

pm 2
«»(•)=*

«2< ' )
pm n (’) =

pm 2n (*)

- PMr. . ar (') - - pMrN (*) .

PNM<') = [ pNMi(•) pNM2('> • • ■ . pNMr(*) ]

PMM<') =

" pMiMi(‘) PMiM2(’)

pM2M i <*) pM2M2(‘)

pMjMr (*) 

pM2Mr (*)

- pMrMi(‘) pMrM2(’) • * • * pMrMr (*)

Dm = diag [ pMi pm 2 . . . .  PMr ]
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IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN

' fMiN(*) ‘ Ai(-) ‘

F p ( ‘) =
fM2N<') A2( * )

% (  ‘ ) = ■

- fMrN<‘) - . Ar (•) .

FNm (‘) = [ fNM2(') • * • * fNMr(‘) ]

fm m (‘)
fM2Mi(*) fM2Mi(’)

- fMrMi(’) fMrM2 < *)

■ • fMiMr (‘)

• • fM2Mr (’)

• ■ fMrMr (‘)

Equation (5.2.1) may now be written as

E{dN(t)|M) dt (5.5.2)

where denotes the transpose of •).

5.5.2 SOLUTION OF THE MODEL

Following the same arguments as used in Section 5.4.2 

for the linear model (5.4.1), we solve (5.5.2) for a0 - al('). a2(')’ 

. .., «r (•) as follows

Take the expected value of (5.5.2) with respect to M

E{dN(t)|M) = E «n+ «MT (t-u)dM(u)jdt j



to obtain

PN = <*0+ <xtoT (u)PMdu (5.5.3)

Now multiplying (5.5.2) by dM^(t-u) and taking the 

expected value with respect to M, we obtain

E{dN(t)|M)dMT (t-u) ccQE{dMT (t-u) }+ «m T (t-v)E{dM(v)dMT (t-u) dt

PNM(U ) ~ OC0PM1'+ ccMT (t~v) pMM(V“t+u)+5(v-t+u) % dv

where 5(*) is the Dirac delta function. Substitution of the value of 

ccq from expression (5.5.3) and some algebraic manipulation leads to

Qn m U)  = «MT (v ) dv (5.5.4)

where •) is a (1 x r) vector with entries < *) ^NMp( ’)

and Qm m (‘) an rxr cumulant matrix of M(•) corresponding toPMM(-).

From (5.5.4) we see that if the components of M(t) are independent

Poisson processes with mean rates PMl, PMg PMr, respectively,

then the impulse response function o^j(*) may be identified by

«mt (u ) * Qn m (u )°m -1 (5.5.5)

The solution of the equation (5.5.4) for «m (‘), In 

general, requires some form of deconvolution which may be avoided by 

taking the Fourier transform of (5.5.4), i.e.,
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FNM(X) expt-iXviccj^TtvJdv
1
2 T7\

e xp (- i X w ) (w ) + 6 (w ) % dw

i.e., (5.5.6)

which implies

AmT (X) = FNm (X)CFm m (X)f 1 (5.5.7)

Let "Ma" denote a typical component of M(t) and " Ma ' " be the set of 

all the components of M(t) excluding the "Ma". Let Aa (x) be a typical 

element of the vector Afl(X), then, generalising expression (5.4.9) or

(5.4.10), Aa (x) can be seen to be

fNMa .Ma '<x)
Aa (X) = ----------  ; a = 1, 2, r

fMaMa .Ma '(x)

for example,

fNMi.MpM3,..Mr(x) A X (X) = 1 d 3 r
fMaMi.M2M3 ...Mr<x)



5.5.3 MEAN SQUARED ERROR OF THE MODEL

In order to compute the mean squared error of the model

(5.5.1), we define the following error process with stationary 

increments

de (t)=dN{t)— «0‘ «MT (t-u)dM(u) dt

Clearly E{de(t)}=0. The cumulant density of the process e(-) at two 

time instants t and t' is given by

Qee(t-t1)+Pe6(t-t') dtdt'=E|de(t)de(t 1) - E de(t) de (t 1 )

= PNN(t~t') + PN5(t-t>) - PNcc0 - PNM ̂ 1 —v ) dv

a0pN + +

«^T (t~u)PMN(u-t’)du + ocH^t-ujPflCcodu

«MT (t-u) PMM (u~v )+& (u-v) °M ocjvj < t 1 - v)dudv

Substituting the value of ot0 from expression (5.2.3) and simplifying, 

we obtain

qee(t-t') - qNN(t-t')+S(t-t')PN - jQNM(t-v )«M(t ’"v )dv

«MT (t-u) QMM(u-v)+6(u-v)DM oêj (t ’ —v ) dudv
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Setting t-u=p, t '-v=q, and t-t’=u, we obtain

<3ee(u) = QNN (u )+6 (U ) Pjg Qn m (u+q)aM t q )dq - «MT (P)QMN(u“P)dP

0mm(u-p+q)+&(u-p+q)DM «jj(q)dpdq (5.5.8)

The Fourier transform of (5.5.8) is seen to lead to the frequency 

domain representation

fee(M = x) ~ fn m (x) % ( x) ” Am t (x )fm n (x )

+ amt(x)Fj!1m(x)Aji(x) (5.5.9)

Substitution of Aj^(x) from (5.5.7) into (5.5,9) gives the minimum 

of the mean squared error

fee(x) - % n (x) “ fNM(x )Ef m m (X)3 1fMn (x)

fNN<x) (5.5.10)

where

fn m (x H fm m <x)3 1fm n (x)
|Rn >m ( X ) | 2 = _ _ z ------- z z ---------- —------

fNN(x)
(5.5.11)



5.5.4 THE MULTIPLE COHERENCE OF ORDER-r

The quantity given in expression (5.5.11) is the

multiple coherence (order r) between the process N and the r 

vector-valued process M = {M1( M2 , .... Mr} and is a direct analogue 

of the multiple correlation coefficient-squared of the ordinary 

general linear model with the property.

Further, from expression (5,5.10), it is seen that the error spectrum 

reduces to zero at frequency x if |RN M (x)|2=l suggesting that a 

plausible measure of the adequacy of the general linear point process 

model (5.5.2) may be based on the multiple coherence, the closer the 

value of the multiple coherence to 1, the higher would be the linear 

predictability of process N from processes , M2 , ..., Mr

°- Irn.m(x M 2 *1

Extending the result given in expression (5.4.15), 

IrN.m (x )I2 may also be written in terms of partial coherences, 

suppressing the dependence on x, as

l RN .M l2 = IrNMi I 2 + iRNM2 . M ! I 2 | * “ I rNMi ' 2]

+ 1 r NM3 . M iM2 I 2 ĵ1 “ I rNMi 12 j £1“ iRNM2 .M1 l2 + *■*

+ !RNMr .MiM2M3 ..-Mr_i!2 1_lRNMil2 1” IRNM2 .M1 I2

1_Ir NM3 -MiM2 I2 *" 1“ lFNMr_i.MiM2M3 ...Mr_2 l2 (5.5.12)

where the higher order partial coherences may be written in terms of 

the lower order partial coherences in the same manner as in 

expression (5.3.2).
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ESTIMATION OF |Rn .m (x )I2

An estimate of the multiple coherence |Rn ,m (x )I2 may 

obtained by inserting the matrix-valued spectral estimates in 

expression (5.5.11) or estimates of the partial coherences in 

expression (5.5.12) i.e., for example,

m  9 (X)CFMM<T )(X)] 1FMN(T )(X)
Ir n .m (t)(x) I2 = — =-------- — -----------z-------  x*o

fNN*T)<x)
(5.5.13)

where

fN M ^ ^ x) ~ C fNMk^T ^(x)  ̂ k=l,2,...,r

fMM(T)(x) = E fMjMjc T̂ ^ x) 3 j ,k=l, 2  r

fM N ^ ( x) = C fM j N ^ ( x) i j=l,2,...,r

The above estimation is based on disjoint sections of the whole record 

length and has been discussed in Chapter 3.

PROPERTIES OF 1RN .m (T)(x)I2

By analogy with ordinary multiple regression theory, the 

density function of the estimate |Rn .m ^  (x) 12 ls the same as that of 

the multiple correlation coefficient-squared between a random variable 

Y and an r-vector valued random variable X. Extending the case of 

random variables Y and X (Goodman,1963) to point processes, the 

density of |Rfl (x ) 12 is given by

1- Ir n . m ( x )I2 2Fi(L,L,r;lRN.M(x)i2 tRN . M ^ ( x)!2)
r ( D

r(L-r)r(r)

r-1
tRN.M(T) (x) I2 1_ iRN.M^T^ xH  2

L-r-l
(5.5.14)
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where gFj Is a generalised hypergeometric function (see Abramowitz and 

Stegun,1964).

In the case |%, m (X) |̂ =0, expression (5.5.14) reduces

to

r ( L )

r ( L - r ) r ( r ) l RN.M(T) I 2

r-1 L-r-1
X#0 (5.5.15)

which is a Beta density function with parameters r and L-r.

5.5.5 A TEST FOR ZERO MULTIPLE COHERENCE

In order to test whether the estimated multiple 

coherence at a given frequency is significantly different from zero, a 

statistical test may easily be developed. Expression (5.5.15) shows 

that in the case that 1Rn .m (x )l2=0* the estimate of the multiple 

coherence given by (5.5.13) has a Beta distribution with parameters r 

and L-r, and with distribution fuction

Pr r,
IRN .MI

r ( L )

r ( L - r ) r ( r )

r-l L-r-1
d lRN . M ^ I 2

A series expansion of the right hand side of the above equation leads 

to (Abramowitz and Stegun,1964,Pp.944)

Pr l RN.M( T ) I 2zz * f(z) (5.5.16)

where

f(z) = 1- (1-z)
r-l

3=0

L-l
j 1-z



Therefore the 100oc% point of the pdf of IRn . M ^ I ^  frequency X

under the hypothesis |%. m (x )I2=0 is give by

z = f_1(<x) (5.5.17)

such that

Pr lRN . M ^  (x) I2 L f 1(«)

An alternative way for testing this hypothesis follows from the 

relation of the Beta and the F distributions (e.g. Mood et al, 1963), 

which implies that the statistic

L-r

[ 7

has the F-distribution with 2r and 2(L-r) degrees of freedom under the 

hypothesis |Rn .m (X)|2=o. This implies that the hypothesis should be 

rejected at frequency x if

lRN.M^T *(x)!2 *
rC,

L + r(Ca-l)
(5.5.18)

where is the 100o3> point of an F-distribution with 2r and 2 (L-r) 

degrees of freedom.
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5.5.6 A TEST FOR EQUALITY OF TWO COHERENCES

In Chapter 4 we developed a procedure to test whether 

the coherences between two pairs of point processes are equal when 

both pairs are assumed to be independent of each other. This 

assumption seems appropriate when both pairs of processes are realized 

from two independent experiments.

In this section we develop a similar test but for a 

general situation where the processes may not be independent and so 

neither are the estimates of the coherences. In a physiological 

context, one may wish to investigate whether the la discharge is

coupled with the 1 iys ' more strongly than with the 'ays' w^en both

these input gammas are applied simultaneously.

In order to test the equality of such two coherences we 

first develop the variance-covariance structure between the estimates 

of the coherences in the following Theorem.

THEOREM 5.5.1

Let N(t) = (N^(t), N2(t), ■ Nr (t)} be an r-vector

valued stationary and orderly point process satisfying a (strong)

mixing condition. Further, suppose that N(t) is realised in (0, T]. 

The estimate of the coherence between two components a and b of N is 

given by

m  ? lfab<T)<x>I2
lRab I =  rrt-------nrr  x*°

faa(T)<x>fbb(T)(x>

a,b = Bi, N2 . •'•, Nr

where the spectral estimates fab ^ ( '  ) ’ ^aa (*) and f b b ^ ( ‘) are

based on the periodograms of disjoint segments of the entire record

length (Chapter 4).

Then if L-*» as T-><» (where L is the number of disjoint

segments of the whole record), the estimates |Rab ^ ( x)l2
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(a,b=Ni,N2  Nr) are asymptotically jointly normal with

Lin E< |Rab(T)(X)|2 ) - |Rab( M I 2 X*0

Lim T^, L cov{ |Rab<T h x ) | 2 , |Rc(j(t) (X) |2 )

= RabRdcRbdRca + RbaRdcRadRcb 

+ RabRcdRbcRda + RbaRcdRacRdb

IRcdI2jRabRbdRda+RabRbcRca+RbaRadRdb+RbaRacRcbj

IRab12 RdcRbdRcb+RdcRadRca+RcdRbcRdb+RcdRacRdaj

+ IRab12 1Rcd1211Rbd12+!Rbc12+1Rad12+ iRlac i2 (5.5.19)

r i2Lim x^oj L var{ !Rab(T)(X)|2 > = 2jRab(x)j2 1 - |Rab( M | 2 (5.5.20)

for a,b,c,d=Nj,N2,1•*,Nr and \#0.

Proof:-

The proof follows from Theorem 1.6 of Appendix I 

utilizing expression (3.3.22) of Chapter 3.

The above variance-covariance structure also allows one 

to estimate the correlation between two coherences at frequency X by 

using the standard expression

m  ? m  p cov{|Rab(T >|2 , lRcd ( I >corr{|Rab(T )|2 ,|Rcd(T)|2} = _ ------ ^ —  ------- (5.5.21)
[var{|Rab(T)|2}var{lRcdtT)l2>3^

where corr denotes the estimate of the correlation coefficient, and
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cov{•»•) and var{•) are the estimates of the covariance and variance 

and may be obtained by inserting the respective estimates of the 

coherencies in expressions (5.5.19) and (5.5.20), respectively.

From the above Theorem it implies that under the null

hypothesis |Rab(M l2=lRc d ^ H 2 frequency X, the variate

lRa b ^ ( x) l2~ lRcd^T ^ x) I2 is asymptotically normal with mean zero and

variance, suppressing the dependence on X, given by

var<|Rab(T )|2-|Rcd(T )|2> = var{|Rab(T)f2} + var{|Rcd(T )]2]

- 2cov{|Rab(T )j2 ,lRcd(T>|2} (5.5.22)

Therefore we reject the null hypothesis of equal

coherences at frequency X at the 5% level of significance if

!Rab(T)(x) 12 - lRcd(T)(x)i2 

[var{|Rab(T )(X)|2 - |Rcd(T )(X)|2}]^
i 1.96 (5.5.23)

5.5.7 APPLICATIONS

We now turn to the application of the above procedure 

and test whether each of the sensory endings, the la and II, is

equally associated with the static gamma motoneurons, j/g and 27s •

From Figs.5.4.la,c of Section 5.4.6, it is clearly seen

that under the condition that both gammas are activated, the strength 

of coupling between the la discharge and the (Fig.5.4.la) is

greater than the strength of coupling between the la and the 2rs

(Fig.5.4.lc). Comparing Fig.5.4.b with Fig.5.4.Id we also see that in 

the presence of the length change 1 J?1 the Ia-^yg coupling remains 

stronger than the Ia-2ys coupling. The difference between the 

cqherences of these two pairs of processes is big enough that one may 

not feel the necessity for any test of significance.
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However, examining Figs.5.4.2a,c and Figs.5.4.2(b,d), we find that the 

couplings of the II discharge with each of the gammas in the absence 

(Figs.5.4.2a,c) and in the presence (Figs.5.4.2b,d) of the length 

change are quite close to each other. Therefore the application of a 

test for equality of two coherences becomes crucial in order to be 

able to make inference about the strength of connectivity of the II 

ending with each of the static gamma inputs.

Fig,5.5.1 and Fig.5.5.2 illustrate the application of 

the test for equality of two coherences developed in Section 5.5.6. 

Figs.5.5.la,b correspond to the estimates of the coherences between 

the II discharge and j7s , and between the II discharge and 27s under 

the condition that and 27s are both activated simultaneously.

Fig.5.5.1c gives an estimate of the correlation coefficient at a given 

frequency X between the two estimates given in Figs.5.5.la,b at that 

frequency, and is based on expression (5.5.21) with appropriate 

modification (i.e., setting b=d). This figure suggests very weak, if 

any, association between the two coherences at each frequency. 

Fig.5.5.Id illustrates the test of equality of the two coherences 

given in Figs.5.5.la,b. Based on expression (5.5.23) with appropriate 

change (b=d), the estimate in this figure corresponds to the 

standardised difference (difference divided by its estimated standard 

error) of the two coherences. The solid lines above and below the 

dotted line are the 95% points of the null distribution at a given 

frequency x. Values lying outside these two points signify the 

frequencies at which the two coherences may differ significantly. 

Clearly the II ending has a stronger coupling with i7s than with 27s 

over an approximate range of frequencies 5-14 Hz.

Fig5.5.2 represents the estimates of the same parameters 

between the same processes as in Fig.5.5.1 but in this case the length 

change is also imposed on the spindle. The test-plot (Fig.5.5.2d)
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Fig.5.5.1 A test for the equality of two coherences

a,b) Estimated coherences of the II discharge with a static gamma 
input, jyg, (a), and a second static gamma input, 27s » 
when both the static gamma inputs are applied to the spindle 
concurrently and independently

c) Estimated correlation coefficient at a given frequency between 
the estimates of two coherences illustrated in (a) and (b) at 
that frequency

d) Test-plot: The figure represents the standardised difference 
of the two estimates of the coherences given in (a) and (b)

The horizontal dotted lines in (a) and (b) are the upper 
limit of the 95% confidence interval (marginal) for the coherence 
under the hypothesis of zero coherence, whereas the solid lines below 
and above the dotted line in (d) represent the critical values for a 
two-sided test of the hypothesis of equal coherences at a given 
frequency at 5% level of significance.

L
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Fig.5.5.2 A test for the equality of two coherences

a,b) Estimated coherences of the II discharge with a static gamma 
input, i7s , (a), and a second static gamma, 2ys* (b) when 
both the static gamma Inputs are applied to the muscle spindle 
concurrently and Independently in the presence of a length 
change 1

c) Estimated correlation coefficient at a given frequency between 
the estimates of two coherences illustrated in (a) and (b) at 
that frequency

d) Test-plot: The figure represents the standardised difference 
of the two estimates of the coherences given in (a) and (b)

The horizontal dotted lines in (a) and (b) are the upper 
limit of the 95% confidence interval (marginal)for the coherence under 
the hypothesis of zero coherence, whereas the solid lines below and 
above the dotted line in (d) represent the critical values for a 
two-sided test of the hypothesis of equal coherences at a given 
frequency at 5% level of significance.



reveals that the significant difference found in Fig.5.5.Id between 

the coherences given in Figs.5.5.la,b is reduced to a narrower

approximate range of frequencies 3-8 Hz. This suggests that the 

activation of the length change '&' brings the strength of coupling of 

the II ending with the 27s closer to that of the II with the 27s.

We have been dealing, so far, with models having a

single output. In reality, the muscle spindle (a point process system) 

receives a number of inputs and gives rise to at least two outputs, 

the la and II discharges. In order to analyse the more realistic

picture of the spindle we need to develop a general multivariate model 

for a point process system with multiple-input and multiple-output. In 

the next section, developing such a model, we investigate the

relationships between the inputs and the outputs in order to be able 

to identify the muscle spindle being acted upon by many inputs and 

giving rise to several outputs.
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5.6 MULTIVARIATE POINT PROCESS SYSTEMS

Let Z(t)={M(t),N{t)} be an (r+s) vector-valued 

stationary point process defined on the entire real line. Suppose also 

Z(t) satisfies the conditions of (strong) mixing and orderliness. The 

process M may be considered as an input to a linear time-invariant 

point process system corresponding to N(t), the output point process 

from the system.

where the entries and fn n (M  of FggtM are the rxr an(* sxs

matrices of the spectral density functions of the processes M and 

N, respectively, and Fjjm (X) is the sxr cross-spectral density matrix 

between N and M. The matrix FZz(x) is defined as

Let the cumulant matrix of process Z be given by

Qm m (u > Qm n <u )
Qzz(u ) =

Q n m  tu ) Q n n (u )

with entries Qki?(u  ̂ satisfying the condition

jqkJ?(u)|du z a, k,i=Ma , • • ■ ,Mr ,N1( • • •-Ns

The spectral density matrix of process Z may be written as

fm n (x)
Fzz(x) =

fNM<x) fNN<x)
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where Dz is the (r+s)x(r+s) diagonal matrix of the mean intensities of 

the process Z, and is given by

implies that

Fzz(x) = Fzz(~x) = FzzT(x) 

i.e., Fzz(x) is Hermitian

and so Fn m ^x) ~ FMNT (X)

ESTIMATION OF FZZ(X)

Based on the disjoint sections of the entire record, T, 

(procedure 3 of Section 3.3.6), an estimate of FZz(x ) may be given 

by

0
Dz =

0

The fact that the entries of QZz(u ) are real-valued

Fz z ^ ( x)=
fm m (t)(x) fm n (t)(x) L“i

I Izz(R)(x *J) I x*0 (5.6.1)

where

IZZ(R)(*-j> = <l/2’rR)Cdz (R )(X,j)dz(R )(K,j)T] (5.6.2)
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and

dz<R >(>..j) -

(j+l)R
exp(~i\t)dZ(t) -oozx̂ oo ; j=0,1,...,L-1

t-jR

and R is such that T=LR.

The estimates IzZ^R ^ x *j) '• j“0,1,...,L-1 , x*0 are

seen to be aysmptotically independent Wr+Sc[l,Fzz(x)] variates which 

follows from the fact that dz R̂ ^(x,j) * Nr+sctO , 2ttRFzz(X)L where 

W2^ denotes the complex Wishart and N2^ complex normal distributions.

From the above result it follows that as but L

remains fixed, the estimate given by expression (5.6.1) tends to 

(l/L)Wr+sc[L , Fzz(x)]( and is asymptotically normal if the limiting 

conditions are as T-»«, L-*» but (L/T)-»0 (Brillinger, 1975a).
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5.6.1 MULTIVARIATE POINT PROCESS LINEAR MODEL

Let Z(t)={M(t), N(t)} be an (r+s) vector valued

stationary point process which satisfies the conditions of (strong) 

mixing and orderliness. Corresponding to M(t), the input to a linear 

time invariant point process system, let N(t) be the output from the 

system. A graphical representation of this situation may be given by

M2(t)
M2 (t) POINT PROCESS

Nj(t)
N2(t)

SYSTEM
Mr (t) Ns(t)

A general linear multivariate point process model 

relating N(t) to M(t) may be expressed by

E{dN(t)|M>M> = j«N <xNM(t_u)dM(u) dt (5.a.3)

where is an s vector-valued constant which gives the rate of N(t)

in the case that M(t) is inactive. «NM(•)=[ccjk (•)] (j=Ni(N2 Ns ;

k=M1 ,M2 ,...,Mr ) is an sxr matrix where «jk(‘) be the response

function corresponding to the jth component of N(t) and kth component 

of M(t). The above model says that the instantaneous intensity of the 

process N(t) at time t, given the location of all the points of the 

process M, is a linear translation invariant function of the process 

M. The locations of the points of N are affected by where the points 

of M are located.

The model (5.6.3) may be seen as a direct analogue of

model in the case of multivariate time series and is given by

Brillinger(1981). A model similar to (5.6.3) has been discussed by
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Hawkes(1971) In the case of self-exciting and mutually exciting point 

processes. Systems with multiple-input and multiple-output, with and 

without feedback, have been considered in Schwalm(1971).

5.6.2 SOLUTION OF THE MODEL

We now turn to the solution of (5.6.3) for the 

vector-valued constant and the matrix-valued function <xjjh( •).

Taking the expected value of (5.6.3) with respect to M,

we have

«NM(u)pMdu (5.6.4)

Now multiplying (5.6.3) by dMT (t-u) ("T" denoting the 

transpose) and taking expected value with respect to M, we obtain

pn m (u) = «n pm t + PMM(v-t+u)+6(v-t+u) % dv (5.6.5)

where 6(*) is the Dirac delta function.

Substituting the value of from (5.6.4) into (5.6.5) and 

simplifying, we get

PNM(u ) -pNpMT = “NM^Mvi-wJDMdw + jocj^fw PMM(u“w ) _PMPM^ dw

i.e., QnM<u ) = ^NM(u ) + (5.6.6)

From (5.6.6), it follows that in the case that the components of M 

are independent Poisson processes, Qm m (‘)=0 and so the response 

matrix is simply identified by

aNM(u ) = Qn m (u)°M 1
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The solution of the equation (5.6.6) for «n m ( *) * *n 

general, requires some form of deconvolution, which may be avoided if 

we take the Fourier transform of this equation;

1 f 1expt-iXuX^tuJdu = —  2ttJ —  2v. exp(-iXu) CNM ('w >DM+|ocNM ('w ) QMM (u~w )dw du

i.e., FNM(x) = ANM(X)FMM(X) (5.6.7)

which implies that

Anm(M = fnm(x )fmm 1 M (5.6.8)

where Af,jjj(x) is the Fourier transform of «n m û  ̂■

Let Mb' denote the set of all components of M omitting Mb -

For a=l,2,*••,s, the typical entry, AN Mb(■), of ANM(■) is generally

complex-valued and may be written, generalising Section 5.5.2, as .

ANaMb (x)
fNaMb .Mfe (*■) 

fMbMb .Mb <x >

The amplitude (gain) and argument (phase) of this quantity may also be 

defined, respectively, as

GNaMb .Mb<x) = lANaMb<x )l =
fNaMb .Mb<x)

fMbMb-Mfe(x )

♦NaMb-M^^) " arS<ANaMb ^X^  “ ar£<fNaMb - M ^ X) >

Both quantities are seen to be the partial gain and partial phase, 

respectively, between the point processes Na and Mb with the linear
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effects of Mb' have been removed. Similar expressions in the case of 

ordinary multivariate time series are derived in Brillinger(1981).

5.6.3 MEAN SQUARED ERROR OF THE MODEL

With the same arguments as used for the mean squared 

error for the general linear point process model (Section 5.5.3}( the 

computation of the M.S.E of model 5.6.1 may be achieved if we define 

the following process with stationary increments

de(t) - dN(t) - <Xm  + dt

Clearly E{de(t)} = 0.

The cumulant density of e (*) at two time instants t and t' is given 

by

Qeeft-t' )=E[de(t)d6T (t'n-E[d£ (t);|ECd£T'(t' )]

E dN(t) «NM(t-u) dt dN(t1)- <*NT+ '-v)dM(M(v)Jdt'j

= [PNN= PNN(t-t' )+6(t-t' ) % -pN«N'r-«NpNT+ocNaNT+

PNM(t“v )“NM (t '-v)dv- cc{JM(t"u )pM€ENTdu

<xNM(t-u) ocNMT (t1 -v)dudv

where CA]^ denotes the transpose of matrix A.
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Substitution of the value of from expression (5.6.2) and some 

algebraic manipulation leads to

Qeett-f) = QNN(t-t*)+fi(t-t')DN QnM (t_v)̂ NM1 (t '-v)dv

)0NM(u_t')du

Qmm (u-v) +& (u-v) Dĵ j «nmT (t ' "v ) dudv

where QNM(‘)=PNM(')”pNpMT • W1th similar definition for Qj$n (') and 

Qm m (*). Now setting t-t'=u and making appropriate change of 

variable, we obtain

Qe€(u)= Qn N (u)+6 (u ) pN j ~ J QNM (u+v) (v ) dv“ aNM(v )QMN(u“v )dv

«NM(w) QtaHl(u+v-w)+6(u+v-w ) % <xNMT (v)dwdv (5.6.9)

The Fourier transform of (5.6,9) leads to the frequency domain 

representation

Fee(\) - fnn(\)- fn m (x )a n m (x ) - a n m (x )fm n (x) + a n m (x )fm m (x )a n m (x)

where a n m (X) is given in (5.6.8). Now after substituting the value of 

a Nm (')* the above expression is seen to reduce to

(5.6.10)
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For s=l this expression (5.6.10) reduces to (5.5.10).

The typical entry, feaetj(x)* the matrix Fee(x) is 

the partial spectrum between processes Na and after removing the 

linear effects of the process M. i.e.,

fea6b<X> = fNaNb 'M<X) (5.6.11)

where a=b gives the partial auto-spectrum of Na , and a*b the partial 

cross-spectrum between Na and having removed the linear effects of 

M. The partial coherence between Na and Njj after removing the linear 

effects of process M may be written as

lRNaNb .M ( x ) 2 = lfNaNb-M(x)I2 

fNaNa.M (x)fNbNb*M(M
(5.6.12)

The partial phase of order-r measuring the phase difference between 

Na and after removing the linear effects of M may be defined as

^NaNb-M^) ~ ar^ fNaNb.Mtx) > (5.6.13)

whereas the partial gain of order r between Na and Nb after removing 

the linear effects of process M is given as

GNaNb-M <x) =
?NaNb .M^x^

fNbNb -M(x)
(5.6.14)

Expressions (5.6.11)-(5.6.14) may also be evaluated for 

partial parameters of order k^r having removed the linear effects of k 

components of M by the appropriate changes to F^tx), fm m (x) and 

Fjjn(X) in expression (5.6.10). Once the basic auto- and cross-spectra
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have been computed all the partial spectra and related parameters may 

be found by simple algebraic combinations of these spectra.

The expression (5.6.10) may also be written as

Fe e (X )  = Fjqn( ^ ) ^ *s ~ fn n {x )~^fn m (x )fm m (x> 1fm n (x )fn n <x ) ^|fn n (x)^

Thus we are led to measure the linear association of N(t) with M(t) by 

the s x s matrix

FNN(x)~^fNM(x)fMM(x)~^fMN (x)fNN(x)-^ (5.6.15)

For s=l, this expression is seen to reduce to the multiple coherence 

of process N with process M given in expression (5.5.11).

Expression (5.6.15) may be called a measure of 

generalised coherence between two vector-valued processes M and N. A 

plausible way of making use of this expression may be based on the 

same arguments as used for the multivariate correlation between two 

vector-valued random variables (see for example, Mardia et al, 1979), 

which leads to the quantity Fj$n (x )_1Fee (X.) as a simple generalization 

of 1- |Hjj.m (x) I 2 • We also note that Fee(x) ranges between zero, when 

the N(t) is perfectly predicted by M(t) based on model (5.16.1), and 

fNn (x) at the other extreme when no part of N(t) is explained by 

M(t). Now if we let

B(X) = FNN(x)_1Fee(X)

then I-B(x) varies between the identity matrix and the zero matrix. 

Any sensible measure of multivariate generalised coherence between M 

and N at frequency X should range between 1 and zero, and this
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property is satisfied by two often-used coefficients

Tr{I-B(X)}/s 

and Det{I-B(x))

The application of these measures is left as a work of further 

research. For example, we must investigate the question of whether 

these measures will help in determining if a particular neurone is a 

member of a neuronal network, or if one neuronal network influences 

another.



5*6.4 ESTIMATION OF THE PARAMETERS RELATED TO THE MODEL
Estimates of the partial parameters defined in

expressions (5.6.ll)-(5,6.14) of Section 5.6.3 may be obtained by 

inserting the estimates of the respective parameters, i.e,

~ RN N ^ ( X) ” Ftpl^ (x)

feaeb*T)^  = FNaNb(TJ(x  ̂ ‘ FNaM tT^ x)FMM(T^ x)~lFP b ^ T ^ X)

lRNaNb-M*T)(x)i2=
|fNaNb .M(T)(x)|2

feaea ^ (X}feb€b (T)(X* fNaNa .M*T)(x)fNbNb.M(TJ <x) 

0NaNb .M(T)<x) = arg<feaeb(T )(x)> = arg{fNaNb.M(T)(M>

GNaNb .M^T)(x )
f^ b (T)<X> fNaNb*M(T)(x )

^eb6b^T ^*X) fNbNb*MtT)(x)

for a, b = 1, 2,''', s ; M = (M^, M2,-'*, Mr)

5.6.5 PROPERTIES OF THE ESTIMATE OF THE PARTIAL COHERENCE OF ORDER-r

The density function of lRNaN b . M ^ ( xH  2 is seen to be 

of the same form as that of the unconditioned coherence, and is given 

by expression (5.5.14) with replacement of Irn .m (x )I2 » IrN.M^T^ x) 12 '

L and r by l % aNb .M(x) I2 - lRNaNb-M^T ^ x) I2* L_r and 1 » respectively. 

See, for example, Brillinger(1981) in the case of ordinary time series 

and Kendall and Stuart(1961, vol2) in the case of ordinary random 

variables.
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5.6.6 A TEST FOR ZERO PARTIAL COHERENCE OF ORDBR-r

A value of lRNaNb .M(xH 2=G indicates that the apparent 

association between the processes Na and Nb is entirely due to the 

presence of the common input M. A test for zero partial coherence may 

easily be developed in the same way as that for the ordinary 

coherence. We note from the density function obtained above that under 

the hypothesis of zero partial coherence, the estimate

|RNaNb . M ^ ( x) 12 has a Beta distribution with parameters 1 and L-r-1. 

Following both procedures described in section (4.4.3) for the test of

zero coherence, we reject the hypothesis lRNaNb .M^x^ 2 58 0 if

o T 11/(L-r-1)
lRNaNb<M (x) I X z = l-|l-ccj (5.6.16)

such that

Pr( fRNaNb .M^T ^ x) I2 £ z> = a 

or, alternatively, we reject the hypothesis if

.MtT)<x)I2 ^ --------------
L+Ca-r-l

where = Fg ,2(L-r-1) ;<x is the lOOoas point of an F distribution with 

2 and 2(L-r-1) degrees of freedom.

5.6.7 ASYMPTOTIC CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE PARTIAL COHERENCE OF 

ORDER-r

It follows from Theorem 1.7 of Appendix I that the 

estimate l % aNb .M^T ^ XH 2 is asymptotically unbiased estimate of 

lRNaNb.M^x^12 and distributed asymptotically normally with variance 

given by



Lim var(lRNaNb .M^T ^(x)I2) = “£~ iRNaNb .M<x)12 f1 “ lRNaNb .M(x)12]

Hence an approximate 95% confidence interval for the 

partial coherence lRNaNb .M(x)i2 at frequency X may be obtained by 

using the expression (4.4.5) with replacement of lR2 l ^ ( x)l2 by

lRNaNb.M(T)(x)i2 *

An approximate 95% confidence interval for the partial

coherence may also be obtained by applying the variance stabilizing

transformation Tanh-1 (Kendall and Stuart, 1966). The transformed

variate tanh-1 l % aN b . M ^  (x) 1 ls an asymptotically unbiased estimate 

of tanh-1jRNaNb.M^XH  and ls asymptotically distributed normally 

with variance

Lim var{ tanh-1lRNaN b . M ^ ( x)1 ) ~ x*0

Hence an approximate 95% confidence interval for the partial coherence 

may be based on expression (4.4.8) with replacement of IR21^T^(x)I by 

i % aNb.M(T* (x) I •

5.6.8 PROPERTIES OF THE ESTIMATES OF THE PARTIAL PHASE AND PARTIAL 

GAIN OF ORDER-r

From Brillinger(1972) and Brillinger(1981), it follows

that the estimates fea6 b ^ ( x)« ^NaNb . M ^  (x) and GNaN b . M ^  (x) ■ 

for x,n*0, \*u, are asymptotically normal with

LilV * »  C0V^feaeb^T ^ X  ̂,feced^T ^ M ^ = L6{X_M}feaec*X^ 6b€d*~X* 

LimT^» cov^0NaNb .M{T) (x) '<*>NaNb .M<T)(^)>=^ { x~^}[lRNaNb .M(x) f~2 " i]

* LlmT-»«> C0V^lnGNaNb-M(T^ X^’lnGNaNb.M^T ^^) >

where 6{a)=l if <x=0, and zero otherwise.
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5.6.9 APPLICATIONS

In the first part of this section, the application of 

partial coherence of order 1 to the real data sets obtained on the 

muscle spindle is demonstrated. Part 2 presents the applications of 

partial phase of order 1 to simulated data followed by its application 

to the real data on the muscle spindle. In the last part of the 

section the extension of the partial coherence and partial phase to 

order 2 is demonstrated, first, by using simulated data and then by 

the spindle data when several inputs are under independent control. 

5.6.9a APPLICATIONS OP PARTIAL COHERENCE OF ORDER-1

In the application of ordinary coherence (Section 4.7) 

we found that the spontaneous discharges of the la and the II sensory 

axons are independent of each other (Fig.4.7.2a). The activation of a 

stimulus to the spindle, however, imposes a coupling between these 

discharges. This is confirmed by the application of the partial 

coherence.

Figs, 5.6.1 and 5.6.2 illustrate the application of- the 

partial coherence of order 1. Fig.5.6.1 corresponds to the situation 

where the spindle is acted upon by the static gamma ‘i7s l input alone, 

whereas Fig.5.6.2 corresponds to the one when the other gamma input 

'g^s' alone is activated.

Figs.5.6.la-c clearly reveal a significant pairwise 

coupling between the la discharge and 'j7s ', between the II discharge 

and the ±7S , and between the la and the II discharges. Fig, 5.6. Id 

corresponds to the estimated partial coherence between the la and II 

discharges after removing the linear effects of j7s . The horizontal 

dotted line in this figure represents the 95% point of the null 

distribution of the estimate. The estimate clearly suggests that the 

apparent coupling beteween the discharges of the two sensory axons is 

a consequence of the common input -ĵ g.
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Fig.5.6.1 Illustration of the partial coherence of order-1

a) Estimated coherence (ordinary) between the la discharge and 
a static gamma input

b) Estimated coherence (ordinary) between the II discharge and
a l^s

c) Estimated coherece between la and II discharges in the presence 
of jys alone

d) Estimated partial coherence between the la and II discharges 
after removing the linear effects of irs

The horizontal dotted line in each figure at a given 
frequency X corresponds to the upper limit of the 95* confidence 
interval for the coherence at that frequency under the hypothesis of 
zero coherence.
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Fig.5.6.2 Illustration of the partial coherence of order-1

a) Estimated coherence (ordinary) between the la discharge and 
the second static gamma Input, 3^3»

b) Estimated coherence (ordinary) between the II discharge and 
the 2rs

c) Estimated coherece between la and II discharges In the presence 
of 2?s al°ne

d) Estimated partial coherence between the la and II discharges 
after removing the linear effects of 3^3

The horizontal dotted line in each figure at a given 
frequency X corresponds to the upper limit of the 95% confidence 
interval for the coherence at that frequency under the hypothesis of 
zero coherence.
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Figs. 5.6.2a-d reveal features similar to those 

illustrated in Fig.5.6.1. The individual graphs (a-d) correspond to 

the estimates of

!RIa, 27S (X^ 2 ’ Ir II,2?'s ^X^ 2 ’ lRIa,Il(x)l2 and lRIaII .27S ^X^ 2 '
respectively. Fig.5,6.2c clearly gives the evidence of a significant

association between the la and II discharges over the range of

frequencies (0-15) Hz. Fig.5.6.2d reveals that this association is a

consequence of the common input 2ys * A ^ew values in this estimate at

low frequencies, however, show a non-zero partial coherence, and which

may be attributed to either possible non-linear effects of 2^s

(Brillinger1s letter, 3 May 1988) (this point will be discussed in

more detail in Chapter 6) or to the presence of some other source of

input (see part c of this section).

The above examples demonstrate how important and 

powerful tool the partial coherence is in investigating the 

connectivities between the processes.

In addition to affecting the strength of coupling 

between two processes, the common input may also alter the timing 

relations between these processes . This important information may be 

obtained from the partial phase which measures the phase angle between 

two processes after removing the linear effects of the common input. 

The application of partial phase of order 1 is presented in the 

following part of this section.
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5.6.9b APPLICATION OF PARTIAL PHASE OF ORDER-1
In order to have a better understanding about how the 

partial phase works and how it may be interpreted, we generate a set 

of data in the following simulation and then apply the partial phase 

to this data set.

SIMULATION 1

Consider four independent Poisson processes M^tt), 

M2 (t), ejft) and e2(t). We construct two more processes N^(t) and 

N2(t) based on the superposition of the four using the following 

scheme.

N x(t) = Mj(t) + M2(t) + «1(t)

N2(t) = M ^ t )  + M2d2(t) + e2(t)

where '+' denotes superposition (Cox and Lewis, 1972). M-^t*) and 

M2d2(*) denote the delayed versions of processes (') and M2(•), 

respectively, with dl and d2 being the amounts of the delays. Let the 

times of occurrence of processes Mj, M2 , e2 be, respectively, ojk 

<j=M1 ,M2 ,e1 ,e2 and k=l,2,*■•,j(T)}.

Now considering and M2 as the input processes to a 

linear time-invariant point process system with Nj and N2 the output 

processes we investigate the relationships between these processes. 

The discrete Fourier transforms of these four processes may be written 

as

dMi^T)(x) = Eexp(-i\oMlk)

dM2 *T *(x) = EexP<-iXoM2k)
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* Eexp(-i\oMlk) + Eexp(-iXoM2k) + Eexp(-iXo€lk)

dN2(T )(X) = Eexp{-iX(oM^k+dl)> + Eexp{-lx(oM2k+d2)} + Eexp(-iXo€2k)

Following the argument in Brillinger and Tukey(1984), 

we derive the following quantities 

SPECTRA BETWEEN N2 AND N2

fN2Nitx) = Llm T->» (x)dNi^^ (x) 3

= Lim T-*» E{Eexp{-iX(oMlk+dl) }Eexp{iXoMlk)

+ Lim T_»ro ECEexp{-iX(oMlk+dl)>]CEexp{iXoM2k}]

+ Lim E[Eexp{-iX(oMlk+dl)>]CEexp{iXoeik>]

+ Lim T^w ECEexp{-iX(oM2k+d2) >][Eexp<iXoM:lk>]

+ Lim E[Eexp<-iX(oM2k+d2)>]CEexp{iXoM2k}]

+ Lim T^ro ECEexp{~iX(oM2k+d2))]CEexp{iXoe2k>3

+ Lim ^  ECEexp<-iXo6lk>][Eexp{iXoMlk>]

+ Lim ECEexp{-iXoeik}][Eexp{iXoM2k}3

+ Lim T^ro ECEexp{-iXoeik}][Eexp{iXo€2k}]

Since , M2 , ej and e2 are mutually independent, this implies that 

the pairwise cross-spectra between these processes are identically
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zero. Thus the above expression reduces to

fN2Nitx ) = fMlMl(X)exp(-i\dl) + fM2M2(\)exp(-i\d2) (5.6.17)

Similarly it can also be shown that

+ fM2M2(x> +

fN2N2<x) ~ fM!M!<x) + fM2M2(x) + fe2e2(x)

and

fN2Mi<x) = (x)exp(-iXdl)

fN2M2 (x) = fM2M2 tx)exP<~ixd2)

= fM1M1<x) = fM1N1^x) 

fNjM2 tx) = fM2M2(x) = fM2Nj(x)

(5.6,18)

COHERENCE BETWEEN Nj AND N2

By definition

lRN2N1 (x )
lfN2Ni(x)

fNiN!(x)fN2N2tX)
(5.6.19)

substituting the values of the respective spectra from (5.6.17) and 

(5.6.18) and simplifying, we obtain, suppressing the dependence on X
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fMiMi2+fM2M22+2fMiMifM2MoCosX< dl"d2 > _ ------ f----- _ — tJL-------------- (5.6.20)
<fMiMi+fM2M2+fe1e1}<fM1M1+fM2M2+fe2e2)

Expression (5.6.20) shows that |RN2N1(x)1  ̂ should oscillate between 0 

and 1 with a period of 2ir/(dl-d2) if dl*d2, and stable otherwise. 

PHASE BETWEEN Na and N2

By definition the phase between Nj and N2 is given by

°N2N i (x> = arg<fN2Nl(X)}

r Im fN2Ni(x)
=tan 1| -----------

*■ Re fN2Ni<x )

Substituting the values of the real and imaginary parts of 

from expression (5.6.17) and simplifying, we get

f R(X)Sinxdl+SinXd2
<t>NoNi(x) = ~ tan -M — ----------------2 1  I R(x)Cos\dl+Cos\d2

where

R (x) “ fM1M1(x)/fM2M2 (x)

Now if the ratio R(x)=l, i.e., both processes Mj and M2 are Poisson 

with the same mean rate then the phase simply becomes

,*dl+d2
<>N2Ni (x) (5.6.21)

revealing that the Process N2 is delayed by the process Nj by an 

amount equal to the average of dl and d2.
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Similarly, with this condition the coherence between Nj and N2 (i.e., 

expression 5.6.20) reduces to

2PM {1 + CosX(dl-d2)}
l % 2Ni<x)l2 ” ------------------------  (5.6.22)

{2PMl+Pe1}{2PMl+p€2>

where Pj^ is the mean intensity of process .

PARTIAL CROSS SPECTRA

By definition

fN2Nl-M l^X  ̂ = ^N2N i ( x) “ ------------------
fM2M!<x)

fN2M2^xifM2Nl^X)
fN2Nl-M2^X  ̂ = (x)

fM2M2 (x)

substitution of the values of the basic spectra into the above 

expressions from (5.6.17), (5.6.18) and some algebraic manipulation

lead to

fN2Ni.Mi^x) = fM2M2^X^exP^_iXd2  ̂ (5.6.23)
.M2(X  ̂ = (X)exp(-iXdl) (5.6.24)

PARTIAL PHASES

From expression (5.6.20) and (5.6.21), it easily follows

that

<t>N2N1 .M1 (x ) = ~xd2 

<s>N2N1 .M2^X  ̂ = ~Xdl

Fig.5.6,3 demonstrates the application of the partial 

phase of order 1 applied to the above simulated data with dl=-5,
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d2=-l, and and M2 being Poisson with the same mean rate.

Figs.5.6.3a,fe are the estimated coherence and the phase between Nj and 

N2 . The solid curve in the coherence plot corresponds to the derived 

coherence (expression 5.6.22), and is seen to be in a good agreement 

with the estimate. A weighted least squares line (through the origin) 

fitted to the phase curve (Fig.5.6.3b) is obtained by using the same 

procedure as developed in Section 4.6 of Chapter 4. The slope of this 

line gives a lead of process N2 over Process Nj with an approximate 

95% confidence interval 2.98±0.14 msec.

Figs.5.6.3c,d represent the estimated partial coherence and partial 

phase between and N2 having removed the linear effects of process 

Nj . The derived partial phase (solid line) can be seen to fit the 

estimate quite well. The estimated slope of the curve is found to be 

1.01±0.02 msec. A comparison of this figure with Fig.5.6.3b suggests 

that the presence of the process increase the phase lead of N2 over 

Nj_. The partial phase between and N2 after removing the linear 

effects of process M2 (Fig.5.6.3f), however, reveals that the presence 

of M2 decreases this lead. The estimated lead in this case is 

4.99±0,24 msec.

The above example clearly shows that if the effects of 

the input processes are both additive and linear then the mathematical 

removal of an input process is equivalent to the physical removal of

that process, and the partial parameters, in such situations, give a

clear and simple interpretation.

With the help of the above simulation and

interpretation, we now apply the partial phase of order 1 to the real 

data obtained from the muscle spindle and investigate some further

characteristics of the la and II discharges in the presence of various 

stimuli.

Figs.5.6.4a,b are the estimates of the partial coherence
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Fig.5.6.3 Illustration of partial phase of order-1 of simulated data

a,b) Estimated coherence (a) and phase (b) between processes Nj 
and N2

c,d,e,f) Estimated partial coherences (c,e) and partial phases (d,f) 
between Nj and N2 after removing the linear effects of Mj 
(c,d) and M2 (e,f)

The dotted lines in the coherence plots correspond to 
the upper limit of the 95% confidence interval (marginal) for the 
coherence under the hypothesis of zero coherence. The smooth curve in 
(a) represents the derived coherence between Nj and N2 whereas the 
solid lines in the phase plots (b,d,f) are the respective derived 
phase (slopes of which give the time delays) between Nj and N2.



and partial phase between the la and II discharges in the presence of 

both gamma static inputs i?s and 2ys , being applied independently. The 

weighted least squares line (dotted) fitted to the phase curve over 

the range of frequencies where the coherence (Fig.5.6,4a) is 

significantly different from zero gives a lead of the la over II 

discharge of 7.3±2.2 msec (same as Fig.4.7.4f). The partial phase 

between the la and II after removing the linear effects of 

presented in Fig.5.6.4d. The estimated slope of the least squares line 

(dotted) over the range of frequencies at which the corresponding 

partial coherence between the la and II (Fig.5.6.4c) is non-zero is 

equivalent to a lead of 3.9±2.2 msec. This lead is found not to be 

significantly different from the one obtained when alone was

present (Fig.4.7 .4b). A close examination of the partial phase between 

the la and II discharges having removed the linear effects of jXg 

(Fig.5.6.4-f) reveals that the phase curve is not linear over the 

entire range of frequencies at which the corresponding partial 

coherence (Fig.5.6.4e) is non-zero. This may be attributed to the .fact 

that the variability of the estimate at a frequency depends on .the 

coherence at that frequency and so the phase is not very well-defined 

at the frequencies where the coherence is not large enough 

(Bloomfield,1976), or it may be a possible indication of non-linear 

effects of ]i7s and gXg. The phase curve, however, can be seen to be 

reasonably linear in the range 0-9 Hz. The slope of the weighted least 

squares line to the curve in this range gives a lead of the la over II 

discharge of 15.1±2.6 msec., which is not significantly different from 

the lead of the la over II in the presence of 2^3 al°ne (Fig.4.7.4ct) .
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Fig.5.6.4 Illustration of partial phase of order-1 of the real data

a,b) Estimated coherence (a) and phase (b) between the la and II 
responses to the independent stimulation of both and 2rs 

c.d.e.f) Estimated partial coherences (c,e) and partial phases (d,f) 
between the la and II discharges after removing the linear 
effects of 1ys (e,{) and 2rs (£.<*)

The dotted lines in the coherence plots correspond to 
the upper limit of the 95* confidence interval (marginal) for the 
coherence under the hypothesis of zero coherence. The smooth curve in
(a) represents the derived coherence between Nj and N2 whereas the 
solid lines in the phase plots (b,d,f) are the respective derived 
phase (slopes of which give the time delays) between Nj and N2 .



5.6.9c APPLICATIONS OF PARTIAL COHERENCE AND PARTIAL PHASE OF ORDER-2

The examples of this section describe further 

applications of partial coherence and partial phase of order 2, first 

to simulated data and then to real data on muscle spindles. The 

simulated data is constructed as follows 

SIMULATION 2

Let Mj(t), M2(t), M3 (t), e-j^t), e2(t) represent five

independent Poisson processes with the times of occurence of the 

kth event of the jth process for j=MitM2 ,M3 ,e1 ,e2 and k=l,2,•••,j(T). 

These five processes are arranged according to the following scheme to 

form four observable processes M2 , N1( N2 ,

Mx(t) = Mj(t)

M2(t) = M2 (t)

Nj(t) = M^t) + M2(t) + M3 (t) + €l(t)

N2(t) = Midl(t) + M2d2(t) + M3d3(t) + e2 (t)

where Mjdd, M2d2, M3d3 denote the delayed versions of , M2 , M3 'with

dl, d2, and d3 fixed time delays.

Considering N2 as the outputs from a time-invariant 

point process system with Mj and M2 the inputs, we estimate the 

strength of association between and N2 when contributions from 

and M2 are taken into account first separately and then together.

By a similar procedure as used in Section 5.6,9b, the 

following quantities can easily be derived
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fN2N1(x)-fM1M1(x)exp{-ixdl>+fM2M2(x)exp{-iXd2}+fM3M3 (x)exp{-i Xd3)
(5.6.25)

tx) +^M2M2 ̂ x )+^M3M3 (x)+^ejei(x) (5.6.26)

fN2N2 1X)=fMiMi<x)+fM2M2 (X)+fM3M3 (x)+f62e2 (x) (5.6.27)

fN2M j <x)=fMiMjfx)exP<~ixdl> (5.6.28)

fN2M2 (X)=fM2M2 (X)exP<"lxd2 > (5.6.29)

fNiMj <x) (x)=fM1N1 (x) (5 .6. 30)

^N^M2 ^x ̂ ~^M2M2 ̂ X ̂ "^M2N j ^x) (5.6.31)

The partial spectra of order-1 follow by substitution of 

appropriate results of expressions (5.6.25)-(5.6.31) into the general 

expression of the partial spectrum of order-1 given as

% aM*(x)fM*Nb(x>
fNaNb .M*(x)=fNaNb (x) “ ---------------------  (5.6.32)

fMj*M*<x)
for a,b,4=1,2

Now as and M2 are independent Poisson processes, the 

partial spectrum of order 2 based on expression (5.6.10) with r=2, and 

s=2 takes on a simple form

f  ( i l  f f N a M l ( X ) f M l » b ( X )  f N a M 2 ( ^ ) f M 2N b ( X >
tNaNb .M1M2(x)=fNaNb tx) “ -

fMiMi(x) fM2M2^X^
for a,b=l,2

The derived coherences and phases take particularly 

clear and easily interpretable forms if Mj , M2 , and M3 are chosen to
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be independent Poisson processes with the same mean rates, and if the 

delays dl, d2, and d3 are equally spaced, as well as small to avoid 

the spiraling effects (Brillinger and Tukey, 1984). This special case, 

in fact, occurs in a number of real data cases where delays 

predominate and the input processes are realizations of Poisson 

processes.

The derived coherence between and N2 , suppressing 

the dependence on X, is given as

„  !fN2Ni|2
iRN2Nll = ------------ (5.6.33)

fN1N1fN2N2

Where

IfN2Nx12 = fMiM!2 + fM2M22 + fM3M32 + 2fMlMlfM2M2CosX{dl-d2>

+ 2fMiMifM3M3CosX^dl_d3) + 2fM2M2fM3M3CosX^d2_d3)

and

fNiNi3 fMiMi + fM2M2 + fM3M3 + fel€l

fN2N2= fM!Mi + fM2M2 + fM3M3 + fe2e2

Similarly the two derived partial coherences of order-1 are given as

0 fM2M2 +fM3M3 +2fM2M2fM3M3CosX< d2“d2)
lRN2Ni.Mil = ------------------------------------------  (5.6.34)

CfM2M2+fM3M3+f61e1HnfM2M2+fM3M3+fe2e23

n fMiMi2+fM3M32 +2fM1MifM3M3CosX<dl_d3)1% 2Ni.m2 I = ------------------------------------------------- (5.6.35)
C f MiM1+fM3M3+f e 1€ ! H  +fM3M3+f e2e2 3
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The phase between Nj and Ng. in general, derived from arg{ffj2Ni(x)) 
is given by

If, however, Mj, M2 ,and M3 are Poisson processes with the same mean 

rate and the dl ,d2 , d3 are equally spaced, then the above expression 

reduces to

the derived and estimated (ordinary and partial) coherences and phases 

between Nj and N2 are shown plotted on the same graph in Fig5.6.5, and 

clearly illustrate the close agreement between derived and estimated 

values for the respective parameters. In the presence of both 

processes Mj and M2 the coherence between Nj and N2 (Fig.5.6 .5a) 

remains significant to about 65 Hz , while the estimated slope of the 

linear phase curve (Fig.5.6 .5b) indicates a system dominated by a 

delay of 1.92±0.26 msec, with N2 leading Nj. The partial coherence and 

partial phase between Nj and N2 allowing for process M^, illustrated

fMiMiSlnXdl+fM2M2SinXd2+fM3M3SinXd3'

-fMiMiCosXdl+fM2M2CosXd2+fM3M3CosX̂ 3-
(5.6.36)

*dl+d2+d3‘

3
X (5.6.37)

and the derived partial phases are

fdl+d2l
<j>N2N1.M1 (x) = “ 2

X (5.6.38)

fdl+d3l
= "

2
X (5.6.39)

°N2n1 .MiM2 (X) = ~(d3)x (5.6.40)

Simulating the above data with dl=-6,d2=-2, d3=+2 msec
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Fig.5.6.5 Illustration of partial phase of order 2 of simulated data

a,b) Estimated coherence (a) and phase (b) between processes Nj 
and N2

c,d,e,f) Estimated partial coherences (c,e) and partial phases (d,f) 
between Nj and N2 after removing the linear effects of 
M} (c,d) and M2 (e,f) 

g,h) Estimated partial coherence (g) and partial phase (h) 
between Nj and N2 after removing the linear effects of 
Mi and M2

The dotted lines in the coherence plots are the upper 
limit of the 95% confidence interval (marginal) for the coherence 
under the hypothesis of zero coherence whereas the solid smooth curves 
correspond to the derived coherences. The solid lines In the phase 
plots are the derived phase, the slopes of which represent the time 
delay between Ni and N2 .
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in Figs.5.6.5c,d , suggest that process M2 alone synchronizes the 

processes Nj and N2 . Accounting for the linear contribution of process 

M2 to the relationship between Nj and Ng produces quite different 

consequences. The partial phase (Fig.5.6.5d) remains the same as the 

original phase (Fig.5.6 .5b), whereas the partial coherence 

(Fig.5.6 .5.e) becomes strikingly periodic. These results suggest that 

in the presence of both inputs, Mi and Mg, process Mg has a

predominant effect on the coherence between Ni and Ng, whereas process 

Mi primarily affects the timing relation between Ni and Ng.

The second-order partial coherence and partial phase

between Ni and Ng are, respectively, given in Figs.5.6 .5g,h. The

partial coherence is small but significant over the entire range of

frequencies, whereas the partial phase illustrates that the process Ng 

is delayed by process Ni with an estimated delay of 1.96±0.06 msec. 

These two measures taken together suggest the presence of another 

source of coupling between Ni and Ng. This situation is most likely to 

occur when recording several processes simultaneously within the 

central nervous system.

Fig.5.6.6 is an illustration of the application of 

partial coherence of order-2 between the la and II discharges recorded 

from the same muscle spindle in the presence of independent static 

gamma inputs jys , 27s> ant* an imPosed dynamic length change 2. In the 

presence of all the three inputs, the coherence between the la and II 

discharges shown in Fig.5.6 .6a (same as Fig.4.7,2f) reveals two 

distinct regions, (0-17) Hz and (30-60) Hz, of association. The 

partial coherence of order-2 after removing the linear effects of both 

static gamma axons (Fig.5.6 .6b) shows a significant reduction of 

coherence in the low frequency range alone. This suggests that the 

coupling in the higher range is entirely a consequence of the presence 

of the length change. The coupling in the lower range, however, is not
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Fig.5.6.6 Illustration of partial coherence of order 2 of real data

a) Estimate of the coherence between the la and II discharges 
in the presence of two gamma inputs, jrs and 27s , applied 
concurrently and independently, and a random length change i

b) Estimate of the partial coherence between the la and II 
discharges after removing the linear effects of both gamma 
inputs

The dotted line in each figure corresponds to the upper 
limit of the 95% confidence interval (marginal) for the respective 
coherence under the hypothesis of zero coherence.
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entirely accounted for by the linear contribution of the fusimotor 

inputs and, in addition, the length change, in the presence of gamma 

activity, may possibly contribute to the low frequency coupling. This 

may be examined by taking into account the contribution of the length 

input to the coherence at low frequencies.



5.7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter we have provided an extensive 

development and description of the wide range of applicability of a

Fourier approach to measures of association and timing relation in the

identification of point process systems and related problems.

The main features of the procedures are summarised in the following

1. The partial parameters, in the analysis of multivariate point 

processes, play an important role in assessing the association 

between the processes. In physiological context, they provide 

with a powerful tool in investigating the connectivities 

between any two cells that are subjected to be influenced

directly or indirectly by a large number of other cells.

Introducing the same idea, we defined and derived certain 

frequency domain partial parameters of order-1 followed by 

their extension to order-r. Estimation procedures of these 

parameters were considered.

2. A two-input single-output linear model was developed, and the 

identification of the muscle spindle, when it was acted upon 

by two point processes, and 2rs i was carried out by using 

this model. The multiple coherence was discussed and applied 

to the data sets, which provided a useful measure of linear 

predictability of the output discharges from the two inputs, 

and led to the conclusion that both the static gamma inputs 

jointly increase the linear predictability of the la and II 

discharges.

3. In order to identify the spindle in more realistic situation, 

we extended the linear model to a general one in order to 

include "r" inputs. Estimates of the parameters related to the 

model were considered, and the properties of these estimates 

were examined. A test for the equality of two coherences under
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the condition that the two pairs of processes are not 

independent was developed and demonstrated by illustrating the 

difference between the II-i7s coupling and the H - 27s 

coupling in the presence and absence of the length change, 

and it was found that the II-^s coupling is stronger than the 

coupling between the II discharge and 2rs , The presence of the 

length change was, however, seen to reduce the difference 

between the two couplings.

4. In the final part of this chapter we developed a regression 

type multivariate point process linear model. The main aim

of this model was to study the association and timing relation 

between the outputs, and to investigate how these relations 

were altered by the presence of various stimuli. The partial 

phase provided a useful technique to assess the effect of one 

or many inputs on the timing relation between two outputs.

This model also led to a generalised measure of association 

between vector-valued point processes, and which may prove .a 

useful tool in finding relations between neuronal networks.

5. The applications of the procedures discussed were illustrated 

by a large number of examples on the simulated data followed 

by the real data obtained on the muscle spindle. In both cases 

the procedures seemed to work effectively.

6 . From the concept of partial parameters, it does not 

necessarily mean that the mathematical removal is equivalent

to the physical removal. Since the partial parameters are based 

on the removal of only linear time-invariant effects, the 

presence of non-linearities may cause problems in interpreting 

the results. So it becomes desirable to search for any 

possible non-linear features of the underlying processes.



CHAPTER 6

IDENTIFICATION OF NON-LINEAR POINT PROCESS SYSTEMS
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6.1 INTRODUCTION

In the previous chapters we considered linear point 

process systems and their identification. Many biological systems are 

inherently non-linear even under "small-signal" conditions (Marmarelis 

and Ken-Ichi Naka, 1974). Figs.5.6 .2, 5.6.4, and 5.6,6 of Chapter 5 

also revealed some indication of possible non-linear interactive 

effects of the static gamma inputs on to the la and II discharges. It 

now, naturally, becomes desirable to extend the linear model to 

include higher order terms in order to be able to investigate the 

non-linear characteristics of the system.

The idea of characterizing a non-linear system from its 

response to a white noise stimulus is originally due to Wiener(1958), 

and has been refined and reformulated by many others, for example, 

Katzenelson and Gould (1962). Recent developments in the case of point 

processes can be seen in Brillinger(1975c) and Rigas(1983). In 

addition, Brillinger(1988) developed a new approach based on maximum 

likelihood estimation for the identification of non-linear systems 

with application to neuronal spike trains.

In this chapter certain higher order parameters, which 

provide useful information regarding the identification of a 

non-linear point process system, in both the time and frequency 

domains are defined. Plausible estimates and their properties are 

discussed. Asymptotic confidence intervals for the parameters of 

interest are constructed and illustrated by applying to both simulated 

and real data. In the final part of this Chapter we extend the linear 

model, presented in chapter 4, to a.quadratic model and discuss the 

presence of any non-linearities in the muscle spindles.
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6.2 HIGHER ORDER PARAMETERS IN THE TIME DOMAIN

Second-order time and frequency domain models can easily 

be extended to include higher order parameters for point processes 

allowing the assessment of the non-linear interactive effects between 

the increments within the processes, and between the processes.

Let N(t) ={Nj(t), N2(t), **■, Nr (t)} , t«=R, be an r

vector-valued stationary point process with differential increments 

{dNj(t), dN2 (t), dNr (t)} and satisfying the conditions of

orderliness and (strong) mixing. We define the third order product 

density, conditional density, and cumulant density functions as

follows

6.2.1 THE THIRD ORDER PRODUCT DENSITY FUNCTION

The third order product density between processes Na , 

Nb> and Nc at two lags u and v (Fig.6 .2.1) is defined by

pabc(u *v ) = Llm hj, h2 , h3-»0 Pr<Na event in (t+u,t+u+hj],

Nb event in (t+v,t+v+h23 and Nc event in (t,t+l^jl/hjh^g

for a, b, c = 1 , 2 , •**, r ; u, v, 0 distinct.

This parameter provides a measure of the probability of 

the simultaneous occurrence of Na , Nb , and Nc separated by u and v 

time units. This situation is described graphically in Fig.6 .2.1.

Now as the processes are assumed to be orderly, we have

pabc(u 'v )dudvdt = E{dNa (t+u)dNb (t+v)dNc (t)>

Under (strong) mixing condition, this parameter satisfies the 

following limiting conditions

Lim pabc(u *v ) “ papbc^v )
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Fig.6 .2.1

Diagrammatic representation of the convention used to 
represent the relative times of occurence of spikes 
from three processes Na , Nb , and Nc .
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Lim Pabc^u,v  ̂ ~ pab(u)pc

u,v->w pabc^u,v  ̂ ” papbpc (6 .2 .1)

where Pab^‘) is the second order product density between Na and N^,

and Pc is the mean intensity of process Nc .

In the case a=b=c, the third order product density gives 

a measure of probability of simultaneous occurrence of three events of 

process Na separated by time units u and v, with a similar 

interpretation for the case b=c, distinct from a or for any 

combination of Na , N^, and Nc .

6.2.2 THE THIRD ORDER CONDITIONAL DENSITY FUNCTION

By analogy with the second order cross intensity the

third order conditional density between three processes Na N^, and Nc 

may also be defined as

mabc (u 'v ) = him Pr{Na event in (t *t+h11 e v e n t  at t-v and Nc

event at t-u)/h (6 .2 .2)

The definition of the conditional density between three 

processes may be extended in a variety of ways depending on the

process conditioned and the conditioning processes. For example, one

may set up a definition with the following interpretation

hi,h2 -»0 Pr^ a  event in (t.t+hj] and event in (t-v,t-v+h2]|NC

event at t-u)/h1h2
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Under the condition of orderliness, expression (6 .2 .2) 
may be written as

mabc(u 'v )dt = E{dNa(t)|dNb(t-v)=l,dNc(t-u)=l)

The strong mixing condition further allows the limiting relation

him mabc(u,v) = mac(u)

From the definition of conditional probability, mabc(u,v) is seen to 

be related to Pabc(u 'v ) as

Pabc(u,u-v)
mabc<u >v ) = --------------- (6.2.3)

Pbc(u-v)

In the case a=b=c, the third order conditional density, 

which may be called the third order auto-intensity, measures the 

probability of occurence of an Na event given that two events of the 

same process have occured u and v time units before that event. A 

similar definition for the case b=c, distinct from c, or for any other 

combination.

6.2.3 THE THIRD ORDER CUMULANT DENSITY FUNCTION

Another parameter of particular importance is called the 

third order cumulant density function. This parameter measures the 

joint statistical dependence between the increments of three point 

processes Na , Nb , Nc , and is defined as

qabC (u,v)dudvdt = cum{dNa (t+u), dNb(t+v), dNc(t)>

a, b, c, = 1 , 2 , ••*, r and u,v,0 distinct.

Let dNa '(t+u) = dNa (t+u) - Padu, with similar definitions for
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dNb'(t+u) and dNc '(t). We may also define the third order cumulant 

function as

qabG (u »v ) = E{dNa '(t+u)dNb*(t+v)dNc !(t))/dudvdt

= p abc(u >v )-pac (u ) pb“pbc(v )pa~pab (u-v)pc*2papbpc (6.2.4) 

Under the (strong) mixing condition, we have the limiting relation as 

him qabc(u >v ) = 0

It also follows from the properties of the cumulants that if any

subset of the processes Na , Nb, Nc is independent of the remainder, 

then qahc^’’’) identically zero (Brillinger, 1970). Expression

(6.2.4) shows explicitly how the third order cumulant density, 

qabc(‘’‘)> differs from the third order product density, Pabc^’''^* 

taking into account the lower order contributions to the third order 

product density. Pabc^*’’) used on its own for the assessment of the 

third order non-linear interactive effects could be misleading. This 

will be demonstrated by applying these parameters to simulated data 

and by constructing approximate asymptotic confidence intervals for

both parameters in Section 6.2,6.

6.2.4 ESTIMATION OF THE PARAMETERS

Suppose that the point processes Na , Nb, and Nc are

realized in (0,T] with oj j=l,2,•■•,Na (T) ; r^ k=l,2,•••,Nb(T) and s* 

J?=l,2,*•■,NC (T) denoting the times of occurence of Na , Nb, Nc events. 

An estimate of the third order product density may be obtained by

(Brillinger, 1975b)

Jabc(T)(u ’v >
pabc(u ’v ) * -------    (6.2.5)

h2T
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and

Jabc^^ (u,u-v)
pabc(u 'u~v) = ------------------------------  (6.2.6)

h2T

where

Ja b c ^  (u » v )=ft{ (°j »rk, sj?) : u-(h/2)2oj~SfZu+(h/2 ) and

v-(h/2)zrk-sJ?2v+(h/2)) (6.2.7)

for some binwidth h. The symbol #{A) denotes the number of events in 

set A.

The variate Jab c ^ ( u »v ) a histogram type of

estimate, and is an extension of Jab^T  ̂(u) (see Chapter 4). This

variate counts the number of differences (oj-s*) and (r^.s*) which 

fall in two distinct bins of width h centred on u and v. The algorithm 

for computing Jab ^ ( u ) ,  discussed in Chapter 4, may easily be 

extended to one for a rapid computation of Jab c ^  (u »v ) ■ The s^me

algorithm i.e., for Jabc ̂  (u >v ) > however, may also be used to

calculate Jabc T̂ hu,u-v) if we note that

pabc<u ’v ) = pcba<“u ’v'u )
i.e.,

pabC(u,u_v) = pcba(“u »-v)

Thus the computation of Jabc^ ^  (u,u-v) with an algorithm defined for 

jra b c ^ ( u,v) may be carried out in the following two steps

1. Interchange process Na with Nc and compute Jcba ^ ^ ( u »v)

2. Reverse the signs of the lags, which gives Jabc T̂ Uu,u-v)
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For large T, the estimate Jab c ^ ( u >v ) asymptotically 

Poisson with mean h2TPabc(u,v) (Brillinger,1975b). Further, if T->«, 

h-»0 but h2T-»®, this estimate is asymptotically normal with variance 

h2TPabc(u ’v) (since a Poisson variate with large mean is approximately 

normal). These results imply that as T-»®, Pabc(u,v) is asymtotically

(h2T)-1Po[h2TPabc(u,v)]

and if the limiting conditions are as T-»®, h-»0 but h2T^®, Pabc(u,v) ls 

asymptotically

NCpabc(u 'v ) * (h2T)-1Pabc(u,v)]

where Po[oO denotes a Poisson variate with mean a, and N O , 3] denotes

a normal variable with mean a and variance 3 .

Estimates of the third order conditional density,

mabc(u »v ). and the third order cumulant density functions may.be

obtained by inserting the estimates of the third order and lower order 

product densities in expressions (6.2.3) and (6.2.4), respectively, 

i.e.,

Pabc(u,u-v)
mabc(u 'v ) = — :---------  (6 .2 .8 )

pbc(u-v)

‘iabc^'v ) pabc(u,v) pac(u^pb pbc(v p̂a pab(u v )pc+2papbpc (6.2.9)

and

qabc(u,u-v)=Pabc(u .u-v ) -P ac(u)Pb-Pbc(u- v )Pa-pab(v )Pc+2PapbPc (6 .2 .10 )
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6.2.5 CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR THE THIRD ORDER PRODUCT AND CUMULANT 

DENSITY FUNCTIONS

Variance stabilizing transformation for a Poisson 

variate (Kendall and Stuart, 1966) leads to the variate CPabc^u *v ^ ^  

as

[Pabc(u,v)3* - N<CPabc(u,v)]» , l/(4h2T)>

Under the limiting condition (6 .2.1), i .e. , under the assumption that 

the increments of processes Na , Nb , Nc are independent, an approximate 

95$ confidence interval for [Pabc(u,v) ^  may be constructed as

tpapbpc ^  * !-96 (4h2T)-* (6.2.11)

The estimate qabc(u,v), under the assumption of 

independence, and if T-*«, h-»0 but h2T-»®, is asymptotically normal with 

variance given by (Rigas, 1983), as T-»«

2 tt - 2*
varCqabc(u >v )3 ==

0
faa(^1)fbb(^2)^cc( M +*-2)dx^dXg (6.2.12)

Based on the disjoint sections of the entire record T (T=LR), an 

estimate of above variance may be obtained by inserting the respective 

estimates of the auto spectra in expression (6 .2 .12), i.e.,

var
C

‘Eqabc(u ’v )3 = J t e faa ^  (xj )fb b ^  (xk)fcc^1 ̂ (xj+xk)

for Xj = 2irj/R , j = l,2 • • *R ; Xk=2frk/R K=1, 2 , • • • , R

Hence an approximate 95$ confidence interval for qabc(u>v)' under the
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hypothesis that processes are independent is given by

0 ± 1.96 {varCqabc(u,v)]>^ (6.2.13)

Any value lying outside this interval at lags u,v will signify a 

possible joint interactive effect (statistical dependence) between the 

three processes at those lags.

6.2.6 APPLICATIONS

Fig.6 .2.2 illustrate the application of third order 

product density (Fig.6 .2.2a), third order conditional density 

(Fig.6 .2.2b), and third order cumulant density functions (Fig.6 .2.2c) 

applied to a computer generated data using the following simple scheme 

Let Na be a Poisson process, then

Nb = Nadl

Nc = Nad2

where Nad  ̂ and Nad2 are the delayed versions of process Na with dl=*-6 

and d2=-16. The estimates given in Fig.6.2.2a-c are based on 

expressions, respectively, (6 .2 .6),(6 .2 .8) and (6 .2 .10) with h=lmsec.

The simplicity of this simulation is the key factor in 

this example in order to demonstrate how these parameters reveal

different information present in the processes under investigation. A 

large peak in the the estimated third order product density

(Fig.6 .2.2a) corresponds to the lags (16,6) at which the processes are 

jointly related. Small raised areas revealing the pairwise lower order

dependencies are also clear in this estimate.

The estimate of the third order conditional density 

function clearly reveals different information suggesting that an Na
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a)

Fig.6 .2.2 Illustration of third order time domain parameters

Estimates of the third order (a) product density, Pabc(u,u-v)r
(b) conditional density, mabc(u,u-v), and (c) cumulant density 
9abc(u,u-v)’ functions of the simulated data. The lags u-v and 
u are, respectively, the times of an Nb and an Nc events 
relative to an Na event.
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event is certain, in this example, to occur after 6 msec of an Nb 

event or after 16 msec of an Nc event. So this estimate also contains 

the pairwise latency between Na and Nb , and between Na and Nc .

Fig.6 .2.2c, which is the estimate of the third order

cumulant density function, clearly shows the lags at which the joint

dependence between the three processes occurs having removed all the 

lower order pairwise dependence or interaction, and suggests that a 

particular pattern of pair of Nb and Nc events (i.e Nc event 10 msec 

behind an Nb event) facilitates the process Na by producing an Na 

event after 6 msec.

We now turn to the application of the above procedures 

to the real data set on the muscle spindle. Figs .6 ,2.3-6.2.6 

illustrate the application of the third order product density and the 

cumulant density functions. Fig.6 .2.3a gives the estimate of

Piaiyslys(u,u-v) in the presence of a second fusimotor input, 2ys, 

applied to the spindle independently of i7s . The u and u-v axes 

correspond to two j>-s spikes prior to a la spike. The inserts in 

Fig.6 .2.3a, which show the third order product density plotted, 

respectively, for v=8 msec and v=13 msec, are similar to the kind of 

figures used by Windhorst and Schwestka(1982). The solid lines above 

and below the dotted line in these inserts represent an approximate 

95$ confidence limits, based on (6.2.11), for CPja fys f?fX (u.u-v)]^ 

under the hypothesis that the processes are independent. The values of 

the estimate lying outside these limits reveal significant interactive 

effects of the two j7s spikes on the la response. Based on the 

confidence limits at various lags , the regions where the j7s has a 

significant effect on the la response is shown in the contour plot 

(Fig.6 .2.3b) by dark areas. A large ridge running parallel to the u 

axis at u-v=13 msec corresponds to the delay between the two

processes, and is consistent with the Fig,4.2,2a of Chapter 4.
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Fig.6.2.3

a)

b)

Estiamte of the third order product density function where 
u-v and u are the times of j7s spikes relative to a la spike. 
The two inserts are for u-v=8,13 msec and show the approximate 
95% confidence interval for the product density function under 
the hypothesis that the two processes are independent.
Contour plot of the estimate illustrated in (a). The darkened 
area signifies a possible departure from the hypothesis of 
independent processes at the corresponding lags u and u-v.
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The third order cumulant, qiaiysi78(u,u-v), (Fig.6 ,2.4.a), however, 

reveals more clearly the complexity of the pattern of the interaction 

between two spikes that alters the la response. The approximate

95$ confidence limits shown in the inserts of this figure are based on 

expression (6.2.13). From these inserts, it is clearly seen that the 

large ridge which was present in the product density function 

(Fig.6 .2.3a) has disappeared and an area of significant depression 

also seems to appear. This can be seen more clearly in the contour 

plot (Fig.6 .2.4b). The depression (dotted region) at u=10-15 msec and 

v=10-15 msec suggest that synchronous firing of the static fusimotor 

input, irs , tends to decrease the probability of the la discharge 

after about 10-15 msec. A region of facilitation (darkened) at u=20-25 

msec and u-v=10-15 msec can also be seen to reveal that two spikes 

separated by 5-10 msec also interact which leads to a facilitation in 

the la response after 10-15 msec. These interpretations may be 

presented diagramatically as follows

Depression of the la response relative to static ga— a input. i7s

15msec ->| ja spike

5msec
spikes

Facilitation of the la response relative to static gamma input, 37 s

t<r 25 msec >| ia Spike

IQMsec spikes
5msec 5msec

From the above interpretation, it seems that the interaction between
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a) Estimate of the third order cumulant density function where 
u-v and u are the times of s spikes realtive to a Ia spike 
The two inserts are for u-v=8,13 msec and show the approximate 
95% confidence interval for the cumulant density function 
under the hypothesis that the two processes are independent.

b) Contour plot the estimate illustrated in (a). The dotted area 
represents a significant depression, whereas the darkened 
area corresponds to a significant excitation in the Ia 
discharge caused by the interaction of two spikes at the 
the corresponding lags u and u-v.
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two spikes of i7S has both types of effects, i.e., inhibitory as well 

as exitatory, on the la response depending on the pattern of the gamma 

spikes. This example clearly demonstrates how the pattern of the 

spikes is an important feature of the interaction which affects the Ia 

response.

Fig.6.2.5 corresponds to the estimates of the third 

order product density pia2yS2 7 s ( F i g . 6.2.5a), the third order 

cumulant density Qia2rS2 > ' s ’u-v  ̂ (Fig.6.2.5b) and its contour plot 

(Fig.6,2.5c). This figure reveals almost similar features as the 

Figs.6.2.3-6.2.4 but with a slight difference in the pattern of the

2rs spikes suggesting that the interaction between a pair of 2ys

spikes when they occur close to each other causes a depression of the 

Ia response whereas when they are separated by 10-20 msec facilitate 

the Ia response after about 10 msec. In addition, another area of 

depression might appear at u=17-18 msec and u-v=13-14 msec.

A comparison between the non-linear interactive effects 

of both gamma static inputs, applied concurrently and independently, 

on the la response shows that the 2^s ^as a broader region of 

interaction that alters the Ia response than that of i>-s ,

A further example contrasting the third order product

density and the third order cumulant density is presented in Fig.6.2.6 

which describes the pattern of the activity from both fusimotor 

inputs, jyg and 2^5 » applied concurrently and independently, that

alters the Ia response from the same muscle spindle. Fig.6.2.6a is 

the estimate of the product density, Pja y i7s^u§u~v )» where u-v

and u are, respectively, the times of and 2?$ spikes prior to a Ia

spike. This figure, which is not symmetrical about the main diagonal, 

may be seen as a combination of Fig.6.2.3a and Fig.6.2.5a. The two

large ridges parallel to both axes correspond to the time delays of

the Ia discharge over both gamma inputs.
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Fig.6.2.5

a) Estimated third order product density and (b) cumulant density 
functions. The lags u-v and u are the times of 2yg spikes 
relative to a Ia spike,

c) Contour plot of the estimate illustrated in (b). The dotted 
area represents a significant depression whereas the darkened 
area corresponds to a significant excitaion in the Ia discharge 
caused by the interaction of two 2ys spikes at the 
corresponding lags u and u-v.



a) Estimated third order product density and (b) cumulant density 
functions. The lags u-v and u are the times of a ^yg and a 2^s 
spikes realtive to a Ia spike,

c) Contour plot of the estimate illustrated in (b). The darkened 
area represents a significant excitation in the Ia discharge 
caused by the interaction between jZg and 2?s spikes at the 
corresponding lags u and u-v.
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The cumulant, Qlaiysa^s(u »u-v), (Fig.6.2.6b) and its 

contour plot in Fig.6.2.6c reveal a weak but significant interactive 

effect of both gamma inputs on the Ia whenever ^ys spike proceeds 2ys 

spike, but not in the reverse order, and which confirms that the order 

of the discharge of the two gamma inputs is also an important feature 

of the interaction between their effects on the Ia response.
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6.3 FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS

The above procedures may easily be extended in order to

assess a further high order non-linear interactive effects of one

point process on the other. The product density and cumulant density 

functions of order-4 may reveal more interesting features of the 

system under investigation by providing useful informations about 

fourth order (cubic) interactions between the processes. The following 

is a brief discussion about the 4th order product density and cumulant 

density functions.

6.3.1 THE FOURTH ORDER PRODUCT DENSITY FUNCTION

Let N(t)={Ni(t), N2(t), Nr (t)> be an r-vector

valued stationary point process which satisfies the conditions of 

orderliness and (strong) mixing. The product density of order-4 of 

the components Na , N^, Nc, and Nd of N may be defined as

pabcd(u -v -w )=Lim h^ha.hs.h^O Pr<Na event in (t+u, t+u+hiL

Nfc event in (t+v,t+v+h2],

Nc event in (t+w,t+w+h3 ], and 

Nd event in (t ,t+h4 ])/h1h2h3h4

which, under orderliness condition, may be written as

pabcd(u ’v ’w )dudvdwdt = E{dNa (t+u)dNb(t+v)dNc (t+w)dNd (t)}

for a,b,c ,d=l,2,■*•,r and u,v,w,0 disdinct.

Under (strong) mixing condition, the 4th order product density

function satisfies the limiting condition

Lim u,v,w->» pabcd(u,VfW) ~ papbpcpd (6.3.1)
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6.3.2 ESTIMATION OF THE FOURTH ORDER PRODUCT DENSITY FUNCTION

Let N (t ) be observed in (0,T] with oj {j=l,2,■••,Na (T)> 

rk {k=l,2,••*,Nb (T)}, Si {*=1,2,••*,NC (T)>, and rm {m-1,2,••*,Nd (T)} 

being the respective observed times of the events of component 

processes Na> N^, Nc , and Nd . Extending the procedure of estimating 

pabc(u 'v )’ an estimate of Pabcd(u ’v 'w ) maV be obtained by

Pabcd(u »v >w ) = Jabcd^T ^(u,v,w)/h3T (6.3.2)

where

Jabcd^^ (u,v,w) = a{ (oj ; u-(h/2) z oj-Tra z u+(h/2), and

v-(h/2) z rk-Tm z v+(h/2), and

w-(h/2) z Sjj-Tjj, z w+(h/2)}

where h is the binwidth parameter, and »{A) denotes the number of 

events in set A. The variate counts the number of differences (oj~jm ) 

(rk-Tm) and (si~Tm) which fall into three distinct bins of width h and 

centred on u, v, and w. The computation of this variate may easily be 

carried out by extending the algorithm for J a b c ^ t * ’*) discussed in 

Section 6.2.4.

With similar arguments given in Section 6.2.5, it can be 

shown that the variate Jabcd^T^ u »v *w ) is asymptotically distributed 

as Poisson with mean h3TPabcd(u,v,w) (Brillinger,1975^, and if the 

limiting conditions are as T-»«>, h-»0, but h3T-»®, this variate is

asymptotically normal with variance h3TPabcd(u,v,w). This implies that 

under the same limiting conditions, Pabcd(u,v,w) is asymptotically 

normal with mean Pabcd(u »v >w ) and variance (h3T)”1Pa]:)cd(u,v,w).
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6.3.3 CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR THE FOURTH ORDER PRODUCT DENSITY 
FUNCTION

Applying the square root transformation (Kendall and 

Stuart, 1966), the variate CPabcdtu »v 'w ) ^  is seen to be

asymptotically normal with mean CPabcdtu>v,w^  and a stabilised 

variance [4h3T]-1. Therefore an approximate 95% confidence interval

for [Pabcd(Ufv»w ) m a y  easily be set up as

CPabcd(u *v *w > ^  * l-96[4h3T r *

and under the limiting condition (6.3.1), i.e., under the hypothesis 

of independent processes, above confidence interval becomes as

Cpapbpcpd ^  * 1.96[4h3T y M (6.3.3)

6.3.4 APPLICATION OF THE FOURTH ORDER PRODUCT DENSITY FUNCTION

Fig.6.3.la demonstrates the application of the product 

density function of order-4, Pn n n n (u »v >w )* at w=15 msec of a Poisson 

process N. The computation of this estimate, based on expression

(6.3.2), is carried out with h=2 msec. The two inserts in this figure

give the approximate 95% confidence interval at v=22,40 msec under the 

hypothesis that the increments of the process are independent (i.e., a 

Poisson process), and are based on expression (6.3.3). These inserts 

clearly confirm the Poisson nature of the process. This can also be 

seen more clearly in the contour plot given in Fig.6.3. lb which 

reveals no obvious pattern, suggesting a Poisson process.

Fig.6.3.2 gives the estimate of the 4th order product 

density, Pja 17g 2ys 2ys(u »v ’W), with w fixed at 15 msec.

The computation of this estimate is carried out with h=5 msec.
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Fig.6.3.1 Illustration of the 4th order product density function
a) Estimate of Pn n n n (u *v >w ) a* w=30 asec of a Poisson process. The 
computation of this estimate is carried out with h=2msec. The two 
inserts in this figure correspond to the estimate at w=30 msec and 
v=22,40 msec. The horizontal solid lines inserts give an approximate 
95* confidence interval for the forth order product density function 
under the hypothesis of independent increments of the porocess. Fig.b 
gives the Contour plot of this estimate.
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Fig.6.3.2 Illustration of the fourth order product density function

a) Estimate of Piaiys 2yg 2ys(u,v,w) at w=15 msec where u,v, and w 
correspond to the timings of a Ia, a s , and a 2rs spike relative to 
a second 2ys sPike. The value of h is taken to be 5 msec. Fig.b gives 
the contour plot of this estimate. The area darkened in this plot 
signify a possible departure from the hypothesis of independent 
processes.
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The lags u,v, and w may be explained diagrammatically as follows

v ----
Ia

1*8

2 ^

The two ridges in the estimate, one parallel to the v 

axis at u=25 msec and the other diagonal at about u-v=15 msec are 

clearly seen. This suggests that the chance of a la spike, a jXg 

spike, and two 2^s spikes occurring with the particular spacings, 

i.e., u=25, v=10 and w=15 msec is greater than it would be expected if 

the processes were independent. This result also confirms the previous 

conclusions obtained from Figs.6.2.4 and 6.2.5

6.3.4 THE FOURTH ORDER CUMMULANT DENSITY FUNCTION

As discussed in Section 6.3 about the validity of the 

third order product density in the assessment of third order 

non-linear interactive effects, the product density of order-4 could 

also be misleading in assessing the 4th order non-linear interactions 

because of the presence of the lower order interactions. The cumulant 

density function of order-4 may then be used for such an assessment.

The 4th order cumulant density function of processes Na , 

Nfc, Nc , and may be defined as

3abcd(Ufv,w)dudvdwdt = cum{dNa (t+u), dN^(t+v), dNc (t+w), dN^(t ) > 

a,b,c,d=l,2,*•■,r, and u,v,w,0 distinct.

With the definition of zero mean point process, i.e., 

dNa '(t+u)=dNa (t+u)-Padu , the 4th order cumulant density may be 

written as
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Qabcd(u »v ,w )dudvdwdt = E{dNa '(t+u)dNb '(t+v)dNc '(t+w)dNd '(t)}

-E{dNa '(t+u)dNb '(t+v)}E{dNc '(t+w)dNd ‘(t)}

-E{dNa 1(t+u)dNc '(t+w)}E{dNb '(t+v)dNd '(t)>

-E{dNa '(t+u)dNd ‘(t)}E{dNb '(t+v)dNc '(t+w)>

X

or in terms of the product densities, the above cumulant density 

function may be written as (definition 1.3 of Appendix I) 

qabcd(u ’v ’w ) =* pabcd<u ’v ’w ) “ pabc(u"w >v-w)Pd - pabd(u »v )pc

~ pacd(u »w )pb - pbcd^v »w )pa + 2Pab(u-v)pc^d

+ 2Pac(u-w)pbpd + 2Pad^u p̂bp c + 2pbc^v-w p̂apd

+ 2Pbd(v)PaPc + 2Pcd(w)PaPb - pab(u~v)Pcd(w)

~ pac(u~w )pbd(v ) ~ pad^u )pbc(v_w  ̂ - ^papbpcpd (6.3.4)

An estimate of qabcd(u,v,w) may be obtained by inserting 

the estimates of the 4th and lower order product densities, which have 

been discussed previously, in expression (6.3.4). The application of 

the cumulant function of order-4 with appropriate confidence intervals 

is left as a work of further research.
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6-4 higher order parameters in the frequency domain
We now turn to the frequency domain parameters which

provide useful information about the third order non-linear effects.

The fundamental parameter called the third order spectrum is a further 

extension of the ordinary spectrum. In contrast with the ordinary

specrtrum, which describes the linear mechanism, the third order

spectrum describes the quadratic structure in the mechanism. We

discuss this parameter in more detail in the following section.

6.4.1 THE THIRD ORDER SPECTRA

Let N(t)={Nj(t), Nr(t)} be an r-vector valued

stationary point process which satisfies the conditions of orderliness 

and (strong) mixing, and is defined on the entire real line.

Further suppose that the third order cumulant density

function between components Na , Nb , and Nc , defined by (6.2.4) exists

and satisfies the condition

lQabc(u*v) tdudv L 00

By analogy with the second order cross-spectrum the 

third order spectrum between Na , Nb and Nc is defined as the Fourier 

transform of the third order cumulant, i.e.,

(2ff)2fabc(x,p) = exp{-i(Xu+pv) }qabc(u,v)dudv -oo^x,m2<» (6.4.1)

The third order spectrum (6.4.1) is generally a complex 

function, and since N(t) is real-valued, we have

^ a b c “ fabĉ  “ -̂ cba(  ̂Vtt*)
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With a=b=c, we have the bispectrum of the process Na , 

and is defined by (Brillinger, 19751)

(2fl-)2faaa(\,a)= exp<-i(Xu+av)}cum{dNa (t+u),dNa (t+v),dNa(t)}/dt

=qa+ exp{-i Xu > qaa(u )du+ exp{-iau)qaa(u)du

+ exp {-i (x+a) } qaa (u ) du+ exp{-i(Xu+av)>qaaa(u,v)dudv

In the case that Na is a Poisson process, above expression reduces to 

faaa(x ^) = Qa/(2^)2 = Pa/(2v)2

where qa=Pa is the mean intensity of the process.

Similarly for b=c, and a distinct, the third order 

spectrum is called the cross-bispectrum between process Na and Nb and 

is defined as

(2 i r ) 2f abb (X , a ) - exp{-i(xu+av)}cum{dNa(t+u),dNb (t+v),dNb (t)}/dt

exp{-i Xu}qab(u )du+ exp{-i(Xu+av)>qabb(u,v)dudv

and similarly,

(2 it ) 2f  aab ( x , a ) — exp{-i(X+a)u)qab(u)du+ exp<-i(Xu+av)>qaab(u,v)dudv
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For the case of a single time series the idea of higher 

order spectrum was developed by Shiryaev(1960). Tick(1961) considers 

the cross-bispectrum as providing the "frequency response" of a 

quadratic system involving a bivariate ordinary time series. Further 

considerations of the bispectrum of time series with application to a 

variety of real data can be seen in Hasselmann et al(1963), 

Godfrey(1965) and Brillinger and Rosenblatt(1967). Akaike(1966) has 

introduced a new notion of "mixed spectrum" which situates between the 

moment function and the spectrum, and relates the higher order spectra 

to linear theory of ordinary spectrum and cross-spectrum.

Theoretical developements of the higher order spectra in 

the case of point processes have been presented in Brillinger(1972).

6.4.2 ESTIMATION OF THE THIRD ORDER SPECTRUM

Let the point process N(t) be realised in (0,T]. Based 

on the periodograms of 1L 1 disjoint sections of the whole record 

length, T, where T=LR, an estimate of the cross-spectrum fafoc(*-»m ) 

between the components Na ,Njj,Nc of N may be obtained as

L-l
fa b c ^  = — r—  3 ^abc ^ ) (6.4.2)

11 j=0

where Iabc (R )(X,n;j) is the third order periodogram of the jth section

at frequencies X and u, and is given by

xabc^R ^ J J )  “ -----  —  da (R )(X;j)db^R ^(a;j)dc (R )(x+u;j)
( 2 v ) 2 r

where da (R )(*;j), dtj(R )(-;j) and dc(R )(*;j) are the Fourier-Steiltjes 

transforms of the jth section of processes Na ,Nb and Nc , respectively,

and have been defined in Section 4.3.3 of Chapter 4.
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Before we proceed on to the development of the point 

process quadratic model, we illustrate the application of the third 

order cross-spectrum fabc (X,u) in order to demonstrate how this 

parameter may be interpreted in the assessment of third order 

non-linear interactive effects. Figs.6.4.la,b,c give the second order 

auto spectra of three periodic spike trains at frequencies, 

respectively 10 Hz, 13 Hz, and 23 Hz. Figs.6.4.Id,e,f are the 

estimates of pairwise coherences (linear), and clearly suggest no 

significant linear association between any pair of them. Fig.6.4.1g is 

the modulus-squared of the estimated third order cross-spectrum, and 

is based on expression (6.4.2). A large and sharp peak at 

(X,a)=(10,13) Hz reveals that the interaction between the harmonics of 

processes Na and at frequencies, respectively, 10 and 13 Hz affects 

the harmonics of process Nc at frequency 23 Hz, and so the three 

processes are jointly interrelated even though no pair of these is 

linearly related.
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Fig.6.4.1 Illustration of third order frequency domain parameters

a,b,c) Loge of the estimated second order auto-spectra of three
periodic spike trains Na , , and Nc . The horizontal soLid 
lines are the 95% confidence interval at a given frequency 
under the hypothesis that the process is Poisson. 

d,e,f) Estimated pairwise coherences between Na , , and Nc . The 
dotted lines are the upper limits of the approximate 95% 
confidence intervals at a given frequency under the 
hypothesis of zero coherences, 

g) Modulus-squared of the estimate of the third order 
corss-spectrum fabc^x *a )*

)
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6.5 SINGLE-INPUT SINGLE-OUTPUT POINT PROCESS QUADRATIC MODEL

Let N(t)={N^(t).Ngtt)} be a stationary and orderly

bivariate point process, corresponding to Nj being input to the system 

with output N2 . Further suppose that the cumulants up to order-* exist 

and satisfy the condition

|ujl lqk!k2 . . . k*(ul-u2> * ’ ’ Idujdug" -du*.-^

kltk2=l,2 , *=2,3... , j=l,2,■■•,*-1

The linear model discussed in Section 4.5.1 of Chapter 4

may be extended to a quadratic model in order to include the

non-linear terms. To develop a model we proceed as follows:

Suppose that the input process Nj corresponds to two 

events at times uj and u2. In order to take into account the

interaction between these events on the output N2 , the quantity given 

in expression (4.5.1) of Chapter 4 may be extended to

Ml (t) = cc0+<x1(t-u1)+oc1(t-u2)+«2(t-u1 ,t-u2) (6.5.1)

where oc2 ( ' , -) corresponds to the interactive effect of the two events 

on the output.

Similarly, if a number of events occurred at times 

ul,u2 ,*** , (6.5.1) becomes as

Ml (t ) = (t-Ui)+oc1 (t-U2 ) + - • *

+CC2 ( t - U X , t - U 2 ) +oc2 ( t-Ui , t-Ug ) + • • •

+«2 (t-u2 , t-uj) +oc2 (t-u2 , t-u3) + ■ • •

+*•■ (6.5.2)
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Expression (6.5.2) may be written in more compact form as

n x(t) * E{dN2 (t)|N1>

= < x 0+ J o :1 (t-u)dNj (u) + cc2 (t-uf t-v)dNj (u)dNj (v) (6.5.3)

u*v

The function a2(u,v) is called the second order kernel of the system, 

and gives the nonlinear effects of two input events occurring at two 

time instants u and v (see Krausz(1975) for more detail about 

physiological interpretation of this parameter).

Model (6.5.3) has been introduced and discussed in 

Brillinger(1975c).

6.5.1 SOLUTION OF THE MODEL

In order to solve (6.5.3) for o c q , «^(•) and «2(*'*), it 

is convenient to set it down in an alternative form.

Let dNj'(u)=dNj(uJ-P^du. Model (6.5.3) may now be written as

E{dN2(t)|N1}=s0+ Si(t-u)dNi (u)+ s2 (t-u,t-vJdNj (u)dN^ (v) (6.5.4)

UftV

where the new parameters s q , s-̂ (*). S2(’’*) are connected with the old 

ones through the following relations

«0 = SQ-Pi sj(u)du+P^2 Js2(u,v)dudv
u*v

(6.5.5)

«l(u) = sj(u)-2Pi|s2(u,v)dv (6.5.6)
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oc2 (u,v) = S2 (u, v) (6.5.7)

Now taking expected value of (6.5.4) with respect to Nj,

we obtain

p2 55 s0+ s2 (utv)q11(u-v)dudv 
u#v

(6.5.8)

Multiplying (6.5.4) by dN^ (t-w) and taking expected 

value, we obtain

Q2l(w) = Sj(t-u) (u-t+wJ+sfu-t+wJPj du

+ 

u*v

S 2 (t"U,t-v) q m  (u-t+w, v-t+w)+6(u-t+w)Qn (v-t+w)

+6(v-t+w)q11(u-v) dudvU-V)j.

= P1s1(w)+ s1(w-u)q11(u)du+ s2 (w-u,w-v)qjj2(u,v)dudv 
u*v

|s2 (w, w-ujq-^ j (u)du+ s2(w-u,w)q^^(u)du (6.5.9)

Multiplying (6.5.4) by dNj'ft-w) and dNi’(t-s) and 

taking expected value with respect to Nj, we get
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q2ll(s,s-w)+P2q n ( s-w) =

S0Ĉ 11 (s-w) +Js2 (t-u) qill(u-t+s,s-w)+6(u-t+w)qn(s-w)

+6 (u-t+s)q11(s-w) du+ s2(t-u,t-v) qilll(u-t+s,v-t+s,s-w)

+6 (v-t+w) q11;1 (u-t+s,s-wj+stu-t+sjq^i(v-t+s,s-w)

+6 (v-t+s)q111(u-t+s,s-w)+6 (u-t+w)6 ( v-t+s )q1;1 (u-t+s)

+6 {v-t+w)6 (u-t+s)q11(s-w)+q11(u-v)q11 (s-w)+q1;l (u-t+w)q1;L (v-t+s) 

+P^6 (v-t+s )q1;1 (u-t+wO+P^sfu-t+wJqu (v-t+s)+P226 (u-t+w)6 (v-t+s)

+qil(v~t+w)q^i(u-t+s)+Pj6(u-t+s iqjj(v-t+w)+Pj6(v-t+w)q^j(u-t+s)

P}26(v-t+w)6 (u-t+s) dudv

Substituting the value of sq from (6.5.8) and simplifying, we obtain

q211(s,s-w) si(s-u)q11i(u,s-w)du+s1(w)q11(s-w)+s1(s)q11(s-w)

s2(s-u, s - v ) q m i  (u,v,s-v)dudv+ 
u*v

s2 (w,s-u)q111(u,s-w)du

s2 (s-u,w)q11:1(u,s-w)du+ s2(sts-u)q2n  (u, s-w)du

+ s2(s-u,s)qm(u,s-w)du+ s2 (w-u,s-v)q^(u)q^ (v)dudv

u*v
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+2s2 (w,s)q11(s-w)+jjs2(s-v,w-u)q11(u)q11(v)dudv
U * V

+P1Js2(w-u,s)q11(u)du+P1 s2(w,s-u)q11(u)du

s2(wts-u)q11(u)du+P1 s2(s .w-ujq-^tujdu

+Pl s2(s-u>w)q11(u)du+P12s2 (w,s)+P12s2 (s,w)

Setting s-w=t and since s2 (u,v)=s2(v,u), we have

q2i1(s,t) = s1 (s-t)q11(t)+s1(s)q11(t)+ s1(s-u)q111(u,t)du

s2(s-uts-v)q1111(u,v,t)dudv+2 
u*v

s2 (s-t,S”U)q111(u,t)du

+2 s2(s,s-u)q111(u,t)du+2 s2(s-t-u,s-vjq^j(u)q11(v)dudv 
u#v

+2PJ s2 (8-t-u,s)q11(u)du+2s2(s-tls)q11(t)

+2P! s2 (s-u>s-t)q11(u)du+2P12s2(s-t,s) (6.5.10)

From equations (6.5.8)-(6.5,10), it is not all apparent how one can
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solve these for so, si(*)» and s2 (•,*)• However, if we Nj is chosen to 

be a Poisson process for which all the cumulants of order 2 or greater 

are identically zero, the system may be identified simply by

s0 = (6.5.11)

si(u) = q2i(u)/P1 (6.5.12)

s2(u,v) = q2n ( u tu-v)/2P12 (6.5.13)



6.5.2 MEAN SQUARED ERROR OF THE MODEL

For the mean squared error of the quadratic model 

(6.5.4), we define the following process with stationary increments

- M
de(t)=dN2 (t)- s0+ s-^t-uJdNj ' (u) + s2(t-u, t-vJdN-^' (u)dNj ' (v)

UrfV

dt

where ECdNj'tt)] = E[de(t)] = 0

The cumulant density of process e(t) at two time instants t and t' is 

defined as

qe€(t-t1)dtdt' = E[de(t)de(t')]-ECde {t)]ECde(t')]

=E dN2(t)- s q+ Sj (t-u)dNj1(u)+ s2 (t-u,t-vJdNj1(u)dN2 '(v) dt

fdN2(t ' ) Sfl + Sj(t1-uJdN!I(u)+ s2(t1-u,t'-v)dNj'(u)dNj1(v)jdt1|

E|dN2(t)dN2 (t') J - s 0 E dN2(t ')|dt-jsj(t-u)EjdN2(t'Jd^' (u) dt

s2(t-u,t-v)EjdN2(t1)dNj1(u)dNj1(v) dt

-s0E|dN2 (t) dt'+s02dtdt'+s0|sj(t-u)E dNj'(u)Jdtdt'

+s0 s2(t-u,t-v)E dN^1(uJdNj'(v) dtdt1



Sj(t-ujsj(t'-w)E dNj'(u)dN2 '(w)Jdtdt1

| s^t'-wJs^t-u.t-vjEjdN!' (wJdNi' (u)dNi (v) Jdtdt

s2(t’-u,t1-v)E dN2(t)dN1 ' {uJdN-ĵ ' (v) dtdt

+s0 s2 (t'-u,t'-vjEjdNj'(u)dNi’(v) dtdt

Sj(t-w)s2(t1-u,t*-v)E dN- (w)dN]_' (u)dNi' (v)jdtdt

[[s2(t-u,t-v)s2 (t'-w,t1-s) ECdNi* (u)dNi1 (vJdNi* (wJdNjL1 (s)]

-ECdNi' ( u ) m 1 l (vJDECdNi1 (wJdNj' (s)]

-ECdNi'(u)dN^'(w)DECdNj'(v)dN^1(s)]

-£[<%' (vJdN-L1 (w) DECdNj 1 (uJdNj1 (s)]

■jECdN! ' (u)dN^ ' (v) HECdN^ 1 (w)dNj * (s) 3

+E[dN1 l(uJdNj'(w)HECdN^'(v)dNj1(s)]

+E[dNj 1 (v) dN2 1 (w) DECdNj' (lOdl^1 (s)3
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flee(t~t1)

P22(t-t') + 6(t-t')P2 + S0P2 - s1 (t-u)q2j(t1-u)du

s2 (t-u,t-v) P2H (t '-u,u-v)-pip2i(t '-u)-P1P21(t ’-v)+P2Pi2 dudv

S0P2 + s02 + s0 s2 (t-u,t-vjq-^(u-v)dudv

sj(t-u)Sj(t1-w) q1;1 (u-w)+6(u-w)Pi dwdu

sj(t' -w)s2 (t-uft-v) jqj ̂ (w-v^-vJ+dtw-uJq-Q (u-v)

+6(w-v)q^^(u-v)jdudvdw

s2 (t'-u,t'-v) p211^t_u * u-v)~plp21(t-u)~plp21(t-v)+P2pi^ dudv'

s0 s2 (t1-u,t'-vJqjj(u-v)dudv

f] Sj(t-w)s2 (t'-u,t'-v) q^11(w-v,u-v)+6(w-u)qj j(w-v)

+6(«”V)qj](w-u) dudvdw

s2 (t-u,t-v)s2 (t'-w,t1-s) qnii(u-s,v-s,w-s)

+6(u-w)q^11 (v-s , w-s)+6(v-w)qui (u-s,w-s)+6{u-s)qjn(v-s ,w-s)
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+6(v-s)q111 (u-s .w-sj+sfu-wjstv-sjq^-^tu-sj+dtv-w) (6(u-s)q1:l (w-s) J 

+|qil(u-v )Qll(w-s)+[q11(u-w)+6(u-w)P13Cq11(v-s)+6(v-s)P13

+Cq1l(v-w)+6(v-w)P1]Cq11(u-s)+6(u-s)P1] dsdwdudv

Substituting the value of s0 from (6.5.8), and simplifying, we obtain

qee(t-t') = q22(t-t,)+6(t-t')P2 sj(t-u)q2i(t1~u)du

S2(t-u, t-v)q211(t '-u,u-v)dudv - sx(t'-u)q21(t—u)du

si(t-u)sj(t'-wJqjj(u-w)dudw + Pj S!(t-u)s^(t1-u)du

si (t 1-w)s 2(t-u,t-v)q111(w-v,u-v)dudvdw

+ 2 si (t' -u)s2 (t-u, t-v)q-j, j (u-v)dudv

- JJs2(t1-u.t'-v)q211(t-u,u-v)dudv

s-̂ (t-w)s2(t' -u, t 1 -v)qi1;l (w-v,u-v)dudvdw

+ 2 Sj(t-u)s2(t1-u,t'-v)qjj(u-v)dudv
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jjjjs2(t-u . t~v)s2(t1 -w, t 1 - s ) q m i  (u-s , v-s,w-s)dsdudvdw

+ 4 s2(t-u, t-v)s2 (t'-u, t ’ -w)q1;11(v-w,u-w)dudvdw

+ 2 s 2(t-u,t-v)s 2(t 1-u f t 1-v)qj j(u-v)dudv

ra
s2 (t-u, t-v) s2 (t ’ -w, t 1 -s) q-̂  j (u-v) q-^ (w-s) dsdudvdw

+ 2 s2 (t-u,t-v)s2 (t '-w,t '-s)q^ ̂ (u-w)q u (v-s)dsdudvdw

+ 2P- (t—u 11—v )s g(t * —w ,t 1—v )q^j(u-w)dudvdw

+ 2Pi |s2(t-ut t-v)s2(t '-u,t'-w)q1:l(v-w)dudvdw

+ 2Pa2 s2(t-u,t-v)s2 (t1-v,t1-u)dudv

Above result holds in the case N^(t) being a general stationary point 

process. However, if N^(t) is is taken to be Poisson process for which 

the cumulants of order 2 or greater are identically zero, above 

expression reduces to

qee(t-t1)

= q22(t-t1)+6(t-t1)P2 s1 (t-u)q21(t'-u)du - P2 sj(t'-u)q2i(t-u)du

+ P - s-^(t-u)sj(t'-u)du - s 2(t-u,t-v)q211(t '-u,v-u)dudv
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-Is2{t '-u,t '-v)q21i(t-u,u-v)dudv

+ 2Pi2 s2 (t-u t t-v)s2(t '-u,t '-v)dudv (6.5.13)

Substitution of the values of s1(i) and s2(-,-) into expression 

(6.5.13) from (6.5.ll)-(6.5.12), and a further simplification leads to

qee(t-t') = q22(t-t')+6(t-t')P2 - _-JLJq21(t-u)q21(t'-uPi J )du

Pl2 ^211(^ v_u)q2H(t-u,v-u)dudv

Setting t-t'=w, we have

qee(w) = q22(w)+6(w)P2 - — -— fq2i(«+v)q21(v)dv
P1 •>

2Pa'
q211(w+u,v)q211(u,v)dudv

= q22^w)+6(w)p2 ~
2ir

Pi tf21 <X1 ) l^xpf-iX-jwJdX-L

( 277-) 2
2Pi2 J lf2 l l ( M > x2) l2exp(-ix1w)dx1dx2 (6.5.14)

where f2i(Xj) is the cross spectrum of N2 and N-j at frequency X^ and 

f2n ( xi»x2) the cross-bispectrum of output N2 and input at 

frequencies x^ and X2 , and has been discussed in Section 6.4.1
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Now taking the Fourier transform of (6.5.14), we obtain

f e e ( X)  = f 2 2 ( x )
(Pi/217) 2(Pi/2ir)2 J lf21l(_x*tl) t2da

or

W x) = f 22 (x)
|fl2(x)l2 1
(Pi/277) 2(Pi/2i7)2

1^112 (x~^ i f-0 l2du

=  f 2 2 ( X )
fl2<x)l2

_(Pi/2T7)f22(x) 2(Pi/2t7)2f22(X)|lf112(x~^^) I 2du

Since Ni is Poisson, i.e., Pn (x) = Pi/2i7 -® c x l «>, we can write 

the above expression as

fee(x) ~ f22(x) 1 - Quad. Coh.(X) (6.5.15)

where

Quad. Coh.(x) = iRi2(x)12 + ---------------- If112(x-^ » 12du
2(Pi/277)2f22(X)J

(6.5.16)

The second term on the righ hand side of (6.5.16), may be called as 

the quadratic component of the quadratic coherence at frequency X, 

gives a measure of the amount of quadratic effect the input Ni has on 

the output N2 at that frequency.
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The inequality 0 £ fee(x) * ^22(x) suggests that

0 £ Quad. Coh.(X) £ 1

which implies that fe€(x) at frequency X will tend to zero as the 

quadratic coherence at that frequency tends to 1. Thus the quadratic 

coherence provides a measure of quadratic predictability of the output 

process N2 from the input Nj.

Further, by analogy with the ordinary regression theory 

(i.e., fitting a second degree polynomial of Y on X ; e.g. Draper and 

Smith, 1981), expression (6.5.15) may be seen to be analogous with

R2 = (Pyx)2 + (Pyxz.x)2{1-(pyx)2} (6.5.17)

where (pyXz.x)2 represents the quadratic contribution to the multiple

correlation (R2) allowing for the linear contribution.

6.5.3 ESTIMATION OF THE QUADRATIC COHERENCE

Based on the disjoint sections of the entire record,, an

estimate of the quadratic component of the quadratic coherence, given 
by

Q.Comp.(X) =
2(P!/2,r)2p22(X) QJ

o
|f112(x-u,u)I2dn

where 0 is the Nyquist frequency ( Hung et al, 1979), may be obtained 

by

x R/2
Q.Comp.(T )(Xj)  -------------------  (Xj-Wk.«k)I2 (6.5.18)

2(P1/2ir)2p22(Xj)R g=1

for j = 0, 1, , (R/2 )-l. R is the record length of each section.

fll2^ ^ ( ‘.') is the estimate of f n 2 (‘>‘)» and has been discussed in 

Section (6.4.2). R is the record length of each section.
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The significance of the quadratic effects that the input 

has on the output may be assessed by constructing an asymptotic 

confidence interval for the estimate of the quadratic component of the 

quadratic coherence under the hypothesis of zero quadratic effects.

The construction of such interval requires an estimate 

of the variance of this estimate, and consequently this requires the 

development of second order properties of this estimate and its null 

distribution. An alternative possible way of constructing such 

interval may, however, be based on simulations.

6.5.4 APPLICATIONS

Figs.6.5.1 and 6.5.2 illustrate the application of the 

quadratic coherence of the la discharge with the static gamma inputs, 

and 2^s• Before computing expression (6.5.18), the estimate 

fll2 T̂ ^(x »p) is further smoothed with a two dimensional smoothing 

scheme of the following form

+1 +1
fll2^T)(xj = 5 ^ aimf112( T ) ,Pk+m) (6.5.19)

JN-1 m=-l

for Xj = (2ttj)/R, nk=(27rk)/R j ,k=l, 2, * * ■ (R/2), R being the length of

each disjoint segment. The weights a's satisfiy the condition 

EEajjm=l ,

Fig.6.5.la gives an estimate of the quadratic component, 

based on estimate (6.5.19), of the quadratic coherence of two 

independent Poisson processes. Fig.6.5.lb correspond to the linear 

coherence of the la discharge with the static gamma input, i7s - The 

horizontal dotted line in the figure gives the upper limit of the 

approximate 95% confidence interval for the coherence under the 

hypothesis that the two processes are independent. Fig.6.5.1c gives 

the estimate of quadratic component of the quadratic coherence of the
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Fig.6.5.1 Application of the quadratic coherence

a) Estimated quadratic component of the quadratic coherence 
between two independent Poisson processes

b) Estimated linear coherence of the la discharge with the static 
gamma input, j7s . The dotted line gives the upper limit of the 
approximate 95* confidence interval for the coherence under the 
hypothesis that the two processes are independent

c) Estimated quadratic component of the quadratic coherence of 
the la discharge with the static gamma input, jys
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Ia discharge with the static gamma input, iys , and clearly suggests 

(compared with Fig.6.5.la) the presence of quadratic effects that the 

static gamma input, j7s , has on the la discharge at roughly the same 

frequencies where the linear coherence is significantly non-zero.

Fig.6.5.2 gives similar estimates as given by Fig.6.5.1 

of the la discharge and the second static gamma input, 2ys- 

Fig.6.5.2.a is the quadratic component of the quadratic coherence of 

two independent Poisson processes. Fig.6.5.2b corresponds to the 

linear coherence of the la discharge with 27s» •and Fig.6.5.2.c 

represents the estimate of the quadratic component of the quadratic 

coherence of the la discharge with the 2nd static gamma input, 2?s- 

The peaks at low frequencies indicate possible significant quadratic 

effects of the 2ys on to the *a discharge.

The above results confirm the previous conclusions about 

the presence of non-linear features in the muscle spindle, obtained 

from Figs.6.2.4 and 6.2.5b. Further, a comparison of the Fig.6.5.1c 

with Fig. 6.5.2c reveals that quadratic effects of ±y s on the la 

discharge are relatively stronger than that of the 27s on the *a 

discharge as compared to the correponding linear coherences.
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Fig.6.5.2 Application of the quadratic coherence

a) Estimated quadratic component of the quadratic coherence 
between two independent Poisson processes

b) Estimated linear coherence of the la discharge with the static 
gamma input, 2yS ’ The dotted line gives the upper limit of the 
approximate 95* confidence interval for the coherence under the 
hypothesis that the two processes are independent

c) Estimated quadratic component of the quadratic coherence of 
the la discharge with the static gamma input, 2*s
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6.6 TWO-INPUTS SINGLE OUTPUT POINT PROCESS QUADRATIC MODEL

The quadratic model discussed in the previous section 

may easily be extended to a more complicated model in order to include 

one more input point process. The idea to develop such a model is to 

study the non-linear (quadratic) effects that both static gamma inputs 

jointly have on to the la discharge. Accounting for the interactive 

effects between the inputs and M2 , a quadratic model relating the 

output, N, to both inputs may be written as

E{dN(t)|M1(M2) Sq + sj(t-uJdMj'(w) + S2(t-w)dM2 1(w)

S1 1 t - v ) d M i 1(u)dM2 '(v) + s22(t-u,t-v)dM2 1(u)dM2 '(v)

s12*(t-u,t-v)dMi'(u)dM2 '(v)Jdt u*v (6.6.J)

where s12*(*,-) = s2i*(*,*) = s^2{*,*) + s21(*,*) represents the

effects of the interactions between the two inputs on the output 

(Marmarelis, 1975).
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6.6.1 SOLUTION OF THE MODEL

Following the same procedure used to solve the model 

(6.5.3), the solution of (6.6.1) for s q , s ^-), s2 (*), sut',*), 

s22('»'). and S12* ('> ') maV be obtained as under:-

Take the expected value of (6.6.1) with respect to 

and M2 to obtain

pN = s0 + sn(u,v)qMlMl(u-v)dudv + s 22(u ,v )qM2M2 (u_v)dudv

s12*(u -v)qM1M2 (u_v)dudv (6.6.2)

Now multiplying (6.6.1) by dMj’ft-w) and taking the 

expected values with respect to and M2, we obtain

Sjft-u) (u-t+w)+6(u-t+w) du+ s2 (t-u)dM2Mi(u-t+w)du

sn (t-uft-v) ^ M i M i  (u-t+w, v-t+w) +6(u-t+w) ( v-t+w)

+6(v-t+w)qMlMl(u-v) dudv

s22(t_u,t-v)Qm 2M2M i (u-t+w,v-t+w)dudv

si2*(^_u't-v) (v-t+w,u-t+w)+6(u-t+w)qM2Ml(v-u) dudv
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A further simplification reduces the above expression to

= pMisl(w) + s2 (w-u)qM2Ml(u)du

S11 (u * v)dud + 2 s11(w)w-u)qMlM1(u)du

s22(w-ufw-v)qM2MaMl(u,v)dudv + s j2* (w-u,w-v)qj^MiMi(v ,u )dudv

s12*(w,w-v)qM2Ml(v)dv (6.6.3)

Similarly, multiplying (6.6.1) by dM2 ’(t-w) and taking the expected 

values with respect of Mj and M2 , we obtain

<3NM2(W) = s1 (w-u)qMlM2(u)du +s 2 (w )PM2+ s2(w-u)qM2M2(w-u)du

s11(w-ulw-v)qMlM1M2(u>v)dudv + s22(w-u,w-v)qM2M2M 2 <u >v )dudv

+ 2 s22(w,w-v)qM2M2(v)dv + s 12* (w-u, w- v ) (u •v )dudv

s12*(w-u,w)qMlM2(u)du (6.6.4)
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Now multiplying (6.6.1) by dMj1(t-w)dMi'(t-s); w*s, and 

taking the expected values with respect of and M2 , we have

QnMiM! (s , s- w) +Pn«3m1Mi (s ~w)

s1(t-u) (u-t+s»s-w)+6(u-t+w)qj^jj^ (s-w)

+6(u-t+s)qMlMl(s-w) du + s2(t-u)dMgMjM!(u-t+s,s-w)du

s11(t-u,t-v) (u-t+s,v-t+s,s-w)

+6(u-t+w)qMlM lMl(u-t+s,s-w)+6(v-t+w)qMlMlMl(u-t+s,s-w)

+6(u-t+s)qMlMlMl(v-t+s,s-w)+6(v-t+s)qMlMlMl(u-t+s,s-w)

+6(u-t+w)6(v-t+s)Qm 1M1(u-t+s)+6(v-t+w)6(u-t+s)qMlMl(s-w)

SMxM! (u“v )̂ MiMx (s"w ) +<lM1M1 (u - t + w ) ( v - t + s )

+PMl6(v-t+s)qMlMl(u-t+w)+PMl6 (u-t+w)qMlMl(v-t+s)

+PMl26(u-t+w)qMlMl(v-t+s)+qMlMl(v-t+w)qMlMl(u-t+s)

+PMl6 (u-t+s)qMlMl(v-t+w)+PMl6(v-t+w)qMlMl(u-t+s)
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+PM126(v-t+w )6(u-t+s)j dudv

s22 (t-u,t-v) (IM2M2M1M1 (u~t+s . v”t+s » s-w) +<3M2M2 ('u_v > ̂ MiMi <s"w )

+̂ M2M1(u"t+w)(3M2Mi(v-t+s)+(3M2Mi(v“t+w)qM2M1(u-t+s) dudv

S12*(t-u,t-v) ^M2MiMjMj(v-t+s,u-t+s,s-w)

+6(u-t+s)qM2MlMl(v-t+s ts-w)+qM2Ml(v-u)qMlMl(s-w)

+(3M2Mi*v_t+w)^MiMi(u“t+s)+PM!6 (u~t+s)^M2M j (v-t+w)

+qMlMi < u-t+w) qM2Ml (v - t + s ) +PMl6 (u-t+w) qjjgMi (v - t + s ) dudv

Substituting «0 , setting s-w=p and simplifying, we obtain

(s > P)

= sx(s-p)qMlMl(p) + s1(s)qMlMl(p) + s1(s-u)qMlMlMl(u,p)du

s2(s-u)qM2MlMl(u,p)du + s!!(s-u,s-v)qMjMjMjMj(u-v > P)dudv

+ 2 s11(s-p,s-u)qMlMlMl(u,p)du + 2 s11(s,s-u)qMlMlMl(u,p)du
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+ 2 s1i(s-p-u,s-v)qMlMl(u)qMlMl(v)dudv

+ 2PMi

- 2pMl

Sn(s-p-u,s)qMlM;L(u)du + 2s22(s-p,s)qMlMl(p)

s1;1(s-u,s-p)qMlMl(u)du + 2PMl2s11(s-prs)

+ 2

s 22(s-u,s-v)QM2M2M1M1(u •v *P)dudv

s22 (s-p-u ,s-v) qMgM;l (u )qi^Mj (v )dudv

812 *(s“u -s"v ) ( v ,u ,P)dudv

Si2*(s,s-v)qM2MlMl(v,p)dv

sj2*(s-u,s-p-v)qM2Ml(v )qMlMl(u)dudv

812* (s~P"U *s_v) (v ) ̂ MiM! (u)dud

pMi

pMi

s12*(s,s-p-v)qM2Ml(v)dv

s12* (S-P » s~v ) (5M2M j (v )dv (6.6.5)
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Similarly, multiplying (6.6.1) by dM2 '(t-w)dM2 '(t-s); s*w, taking 

expected values with respect to amd M2, substituting the value of 

oc0 , and making appropriate changes of variables as made to obtain 

(6.6.5), we get

<lNM2M2(s'p )

= s2(s-p)qM2M2(p) + s2 (s)qM2M2(t) + sl(s-u)qMlM2M2(u,p)du

s2 (s~u)^M2M2M2 (u * P )dudv + sji(s-u,s-v)qM1M1M2M2(u -v > P)dudv

+ 2 S11(S-p-u,s-v )qMlM2(u )qM1M2(v )dudv

s 22 (s_u * s~v ) <lM2M2M2M2 (11 *v ’ P) dudv

+ 2 s22(s-p,s-u)qM2M2M2(u,p)du + 2 s22(s-u,s)qM2M2M2(u,p)du

+ 2s 22(s-p,s )qMgM2 (t ) + 2 s22 ( 8-P-u , s-v) q>i2M2 (u ) clM2M2 <v >dudv

+ 2PM; s22(s-p-u,s)qM2M2(u)du + 2PM2 s22(s-u(S“P)qM2M2(u)du

+ 2PM22s22(s-p,s) + s12 *(s-u,s-v)qM1M2M2M2 (u -v > P )dudv

s12*(S“U,s-p)qMlM2M2(ufp)du + s12*(s-uts)qMlM2M2(u,p)du
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Si2*(s-p-ufs-v)qMlM2(u}qM2M2(v)dudv

+ PM2 Si2*(s-P“U rs)qMlM2(«)du

s12* (s-u t s-p-v) qM2M2 <v > {*M1M2 (u)dudv

+ Pm 2 s12*(s-u,s-p)qMlM2(u)du (6.6.6)

Finally, multiplying (6.6.1) by dM^1(t-w)dM2 '(t-s) and following the 

same steps as used to obtain (6.6.5) and (6.6.6), we have

= s1 (s-p)qMlM2(p) + si(s-u)qMlMlM2 (u,P)du + s2(s)qMlM2(p)

s2 (s-u)qM2MlM2(u,p)du + s!1(S"U.s-v)qMlM1M 1M2(«.v ,P )dudv

+  2 s1i(s~p,s-p-u)qMlM2Ml(utp-s)du

s 11 (s-p-u, s-v) tJMjM! (u ) (JM1M2 (v )dudv

Si1 (s-u,s-p-v)qMlMl(v )qMlM2(u )dudv
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2PMl sn (s-p,s-v)qMlM2(v)dv + s 22(s-u,s-v) (u *v > P )dudv

+ 2 s22(s,s-v )qM2MlM2(v 'P)dv

s22< S"P~U > (u)qM2M2 <v)dudv

s22(s-u,s-p-v)qM2Ml(v )qM2M2 ('u )dudv

+ 2Pm, S22(s,s-v)qM2M1{u)du s12*(s-u,s-v)qMlM2MlM2(u,v,p)dudv

Si2*(s-p,s-v)qMjM2M2(p,v)dv + s12* (s-u, s) qMlMlM2 (u , P)<*u

s12*(s-p,s)qMlM2(t) + s12*(s-p-u,s-v)qMlMl(u)qM2M2(v)dudv

s12*(s-u,s-p-v)qM2Ml(v)qMlM2(u)dudv

+ PM2 Si2*(s-p-u,s)qMlMl(u)du + PMl s12*(s-p,s-v)qM2M2(v)dv

+ pM1pM2s12*(s"P-s) (6.6.7)

From expressions 6.6.2 to 6.6.7 , it is not all clear how to solve 

them for Sq , s^f-), s2(*)> (■ , •) , s22(*.*)> and s12*(•,■). However,

if the inputs and M2 are taken to be independent Poisson processes 

then all the cumulants for the processes Mj and M-j of order two or
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greater will identically be zero, and which lead to reduced 

expressions

pN = s0 (6.6.8)

qNMi<w ) = pMisl(w ) (6.6.9)

<iNM2<w ) = pM2s2(w ) (6.6.10)

(w »u ) = 2PM1sll(w_u'w > (6.6.11)

qNM2M2(w *u) = 2PM2S22(W“U >W ) (6.6.12)

qNMiM2 (w 'u) = pM iPM2s 12*(w-u'w )• (6.6.13)

So the features of a non-linear (quadratic) system with a single 

output point process and two inputs (independent Poisson processes) 

may be identified by making a direct use of expressions

(6.6.8)-(6.6.13).
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6.7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter we have extended the linear point 

process identification procedures discussed in previous chapters to 

the case when the system is assumed to be non-linear.

The main features of this chapter are summarised as

follows;

1. We first introduced and defined certain third order parameters 

in time domain. Their estimation was discussed, and asymptotic 

properties of these estimates were examined.

The large sample properties of these estimates allowed to 

construct approximate asymptotic confidence intervals which 

provided a useful tool in the assessment of any significant 

non-linearities present in the underlying processes. The 

application of these procedures were demonstrated by a number 

of illustrations using first simulated data followed by the 

real data obtained on the muscle spindle. From the example, ■ 

using simulated data, it is clear that the three time domain - 

parameters, the third order product density, conditional 

and cumulant density functions provide different informations 

about the processes under investigation. The use of the product 

density or the conditional density on their own in order to 

assess the third order order non-linear effects could be 

misleading. The cumulant density is the one among these three 

which provides a measure of third order non-linear interactive 

effects of the processes. The results suggested a significant 

non-linear mechanism in the muscle spindles.

2. We further extended the third order (quadratic) time domain 

parameters to order-4 (cubic) in the hope to get more insight 

into the system. The examples, we demonstrated, clearly
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suggested the usefulness of these procedures. These extensions 

will certainly help in further understanding about the 

neuromuscular control system. A difficulty in graphics, and 

consequently in interpreting the figures while going into 

higher dimensions might arise. But in the presence of a 

significant advancement in computers and computer graphics, 

this should not be a big problem. Recent developments in 4-D 

graphics may prove useful techniques in this connection.

3. We have also defined certain higher order parameters in the 

frequency domain, and illustrated by using simulated data 

which showed that in the absence of a linear association the 

processes could still be related in a quadratic fashion.

4. The linear model with single-input single-output point 

process, presented in Chapter 4, was extended to a quadratic 

one which led to the quadratic coherence as a measure of 

quadratic association between the two processes as well as a 

measure of predictability of the output from the input in a - 

quadratic sense. The application of this measure confirmed the 

previous results obtained in the early part of this chapter 

about the non-linear features of the muscle spindle.

5. The final part of this chapter dealt with a non-linear 

system with two inputs and a single output. The model, studied 

in the previous section, was extended to include the second 

input process, and also taking into account the non-linear 

interactions between the two inputs. Under the assumption that 

the inputs are two independent Poisson processes, the model 

led to a simple solution involving the second and third order 

cross-cumulants between the output and inputs.



CHAPTER 7

FUTURE WORK
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We, in the previous chapters, have provided an extensive 

development of statistical, mathematical, and computational procedures 

for treating multivariate point processes, identifying linear systems 

with multiple-input and multiple-output point processes, and measuring 

the association and timing relation between point processes. We also 

have made an attempt to carry out the identification of non-linear 

systems probed with Poisson processes. These procedures and their 

effectiveness have enabled us to answer a wide range of questions 

addressed in Chapter 1. However, there are many situations which arise 

in practice and require a further investigation about the underlying 

processes. For example, the effect of the length change, under 

different conditions of other stimuli, on the sensory discharges from 

the same muscle spindle may be of interest.

The following list sets out several ways in which the 

work of this thesis may be extended.

1. Extend the point process models to include continuous inputs* 

and outputs. This will involve, in part, the definition of 

hybrid parameters, such as covariance and cross-spectrum,

as suggested by Jenkins(1963), between a continuous signal 

and a point process, and a consideration of their estimates 

and their properties.

2. Further investigation of higher order (order-4) cumulants 

and third order spectra and their applications.

3. Investigate the use of Tr{I-B(X))/s and Det{I-B(X)}, 

introduced in Chapter 5, in the analysis of neuronal networks. 

For example, can we determine if a particular neurone belongs 

to a network or if one neuronal network influences another.
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4. Define and estimate partial parameters in the time domain, and 

compare them with the corresponding frequency domain ones, we 

developed and presented in this thesis. For example, partial 

product densities and partial cumulant densities together with 

the partial coherence and partial phase may provide a 

collection of powerful techniques in the assessment of 

connectivities and pattern of communication between the 

nerve cells.

5. Investigate the statistical properties of the estimate of the 

quadratic component of the quadratic coherence and construct 

appropriate confidence intervals for this parameter in order 

to assess the significance of the quadratic effects.

6. The idea of linear partial coherence may be extended to a 

higher order (non-linear) partial coherence. For example, the 

quadratic partial coherence may provide a useful tool in the- 

assessment of connectivities between two nerve cells when they 

are assumed to be influenced by a third one in a quadratic 

fashion. Procedures for its estimation, and for appropriate 

confidence intervals must be developed.



APPENDIX I
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Definition I.l INDECOMPOSABLE PARTITIONS

Consider the following two way table

(1,1)
( 2 , 1 )

( 1, 1)

( 1 , 2 )

( 2 , 2 )

( 1 , 2 )

(l,Jl)

(2 ,J2)

I.l.A

( I . J l )

and a partition P1UP2U-■-UPm

We say that any two sets Pm i and Pm t t of the partition hook if there 

exists (ii»Ji)ePm» and (i2 ,J2 €̂ 1' such that i^=i2 . We say that the 

sets Pjjj, and Pm , i communicate if there exists a sequence of sets

pm' >pm2 » pmj$ ~ pnt

such that Pmn and Pjnn+1 hook for n=l, 2, . . . ,N-1

We say that the partition is indecomposable if all sets communicate. 

Example 1

suppose we have the following 4X4 table

(1,1) (1,2) (1,3) (1,4)

(2,1) (2,2) (2,3) (2,4)

(3,1) (3,2) (3,3) (3,4)

(4,1) (4,2) (4,3) (4,4)

One partition may be written as

<(1,1), (1,2),(2,1)}U{(1,3),(2,2),(3,2),(2,4)}U{(1,4)}U{(2,3),(3,1),(3,4)>
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This partition contains 4 sets

Pj = {(1,1),(1,2),(2,1)}

P2 = {(1,3),(2,2),(3,2),(2,4)}

P3 = <(1.4)}

P4 = {(2,3),(3,1),(3,3),(3,4)}

Now Pj and P2 hook since for (l.lJePj and (l,3)eP2 first elements are

identical. Similarly P2 and P3 hook, but P3 and P4 do not.

Pj and P2 communicate since they hook, and so do P2 and P3 . P3 and P4

also communicate though they do not hook since for the sequence

P3 , pi. P4 ; Pmn and Pmn+1 hook for n=l,2 
Example 2

The partition

(1.1) (1.2) ( W (1.4) (1.5)

(2,1) (2,2) SsU.4) (2,5)

V i T N ^ ( 3 , 2 ) / (3,3) \(3.5)

(4,1) \ ( 4  .2) (4,3) (4,4)/ (4,5)

(5,1) (5 /2? ^ \ ( 5 , 3 ) / "(5.4) (5,5)

is an indecomposable, whereas

(1.1) (1,2) (1,3) / U ,4) (1,5/

(2,1) \(2,2) (2,3)/ (2,4) / f T ^ )

(3,1) (3,2T\ (3,3) (3,4/ (3,5)

(4,1) (4,2)/ X U , 3 ) , / A A ) (4,5)

<57l) (5,2) (5,3) (5,4) (5,5?^

is not.
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Definition 1.2 CUMULANTS

Let Y= {Y ̂ , Y2, • • ' fYr}, where Yk (k=l,'-*,r) are real

or complex, be an r vector-valued random variable which satisfies the 

the condition

E jYk |r ^ co k=l,2, • • • ,r

The joint cumulant of order r, cum{Y^,Y2 ,■••,Yr}, of Y is defined as 

the coefficient of (i)rt4,,,tr in the Taylor series expansion of

loge E[exp{i(Yjt^^‘'*+Yrtr)}] about the origin

and may be given by

cum{Y-L,Y2, • • • ,Yr> = i { - D P - i f p - i ) { E C j i i  Yj3}

where the summation extends over all partitions p=l,*’",r

of the set (1,•••,r )

Cumulants provide measures of the joint statistical 

dependence of random variables and are useful tool for proving 

theorems. Cumulants are also known as semi-invariants (eg. Kendall and 

Stuart, 1958 ; Leonov and Shiryaev, 1959). Some of the properties of 

the cumulants include

i) cumia-^Yj , * * * , arYr) = a4 • • ■ arcum{Yi, • * * ,Yr}

ii) cum{Y]_, • * • , Yr) is symmetric in its arguments

iii) If any subset of (Y]_f'-*,Yr ) is independent of the remaining

Y ’s, then cum(Y4 ,••*,Yr) = 0

iv) For the random variable (Yj , ■ ■ • , Yr , Z)

cum{Y2,*••,Yr_^,Yr+Z) = cum{Yi,•* *,Yr) + cumiY^,•■•,Yr_2,Z)
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v) For some constant c and r=>2

cum{Y1+c,Y2 ,*'•,Yr} * cum{Y1 ,* *•,Yr> 

vi) If the random variables (Yj.-'-.Yp) and are

independent, then 

cum{Y2+Zi,■••,Yr+Zr) = cum{Y^,••■,Yr} + cum{Zi,••*,Zr> 

vii) cum{Yk> = E{Yk> ; k=l,--,r

viii) cum{Yk ,Yk> = var{Yk> ; k=l,*'-,r

ix) cum{Yk ,YJ?) = cov{Yk , Yjj} ; k , J?=l, ■ • * , I

The definition and properties of the cumulants of r 

vector-valued random variables can be found in Brillinger(1981), 

whereas the cumulants of univariate random variables are discussed in 

Kendall and Stuart(1966, Vol.l).

THEOREM I.l

Consider a two way table of random variables

Xij ; i = l,2,•••,1 ; j = l,2,•- *.J*

Consider a set of I random variables

^ iYi = n X-H ; 1=1,2,••*,1 
j = l J

The joint cumulant of Y^ ; i=l,2,***,I is given by

cum{Y1 ,Y2 , • • * , Yj> = ^ cum{Xjj , i , je v1 > • • • cumfX^ j ? i,jevp)
v

where the sum extends over all indecomposable partitions of the table

I.l.A.

Proof:-

This theorem is given in Brillinger(1981) and its proof 

is a particular case of a result given by Leonov and Shiryaev(1959).
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Example

Consider

X 1 1  x 1 2

and define
X21 x22 

Yi-XnX12

y 2=x 21x 22

All indecomposable partitions of (1,1), (1,2), (2,1), (2,2) are

{(1>1) , (1,2),(2,1),(2,2)} , {(1,1)}{(1,2),(2,1),(2,2)} 

{(1,2)X(1,1),(2,1),(2,2)} , { (2,1)}{(1,1) , (1,2) , (2,2)}

{(2,2)}{(1,1),(1,2),(2,1)) , {(1,1),(2,1)>{(1,2),(2,2)>

{(1,1),(2,2)>{(2,1),(1,2)> , {(1,1)>{(2,1)>{{1,2),(2,2)} 

{(1,1)>{(2,2)}{(2,1),(1,2)> , {(1,2)>{(2,2)}{(1,1),(2,1))

{ (1r 2)>{(2,1)){(1,1),(2,2))

Therefore the cumulant of and Y2 is given as

cum{Y^,Y2} = cum{X11,X^2,X2j,X22) + cum{X^^}cum{X^2 ,X2j,X22)

+ cum{X12)cum{X11,X21,X22) + cum{X21}cum{X11,X12,X22)

+ cum{X22}cum{X11,X12,X21) + cum{X^1,X21}cum{X12,X22)

+ cum{X2i,X22}cum{X2j,X12> + cum{Xj^}cum{X2j}cum{Xj2 ,X22) 

+ cum{X11)cum{X22)cum{X2| ,X12>

+ cum{X^2>cum{X22)cum{X1^,X2^}

+ cum{X12>cum{X21)cum{Xj1,X22>
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Definition 1.3

Let N(t)={Nx(t) ,N2(t) > • • • ,Nr (t)}, telR, be an r 

vector-valued point process. Suppose that, for tjft2 ,-,,,t^ real and 

distinct, the product density of order-5 given by

paia2 ... ‘ * '-Uj?)=Lim hl, h2 , * • • ’ hr*0 Pr<Nai event in (*1, ],

Na2 event in (t2 ,t2+h2], and

Najf event in (tJ?,tJ?+hJj]}/h1h2 . . .hjj

(a^, ■ • * ,ajf=l, • • * ,r) exists. Then

E{dNai(t1),---,dNaj?(tii)}

k ^ l  o c - j ^ , . . , , < x k = l
.n 6{«r a i )jev1 J n 5 { a k - a j ) jev.

n t jj—t -j >
jev. pai... ak (Tl-’'’*Tk)dTi '•-dTk

a n d

cum{dNai(t1), • • • ,dNaj?{tjj) >

n 6{<xk - a j >je v , J e v l

^a^ . . . ak (Tl ’ ’ ‘ * *Tk)tprl * * * d^k

where the summation extends over all partitions (vlr---,vk ) of the set 

(l,,,,,5)t and 6{<x}=l if cc=0 and zero otherwise.
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In relation to the product density functions we define 

the cumulant density function, q&1 > aj? (t^ t jj ) as

dai. . • ‘’.t*) = ) 5-1
oc—1

paj(tj);tevoc

with the inverse relation

pai. . .a^l- * ‘ ‘ =
«=1

Qaj(tj)JJevl da-? (^j) i teva

where the summation extends over all partitions (vj,* *'* v«) the se't 

(1» ‘ ‘ » 5)

The above definitions are particular cases of more 

general situations when random interval functions are considered 

(e.g., Brillinger, 1972).
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THEOREM 1.2

Let <Nj(t), ■■■, Nr (t)} be a r vector-valued stationary

point process on (0,T] with , k=l,-**,r the mean Intensity and

, k=l(,,*,r the second order cumulant density function which 

satisfies the condition

|qkJ?(u) jdu ^ ®

Let the periodogram be given by

= -------  dj ^ t ^)  ( x ) d j } t ^ )  ( x )  k , , • * • , r  - ® 2Xz®
2ttT

(I.l)

where

dk (T)( >̂
„T
exp(-iXt)dN^(t)

0
(1 .2 )

then

E<Ikj(T)(X)} = —  2irTJ
‘sin(X-«)T/2-,2

(X-cc)/2
f^j?(a)da + PkPj?

2vT
sinXT/2'

X/2

Proof:-

E<Ik *(T)> =
J

2jtT exp{-i(t-s)X)E{dN^(t)dNjj(s) >

1
2nT

J
exp{-i (t-s) )q^jj(t-s)dtds + PkPi

2itT '

J

0
exp{-i(t-s))dtds
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setting t-s-

E{Iki(T)(X)>

+

1
2ffT

■+

l
2 ttT

4*

l
2ttT

i and s=v, we obtain

2"T-TJ-u

J
exp<-iXu>q^jj(u)dudv+

„T ,T-u
2nT

exp{-iXu}q^^(u)dudv
0

PkPif
2 TT

,T
exp{-i Xu}dudv+-

T -T -u

PkPi?
2ttT ,

rT „T-u
exp{-iXu}dudv

(T+u)exp{-iXu)
CO

|exp{iocu}fj<-jj{«)da|du

2wT QJ
rT
(T-u)exp(-iXu} du

PkPjf
2 ? T _ tJ

„0
(T+u)exp{-ixu}du +

PkPi 
2ttT , (T-u)exp{-iXu}du

J

— CO 0

(T-u)exp{ i (X-<x)u}du+
0

(T-u)exp(-i(X-«)tt>du

PkPif
2trT

(T-u)exp{ixu>du+
nT
(T-u)exp{-iXu}du

0

(T-u)2cos (X-oc)udu
Pk Pi 
2irT",

(T-u)2cosXudu
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E<IkJ!<T >(X)> = ~2ttT (X-cc)
1 -C O S  (X-oc)T

2pkpJ?

2ttTX2 -
1-cosXT

1
S t

” '‘sin(X-a)T/2"2
(X-<x)/2 fkJ?(a)dcc +

pkpJf fslnXT/212
2ttT I X/2

COROLLARY 1.2

Under the assumption of Theorem 1.2 and if

ul|qki(u)ldu^“

then

E<Ikl(T)(X)> = fkl(X) + 0(T-1)

Proof:-

The proof follows similarly as that of Theorem 1.2, and 

by applying Lemma I.l.

Assumption I.l

Let N(t)={N]_(t), • * • ,Nr (t)} be a stationary point process 

satisfying the conditions of (strong) mixing and orderliness, and 

defined on (0,T], Further, suppose that the cumulant density function 

of order i, QRj. . , • ■ ■ , ui„1), exists and satisfies the condition

lujl I Ski. • .k*(ul» * * '>uJf-l)du r  • -duf-i ^ »

for j = l , ; kj,•••,k5=l,*•■,r
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Lemma I.l

Let N(t)={Nj,••*,Nr) be an r vector valued stationary 

point process defined on (0,T] and satisfies the conditions of 

(strong) mixing and orderliness. Further, suppose that the cumulant 

function of order J? exists and satisfies assumption I.l.

Let d k i ^ ( xl)' be ‘t̂ ie Fourier transforms as given

by expression (1.2). Then (Brillinger, 1981; Rigas,1983)

cum{dk l (T) (x2 ), ■ ■ ■ ,dkjJ(T> (Xf i)}

= (2»)1_1A(T ><IXj)fkl  kj_j) + 0(1)

for kj , • ■ • ,kj;=l, * * • ,r; where

T){EXj >
0J

exp{-i(x1+-•*+xi)t}dt
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THEOREM 1.3

Let N(t)“{Nj(t),•■■»Nr (t)} be an r vector-valued 

stationary point process defined on (0,T] with Pkl; k1=l,*--,r the 

mean intensity and ; kj, J?j=l, * * • , r the cumulant function

which satisfies the condition

lu i I ^ k i < u> idu ^

Then for the periodogram given by the expression (I.l), we have

c°v{Iklj?1(T) (x), Ik2i2(T)

-i_||A(T)(X-M)|2fklk2(X)fSlS2(-X)

+ 0(T“'1)

where

a ( T > ( X )  = exp(-iXt)dt

Proof:-

From the definition of the periodogram, and the properties of 

the cumulants

c°v<lkjJti(T) (x) - Ik2«2(T) (m) }

(2wT)
-cumjdkj^^ (X)dJ?1 (T > (-X)(d,2 (T )(*i)dk2<T >(-iO}
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cov{Ik1i1(T )(X),Ik2j?2(T)(y )}

(2irT)2
cum{dkl(T ) (X), (T) (-X) ,d*2(T )(*i) ,dk2<T ) (-/u) >

+cum{dkl T̂ ) (x) >cum{dJ?1 (T ) (-x), dJ?2^  (n) ,dk2(T ) (-n) }

+cum<dJ?1(T ) (-x)}cum{dkl(T ) (x),d*2(T ) (m ), dk2<T > (-y )}

+cum{dk2(T ) (-u) }cum{dkl(T ) (X) ,dJ?1CT > (-x) ,dJ?2(T) (m) }

+cum{d$2 (T ) (m) }cum{dkl<T ) (X) ,djfl(T ) (x), dkg (T ) (~n) }

+cum{dkl(T )(\) ,dk2tT ){^)>cum{dJ?1(T ) ( -x), d*2 (T ) (u))

+cum{dkltT ) (X) td*2(T ) (y) }cum{dJ?1 (T ) (-x) ,dk2(T ) {-n)}

-cum{dkl (T ) (X) }cum{dk2(T ) (-#i) }cum{dJ?1 (-X), dj^ (T ) (ju) >

+cum{dkl (T ) (x) }cum{dj>2 (T) (n) >cum{dJ;1 (T) (—x), dk2 {-y) }

+cum{dJ?1<T ) (-x) >cum{dJ?2 (T) (w) }cum{dkl (T ) (x) t dkg (T ) (-y) >

+cum{dJ?1 (T ) (~x) >cum{dk2(T) (-#1) }cum{dkl tT 5 (x),d_̂ 2 CT ) (m) }
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Substituting the values of the cumulants from lemma 1.1 and 

simplifying, we obtain the required result

cov{Ik:Lj!l(T )(\),Ik2jj2 (T) (u)}

'a(T)( ^ ) [ 2fklk2(M f tlf2(-x)̂ h -T-̂ X^ )'2fkli!2(x)fflk2(-x)40(T-i)rp2 T2

sin(X-u)T/2
T(X-H)72 ^kik2 J?2  ̂^  +

sin(\+ju)T/2
“T(X+uT/2

Assumption 1.2

Let K(«), -00̂ 0:̂ 00, be a real-valued and even function

of bounded variation with

K(<x)d<x=l and |K(cc) | doĉ co
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THEOREM 1.4

Let N(t) be an r vector-valued point process defined on 

(0,TD. Suppose that the cumulants up to order £ exist and satisfy the 

assumption 1.1.

Let fklJ?1(T)(X) be an estimate of the spectrum of the 

processes Nkland Nj^ for k^,£\=1, * *■,r given by

fki*i(T)(x) = KkiJ?!<T) (x-«)Iki^!(T) (a)da

where is the periodogram given by expression 1 .1.

The function defined by

Kk1i1(T)(«) = (b-rJ'^k^^bT-icc)

is called the spectral window with b<p the bandwidth of the estimate, 

and the function KklJ?1(‘) satisfies the assumption 1.2.

Then if b-j-»0 and b<j>T-»<» as T-*», we have

(i) Lim E<fkljf1 (X) }=fkljy1 (X)

and

(ii) Lim ^  bT T cov{fklJ?1 (T) (X) , f k 2 jf2 ( T ) (jtx) >

X~u}fk jk g ( X) f jj2 (-X) + X+U}fk  ̂ (X) f jĵ k g (- x )

2" Kk 1 i -t (P ) Kkg i2 (P ) dp 

where 6{a}=l if a=0 and zero otherwise.
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Proof : -

(i)

*T^(X) ) = (hT)"1 Kki*i[bT 1(X-«)jE{Iklj?1 T̂ ) (<x) }doc

Substituting the value of E{Ik l (T ) (<x) } from Corollary 1.2

E<fk1J1 (T)(=')> = ( M ' 1 Kkil1 [bT'1( ^ “ )]fk1ii(ct)da + OfbT-iT-1)

- (bT ) * Ekji (X-pbf)b>pd|3 + 0(bx M

Under the limiting conditions of bj-^0, bxT-»« as T-^, above expression 

reduces to the required result, i.e.,

Lim E{fklJ?1(T ) (X)} = fklj?1(X) ; ^ , i ^ l , • • * , r

(ii)

cov{fkli?1(T ) (X). fk2J?2(T) }

=bT 2 1 (x"al)]Kk2J?2 [bT 1 (̂ -<x2)]

cov< Iki^ (T) (*1) > xk2i2 (T) (<*2} } d«1doc2



- 2 8 2 -

From Theorem 1.3, it implies that

C°v {fklJ?1 (T > (X)-fk2^2(T) (m)>

=bT - 2 Kki*i[bT 1 (X-«i)]kk2jjg jVf 1(^-«2)j

sin(cc^-cc2)T/2
T(cĉ -«2)/2

t 2
fk2k2 ('0C1)f *1*2 (_<X1J docldoc2

+bT 2 Kki J?i [bT 1(x~0Cl)]Kk2j?2[bT 1 (m -cc2)]

sin(<x1+ot2)T/2 
T t«i+oc2 ) /2 fk!<2(al>f«lk2(-«2)+0(T-1)+0(bT-2T-2 )

Setting p1=b'p l(k-ocj), P2=oci“a2 *n the first term ; and P ^ b j  d{\-txj},

P2=0<:i+«2 bbe second term of the above expression, we obtain,

cov{fklJ?1(T ) (x),fk2*2<T ) (m )>

- 1 t _ 2=bT-1T KkfJ?i [pl]Kk2£2 [bT 1(^"'X+p2 )+Pij
I2
fkik2 (X-bTPi) f a 1 *2 (-\+bT01) dp1dp2



+bT_1T- 1t“2 Kki J?l [^l]Kk2i?2 [bT 1 (m +^-^2 )

sinj32T/2
1$£7T ^ki42^x-pll)T)fiik2^-x+plbT)+°(T 1)+0(bT 2T 2)

Now as T-*», sinjSoT/2 -> 6(|32) (Papoulis,1962), and we have

Lim T^m bTT cov{fkl£l(T )(X),fk2£2(T )(m )}

= 2 it Kkl*l [Pl]Kk2̂ 2 [̂ l]5̂ X ** ̂ 2^^2)^kjk2^X^ *1*2̂  MdPid02

+ 2ir Kk i [ pl]Kk2J?2 [pl^]6^x+y_p2)6^ 2 ) fki42^X^f J?lk2^_X^dPldP2

or

Lim t^oq bTT cov{fklJ?1(T ) (X) ,fk2jj2 (T) (M )}

6{X-M>fklk2(X)f £iJ?2 (-X) + 6{X+y>fkl_C2(X)f£lk2(~X)

2 IT
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In the case that the same window (taper), k (t )(-)> is used then the 

above expression is further reduced to

Lim T^„ bTT cov{fkl<;1 (T ) (\) ,fk2j2(T ) (u) }

0<x-**>fk1k2 <x >f*1*2 <-x ) + 6<x+M>fk1l!2(x)fi1k2(-x > 2 n K2 (p)df3



THEOREM 1.5

Let N(t)={Np, ^2. •**, Nr) be an r-vector valued

stationary point process satisfying the conditions of (strong) mixing 

and orderliness. Let Qkpk2 * .k$(U1 »u2 * *•■*ui-l) order

cumulant density function satisfying assumption 1.1 

Further, suppose that the estimate of the coherence 1Rab(x) Î  

frequency X (a,b=Np, N2, ***, Nr) is given by

where K{ • ) satisfies the assumption 1.2. The parameter b-p is the 

bandwidth of the estimate. Then the estimates Ra b ^ ( x)’ x*0 ’ 

(a,b=Np,N2 ,••’tNr) given by expression (1.3) are asymptotically 

jointly normal with

Rabm (x) = ___________________
Cfaa(T )(X)fbb(T)(X) ^

(1.3)

where

fab^T ^(x ) = k (t )(X-«)Iab(T )(«)d<x (1.4)

The function k (T)(>) is the spectral window with

— b (b-p <̂x)

E{Rab<T )(X)> = * W X) + 0(bT) + 0 ( b T ~ 1 1 ~ 1 ) (1.5)

cov{Rab(T )(X),RC(j(t )(x)} RacRdb ^RdcEacEcb ^Rdc^adEdb

^RabRacEda ^RabRbcEdb + ^RabRdc^ac^ca

^RabRdcRadRda + ^RabRdcEbcRcb

+ XRahRdcRhdRdh (bpT) 1 2 n K2 (<x)d« + 0(bT 2T 2 ) (1.6)

P r o o f T h e  proof of this Theorem can be seen in Brillinger(1981)
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THEOREM 1.6

Let N(t) be an r-vector valued point process. Further, 

let the estimate of the coherence |Raf o ( x ) a t  frequency X be given by

|fab(T)<>OI2
lRa b (T) (*-) 12 =

faa (T)( M f b b (T)<M
X*0 (1.7)

where the spectral estimate fab ^ ( X )  is given by expression (1.4) 

Under the conditions of Theorem 1.5, we have

E{|Rab (T)(>OI2 > = |Rab<x >l2 + °<bT> + 0(bT - l T - D

cov{|Rab(T )(x)|2 ,|Rcd<T >(x)|2} - RabRdcRbdRca + RbaRdcRadRcb

+ R abR cdR bcRda + R baR cdR acRdb

1R cdI^jR abR bdR da+RabR bcR ca+RbaR adR db+RbaR acR cb

!Rab i ̂ |R dcRbdR cd+RdcR adR ca+RcdR bcR db+RcdR acR da

+ IRabI^IRcdI^' 1Rb d I I Rbc! IR a d I I RacI^

+ 0{bT“2T“2)

2tt K 2  ( o c )  d o c  ( b " p T )

var<|Rab <T)(>0 l2 > - |Rabl2 1 - IR a b12 4 IT K2 (a)da(bTT)_1 + 0(bT~2T~2 )

where the dependence on X on the right hand side of the above 

equations has been suppressed for convenience.

Proof: -

From Theorem 1.1, and the asymptotic normality of Rab ^  

(a,b=Ni,N2 ,■*•,Nr), it follows that
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cov{ lRab^T ) |2 , |Rcd (Th 2 > = cum{ |Rab^T ) I2 , |Rcd tTM 2 >

= cum{Rab(T )Rba<T )tRcd*T)Rdc(T)>

= cum{Rab(T ),RcdtT))cmn{Rba(T ),RdctT)>

+. cum{Rab<T )fRdc(T ))cum{Rba(T ),Rcd (T)>

+ cum{Rab(T)}cum{Rdc ^T^}cmn{Rba(T),Rcd ^  >

+ cum{Rba(T ))cum{Rdc(Tbcum{Rab(T ) ,Rcd^T b  

+ cum<Rab T̂ )}cum{Rcd^T bcuin{Rba(T) ,Rdc*T *>

+ cum{Rba(T ) }cum<Rcd^T bcum{RabtT ) ,Rdc^ >

Now from the properties of the cumulants (Definition 1.2), we have

COV< |Rab(TM 2 . |Rcd^T) I 2 )  = Cov{Rab(T ) ,Rdc(T ))cov{Rba(T ) ,Rcd<T )}

+ cov{Rab(T ),Rcd<T ))cov{Rba<T ),Rdc(T)}

+ E{Rab(T)>E{Rdc<T)}Cov{Rba<T),Rdc(T))

+ E{Rba(T)}E{Rdc(T)}cov{Ra b (T),Rdc<T > >

+ E{Ra b (T)}E{Rc d (T)}cov<Rb a (T)iRcd(T)}

+ E{Rba(T >}E{Rcd(T )}cov<Rab(T >,Rcd<T )>

Substituting the expected values and the covariances from expressions 

(1.5) and (1.6) into above equation.

cov{Rab(T ),Rdc(T)> = RadRcb ^RcdRadRdb ^RcdRacRcb ^RabRadRca 

^RabRbdRcb+^RacRcdRadRda+J<RabRcdRbdRca

+ ̂ RabRcdRbdRdb+ ̂RabRcdRbcRcb 

+0(bT“2T-2)

2ir K2 (ccJdocfb-pT)-1

= 4i0(bT-1T-1)+0(bT-2T“2) (say) (1.8)
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cov{!Rab (T^I2 .iRcdtT)12>

Ai0(bT-1T“1)+0(bT-2T“2}

A30{bT'~lrr-1 )+0(bT-2rr-2 )

^20(bT_1T“1)+0(bT“2T''2)j

-440(bT~1T“1)+0(bT“2T“2)j

Rab+0(bx )+0(bx *) Rdc+® (bT)+0(bi> ^)

Rba+0(bx )+0(bx Rdc+0 (bX )+0(bx

Rab+O(bx )+0(bx ^) RQd+0 (bx )+0(bx

Rba+°(bx ) +0(bx 1T *) Rcd+0(bx)+0(bx -̂)

AJ0(bx“1T~1)+0(bT~2T~2)

^20(bT“1T~1)+0(bT_2T-2 )|

AJ0(bx~1T":l)+0(bT~2T_2)j

where A 2 ,Aj,... have the similar definition as Aj in (1.8). A further 

simplification of the above expression produces

cov{|Rab (T)12 »lRcd(T)I2) = RabRdc'44+RbaRdc<41 +RabRcd'42

Rba^cd^J 2 tt K2 (cc) doc (bxT)  ̂ + 0 (bx 2T 2)

Substitution of the values of A j , a 2 etc. gives 

cov{lRab(T)i2f |Rcd(T)J2) = ,RabRdQRbdRca-^RabiRcdI2RbdRda

^Rab1RcdI2RbcRca 1RabI2RdcRbdRc~^lRab12RdcRadRca

+ «!Rabl2 |Rcdl2 |Rbcl2+«iRabl2 lRcdl2 |Rbdl2

+ ^IRabI 2 IRcd12 IRad12+^IRabI 2 IRcd12 IRac12

RbaRdcRadRcb ^RbalRcdI2RadRdb ^RbalRcdI2RacRcb

^IRabI2RdcRadRca ^IRabI2RdcRbdRcb
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+ « IRab12 1Rcd12 I Rad 12+«IRab12 1^cd12 1̂ ac12 

+ ^lRabI2 lRcdI2 IRbd12+^ IRabI2 lRcdI2 lRbcI2 

+ RabRcdRbcRda-}6RabIRcd12RbcRca-^RabIRcd i 2RbdRda 

)k | Rab 12RcdRbcRdb-^ I Rab 12RcdRacRda 

+ J< | Rab | 2 (RC(j | 2 I Rbc | 2+K | Rab | 2 | Rq(J | 2 | Rb(j | 2

+ ^IRab12 t Rcd12 IRac12+^ 1Rab12 IRcd12 IRad t2 

+ RbaRcdRacRdb~^Rba I Rcd12RacRcb“^Rba i Rcd12RadRdb

^ I Ra b I2RcdRacRda ^ I Rab I2RcdRbcRdb

+ ^ I Rab12 IRcd12 IRa c i2+^ !Rab12 1Rcd12 IRad12 

+ ^ lRab I 2 lRcd 12 lRbc I 2+^ lRab 12 lRcd 12 lRbd 12 K2(a)d«(bxT) 

+ 0(bx -2T- 2 )

-1

A further little algebraic manipulation leads to the required result

cov{|Rab(T> |2 , |R cd*T ) l 2> = RabRdcRbdRca+RbaRdcRadRcb

+ RabRcdRbcRda + RbaRcdRacRdb

lRcd121RabRbdRda+RabRbcRca+RbaRadRdb+RbaRacRcb

" lRabI 2 RdcRbdRcb+RdcRadRca+RcdRbcRdb+RcdRacRda

IRab12 IRcdI 211Rb d I2+ i Rb c I2+IRad12+1Rac i 2| 2ir K2 (a)d«(bxT) 1

+0(bx 2T 2) (1 .9 )



Now for the variance, we set c=a , d=b in expression (1.9) which 

reduces to

var{ |Rab(T ) I2) - 2 1Rab12 - 4 !RabI2 lRabI

2|Rab|2|Rab|2|Rab|2 2ir(bT-1T-1) K2 (cx)doc

0(bT"2T'2)

= |Rabl2 [l - IRabl2 4ir ^(ocJdoctbT"1!-3-)

+ 0(bT“2T"2 ) (I.10)

COROLLARY 1.6.1

Under the conditions of Theorem 1.6 and if bT-»0, bTT-»« 
as T-»°=, we have, for X*0,

Lim T^„ E{|Rab<T >(X)|2} = |Rab(x)|2

Lim T_,„ bTTcov{|Rab(T >(X)I2 ,|Rcd(T )(X)I2}

RabRdcRbdRca+RbaRdcRadRcb

RabRcdRbcRda+RbaRcdRacRdb

IRcd121RabRbdRda+RabRbcRca+RbaRadRdb+RbaRacRcb

iRab I RdcRbdRcb+RdcRadRca+RcdRbcRdb+RcdRacRda

+ IRabI 211Rbd12+IRbcI2+IRad i2+1Rac!2 27T K2(a)d<x

Llm ^tT var<|Rab(T)|2) = 1 Rab12 1 " IRab12 4tt K2 (a)doc



THEOREM 1.7

Let Z(t)={M(t), N(t)} be an r+s vector-valued

stationary point process satisfying assumption 1.1 of Appendix I and 

has the spectral density matrix Fzz(X). Suppose Fj^(x) is the spectral 

density matrix of M(t), and is non-singular. Let K(«) satisfying the 

assumption 1.2 of Appendix I. Let the estimate of the partial 

coherence between the components ,Na and Nb , (a,b=l,•*',s), of N(t) 

after removing the linear effects of M(t) be given by

lRNaNb .M*T ^(x)I2 "
|feaeb (T)(X>l2

fea€a*T ^ X *feb€b ^  ̂
X*0 (1.11)

where

feaeb ^ ( x)- % aNb ^ ( X)”FNaM ^  (XK FM M ^  (x) 3 lRMNb T̂ ^(x)

then the estimate given by expression (1.11) is asymptotically 

unbiased and normally distributed with

(i) cov{]RNaNb tf(T >(X)|2 ,|RN(;Nd m (t )(X)|2} - expression (1.9)

(ii) var{ l % aNb .M*T * (x) I2) * expression (1.10)

Proof:-

The proof follows in the same manner as that of Theorem

1.6 and by applying a result of Theorem 8.7.1 given by 

Brillinger(1981, p309),



APPENDIX II
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II.1 An algorithm for rapid computation of JnjN2 T̂ ^ u )

Let Ni and N2 be two spike trains realised on (0,T].

Suppose rj, j-1,2, • * • ,N]_(T), and s^, k=l,2,*••,N2(T), are the

observed times of the Nj and N2 spikes, respectively. The algorithm

for a fast computation of the variate JniN2 T̂ ^ u ) binwidth h may

be described as follows:-

1. Store the ordered times rj and s^ in two separate arrays.

2. Initialize an array JT(NN:NP) of dimension NP-NN+1 to 

zero, {i.e., (NN,NP) is the interval for the lag "u" in 

which the estimate is required. It may be set, for 

example, (-100,100)}

3. Initialize two indicators "a" and "b" to 1 for the first 

spikes of N]_ and N2 processes, respectively.

4. For the b^*1 spike of the N2 process, increment "a" by 1

until it reaches the Nj spike for which the lag value

given by

u = integral part of (ra-sb )/h 

lies inside the interval (NN,NP). Retain the indicator "a"

5. Compute the lag value "u” corresponding to the b *̂1 spike 

of N2 and a^*1 spike of Nj processes, and set

JT(u) = JT(u)+l.

Repeat step 5 for the subsequent spikes until u x NP.

6. Increment "b" by 1 and go to step 4 if b 45 N2(T), or

stop otherwise.
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